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May we continue to prayfor the
438th Military Police company
and theirfamilies during their time ofservice.

Races Get Plenty Of Down
Time Before Bracket Buster
See Sports
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Roommate charged in fatal stabbing
covered James Cavitt, 47, and
Gordon Jackson, 56, had been fighting and that both men had suffered
injuries.
Following the altercation. Cavitt
walked to a neighbor's house and
waited for police to arrive. He suffered stab wounds to his abdomen
and was transported to MurrayCalloway County Hospital where he
later died of his injuries.

Staff Report
A Murray man remains in
Calloway County Jail this morning
charged with assault in the stabbing
death of his roommate.
According to a report from the
Murray Police Department, officers
responded to a 911 call at 1619
Farmer Ave. at 10:23 p.m. Sunday
night. Upon arrival, MPD officers
Cabot Grogan and John Cooper dis-

Task force to
examine five
models for
Paducah site
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Murray
PADUCAH, Ky.
State University's task force
examining its Paducah campus
met for the second time Monday
night at the Crisp Center to discuss different models for its
expanded campus.
The team narrowed its discussion to five potential models
to be examined in the next two
weeks before its next meeting.
One model was discarded last
night. The task force taunt!r:=11y decided to eliminate the
option of keeping the Crisp
Center as it is. The other options
are improving the Crisp Center:
examining the "Hopkinsville
model" which includes a free
standing building; using faciliKentucky
West
on
ties
Community and Technical
College's campus; utilizing a
multi-campus center; and
researching available facility
space through old school buildings and other facilities that may
be available.
Members of the task force
were charged with researching
the pros and cons of each model
to be presented at the March 3
meeting.
"It is my hope that this task
force can come out with a final
recommendation to the board of

Calloway County Coroner Mike
Garland contacted police around
1:14 p.m. Monday to report that
Cavitt had died.
According to Garland, Cavitt
was stabbed five times — twice in
the front, once in the side and twice
in the back.
Preliminary autopsy results from
Madisonville were expected later
today. Garland said a toxicology

ing that additional charges have not
been filed against Jackson.
"It's something we're looking
into but nothing at this time,"
Rollins said.
An investigation of the incident
is continuing.
According to the MPD report,
alcohol may have been a factor in
the altercation.

screening of blood and urine will
also be done to check the "chemical
state of the body."
Jackson suffered visible injuries
to his face, but did not seek medical
attention, according to police.
He was charged Monday afternoon with first-degree assault following an initial investigation of the
incident. Murray Police Detective
Capt. Eddie Rollins said this morn-
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regents," said chairman Alan
Stout. "When we come out of
this process. this can provide a
model for Murray State to look
•
at other facilities."
Dr.
University president
Randy Dunn encouraged the
members to stay focused on the
.
warl0g1
task at hand.
"This task force can bite off
anything it wants to, but at the
end of the day what we're lookMI
ing for is a list of pros and cons
and a recommendation to go to
the board of regents with what
•••116••••••Y
we want to do and move forward
with funding," he said.
Dunn suggested having a
third party conduct a two-part
study to examine the labor force
in the Paducah and McCracken
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times
County area and the needs of
this week in a Book
participating
are
School
Elementary
that workforce.
Southwest
County's
Calloway
at
SOUTHWEST BOOK FAIR: Students
Potter" book
"Harry
a
at
looks
"It would tell us what we
Rushing
Holly
Fair in the school's media center. Pictured above, first grade substitute teacher
tonight
Night
would need to be offering in
Reading
Family
a
hold
will
school
The
right.
Weber,
Benjamin Yong, left, and Nathan
McCracken with third grade students
and
Paducah
County and that would tell us (Tuesday).
what kind of a building we needed," he said.
Dunn said he is maintaining
contact with the Paducah
Chamber of Commerce and discussing funding for the study.
Influence 1st Offense.
under the influence.
"If the chamber doesn't get Staff Report
Ward, who had served
press
a
to
According
BENTON, Ky. — A western Kentucky
the money for the study, potenfrom Marshall as commonwealth attorney
release
attorh's
it
commonwealt
fund
can
tially the university
judge has asked the
County Sheriff Kevin for 19 years, was defeated
ney for Calloway and Marshall counties to
Byars, the 911 dispatch by Gayle Cook of Murray,
resign his post following a DUI arrest
•See Page 2A
center received a call in 2000. He regained the
Saturday.
informing them of a possi- office in the May 2006
Circuit Court Judge Dennis Foust said he
bly impaired driver near the Democratic primary.
Serenity Shores subdivision
Ward took time off from
met with Mike Ward on Monday and asked
east of Benton. Marshall his role as commonwealth
him to resign, according to a report by the
Ward
County deputies responded attorney in late September
Associated Press, but that Ward indicated he Foust
a
conducted
and
reasons.
call
the
to
personal
for
down.
would not step
investigation. At the conclusion of the
Ward did not immediately return a call to
Foust said Ward is a good prosecutor but DUI
was arrested.
Ward
,
investigation
office today seeking comment, the AP
his
the arrest creates a "credibility gap."
Benton, was charged with reported.
of
57,
Ward,
Ward was arrested Saturday at approxiOperation of a Motor Vehicle Under the
mately 7:10 p.m. on charges of driving

•
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Judge asks Ward to resign post

McConnell to
speak at Lincoln
Day Dinner here

Special to the Ledger
The U.S. Senate's top Republican Mitch McConnell will be
speaking at the annual Purchase Area Lincoln
Day Dinner at Murray State's Curris Center
March 1 that will include other key Republican
officials with area ties.
Congressman Ed Whitfield. State Sen. Ken
Winters and State Rep. Steve Rudy will also
be featured guests.
A "meet and greet" will begin at 6 p.m.
Tickets are $25 per person. Reservations may
IlleConnse
be made by contacting Mary Cowen at (270)
293-3044 or the Marshall County Republican Headquarters at
(270)527-2740.
McConnell was scheduled to be in Murray today for a $2 million check presentation to the Murray-Calloway Economic
Development Corp. toward Murray and Calloway County's new
industrial park.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
At least 17 Kentucky school districts, including three in the
Purchase area. are disposing
hundreds of pounds of meat as
part of the largest nationwide
beef recall in history.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture ordered the recall of
143 million pounds of beef
Sunday from a Southern
California slaughterhouse that is
under investigation for animal
abuse.
'The company provided meat
to various federal programs,
including Kentucky school
lunches. Officials estimate that

about 37 million pounds of the
recalled beef went to school programs, though most of the meat
already has been consumed.
The recall affects beef products dating to Feb. I. 2006.
A spokesman for the
of
Department
Kentucky
Agriculture says 17 Kentucky
school districts have received
recalled beef products. but no
illnesses have been reported.
The Purchase area schools
include Fulton County, Marshall
Mayfield
and
County
Independent, according to a list
from the Lerington HeraldLeader.
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include ment of animals.
schools
Other
Anderson County. Breckinridge
Federal regulations call for
County, Clark County, Daviess keeping downed cattle out of the
County, Erlanger Independent, food supply because they may
Fayette County, Hardin County.
risk of contaminaJefferson pose a higher
County,
Henry
salmonella or
coli,
E.
from
tion
County, Marion County, Meade
they typsirtce
disease
cow
mad
County,
Montgomery
County,
Perry County and Shelby ically wallow in feces and their
immune systems are often weak.
County.
of
Department
U.S.
"We don't know how much
Agriculture guidelines mandate
oduct is out there right now.
that an inspector must review
e don't think there is a health
sick or injured animals, called
but we do have to take
azard,
"downer" cattle, before they can
said Dr. Dick
action,"
this
be slaughtered, and that the
undersecreUSDA
Raymond,
sets
Act
1958 Humane Slaughter
strict rules for the humane treat- tary for food safety.

Glendale Place is an independent senior lifestyle with assistance
if and when you need it. Please inquire at...
905 GLENDALE RD.,• MURRAY • 759-1555
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Located on 207 S. 7th St. rhut a bkx-k frrym Cowl Square)

761-STOR (7......R67) • Mon.-Sat. 7:30 am-6 pm • sun. 1-5:30 pm
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Anti-gambling women's group
planning rally at Capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — As Kentucky politicians wrangle over
Gov Steve Beshears plan to legalize casinos, an anegambling
women's group is planning a Tuesday rally warning lawmakers about
some social ills that could manifest later as a result
Carol Devine a student minister in Danville, believes casino gambling will bnng with it many social problems — addictions, bankruptcies and broken families Devine, and others in Women Against
Casino Gambling, believe that it's mainly Kentucky women who will
be saddled with any negative fallout from gambling
"Women have a unique perspective in us as mothers and wives."
Devine said "Women have a unique perspective in that they would
be the ones that would clean up any mess left by casinos."
Gov Steve Beshear is pushing a plan to amend Kentucky's constitution and allow up to 12 casinos across the state Seven would be
owned by horse tracks, while the remaining five would be considered
freestanding
Beshear. a Democrat, says Kentucky's cash-strapped government can eventually take in about $600 million a year from casino
gambling revenue — not to mention the $500 million in up-front casino license fees
The newly elected governor is calling for a constitutional amendment legalizing casino gambling and separate legislation that would
govern them He points out that casinos already line Kentucky's borders, and gambling on horses, the lottery and in bingo halls is already
WW1

Kentucky Wesleyan College
president leaving office
OWENSBORO. Ky.(AP) — The chairman of the board of trustees
at Kentucky Wesleyan College says President Anne Cairns Federlein
is leaving
Chairman Wayne Foster says Federlein wants to pursue other
higher education opportunities
Foster says the two finished plans Monday for Federlein to leave.
Starting March 1, she will serve as a consultant for the college over
the next year to ease the transition
Federlein's departure comes after she received a major vote of
confidence from the board in September 2006. when the board
extended her contract through July 2009
She became the college's 30th president in 2004. overseeing a
rapid nse in enrollment In 2006. Kentucky Wesleyan was named the
state's lastest-growing college with a 28 percent increase from the
previous year
Federlein has not returned calls seeking comment

Lawyers, judges discuss how to
prevent wrongdoing among attorneys
LEXINGTON. Ky (AP) — A group of lawyers and Judges is
reviewing how Kentucky courts handle class action lawsuits and
mass torts to see if there s more that can be done to prevent wrongdoing by attorneys
The meetings come on the heels of cnminal charges against three
former Lexington-area lawyers who face federal wire fraud charges
related to their handling of a $200 million settlement involving the diet
drug fen-pnen
Kentucky s mass toil and class-action litigation committee has

been looking at an assortment of issues including better case management and strengthening ethics rules for lawyers The cases can
involve hundreds of diens; and millions of dollars
The committee, which includes lawyers and current and retired
iudges, will also look at whether the state should change its rules to
mirror federal court rules which are more specific and include a
mechanism for moving similar lawsuits into one court or under one
Ind9e
The group hopes to have some recommendations to forward to
the state Supreme Court for consideration in the next 12 months.
said Supreme Court Justice Lisabeth Hughes Abramson. co-chair of
the committee
-This committee will look at whether the nature of mass ton and
class action lends itself more easily to abuse and, if so, what can be
done to prevent it "

U.S. unlikely to lift Cuba embargo
WASHINGTON (API —
Deputy Secretary of State John
Negroponte said today the
United States will not soon lift
its embargo on Cuba despite
Fidel Castro's resignation.
Asked by reporters at the
State Department if Washington
planned to change its Cuba policy now that Castro has stepped
down, Negroponte replied: "I
can't imagine that happening
anytime soon." He declined further comment.
The centerpiece of Arnencan
policy toward Cuba has been the
economic embargo, first instituted in limited form in 1960 and
strengthened in 1962. Castro
persistently called the trade
embargo
"criminal,"
and
claimed that its economic
impact on the island ran well
into the tens of billions of dollars.
In Rwanda, President Bush
expressed hope that the end of
Fidel Castro's presidency will
launch a transition to democracy
in Cuba after nearly 50 years of
ironclad, communist rule.
Long a target of U.S. criticism and sanctions, the ailing
Castro, 81, announced he would
not accept a new term.
"What does this mean for the
people in Cuba?" Bush said at a
news conference dunng his trip
to Africa.'They're the ones who
suffered under Fidel Castro.
They're the ones who were put
in prison because of their
beliefs. They're the ones who
have been denied their right to
live in a free society. So I view
this as a period of transition and
it should be the beginning of the
democratic transition in Cuba."

ill, gun law

The Coast Guard, meanwhile, has not added any additional patrols in light of Castro's
resignation, said Coast Guard
spokesman Chris O'Neil.
O'Neil, speaking
from
Ronda, said there have been no
indications or warnings of a
mass migration.
"The threat has not changed."
O'Neil said.
Bush said he anticipates
debate about Cuba's future, and
that some people will say "Let's
promote stability."
"In the meantime, political
prisoners will rot in prison and
the human condition will remain
pathetic in many cases," he said.
Bush noted that he had met
with the families of some of
prisoners, and that their release
should be the first step of any
transition to democracy.
It just breaks your heart to
realize that people have been
thrown in prisons because they
dare speak out," he said.
While Bush expressed hope
for democratic change. Castro's
decision appeared to position his
brother. Raul, 76, to succeed
him as president.
"The international community should work with the Cuban
people to begin to build institutions that are necessary for
democracy." Bush said.
"Eventually, this transition
AP
ought to lead to free and fair
elections — and I mean free, Orlando Hernandez sets up Cuban flags kir sale in front of the
and I mean fair — not these kind Versailles Restaurant in the "Little Havana" area in Miami
of staged elections that the today. Local media gathered at the restaurant after ailing
C'astro brothers try to foist off as leader Fidel Castro resigned as Cuba's president early
true democracy," Bush said.
Tuesday, saying in a letter published in official online media
-The United States will help that he would not accept a new term when the newly elected
the people of Cuba realize the parliament meets on Sunday.
blessings of liberty,- Bush said.

may not have stopped NIU shooter

CHICAGO (API — Illinois lawmakers
moved swiftly after last year's massacre at
Virginia Tech to make it harder for anyone
with a history of mental illness to buy guns,
fortifying what were already some of the
nation's toughest weapons laws.
But the new measure does not take effect
until June. And whether it would have prevented last week's bloodbath at Northern
Illinois University is far twin clear.
Steven Kazmierczak. the 27-year-old
grad student who bought an arsenal of guns
in recent months and used them to kill five
people and commit suicide, had been on
medication and was said to have spent time
in a psychiatric center as a teen in the late
1990s.
But state Sen. Dan Kotowski, a sponsor
of the law that will require more detailed
reporting to state officials about those who
have received mental health treatment, said
the
sketchy
information
about
Kazmierczak's medical history makes it
impossible to know whether he would have
fallen under the law.

'This law is more comprehensive than
most," the Democrat said Monday. "But
everything needs to be evaluated and
reviewed to address the problem so that
something like this never happens again.
This is the promise we have to make."
The measure, when it takes effect, will
require health professionals to inform state
authorities about patients who display violent, suicidal or threatening behavior. Right
now, such information is reported to state
officials only on people who have been
institutionalized, not on those who receive
only outpatient treatment.
Illinois adopted the law last June. and the
governor signed it in August.
Last month. President George W. Bush
signed federal legislation requiring states to
provide the mental-health information they
gather for use in a national backgroundcheck system.
Virginia lawmakers, meanwhile, are still
considering a package of bills to change that
state's mental health system after the
Virginia Tech tragedy. One bill would

enshrine into law an order by Gov. Timothy
M. Kaine that requires names of people
ordered into outpatient treatment to also be
reported to state authorities.
The proposals are attempts to alter a mental health system that came under increased
scrutiny since a mentally disturbed student,
Seung-Hui Cho, killed 32 people and himself at Virginia Tech in April.
•
Unlike Cho, Kazmierczak showed few
outward signs of trouble. He passed repeated criminal background checks and had a
state firearm owner's identification card,
which requires applicants to answer a series
questions, including whether they have been
in a mental hospital in the preceding five
years. Authorities say they verify what the
applicants put down.
Kazmierczak bought four guns at Tony's
Guns and Ammo in Champaign, He bought
a High Point .380 pistol on Aug. 6, a Sig
Sauer 9 mtn pistol on Dec. 30, and a
Remington 870 shotgun and Glock 9 nun
pistol on Feb. 9. authorities have said.

III Paducah site ...

Engagement Conference focus of show

From Front

Special to the Ledger
Roundabout Murray this week features Robin Taller, who is serving as the co-coordinator for
Murray State University's upcoming Engagement Conference. The conference will bring in nationally
renowned speakers for presentations and workshops on models that engage students in critical thinking
and problem solving activities emphasizing involvement in research, service learning and stewardship
activities.
In addition, Jim Carter will also welcome Randall Black for a visit about
MSU's Commonwealth Honors Academy. The academy is a Mire
week academic, personal and social development program for
outstanding high school students in the summer after the
junior year.
Black's work as dean of student life for the
academy is extensive as student experiences go well beyond a traditional classroom setting to include co-curricular
activities, such as a field trip for biological research, a trip to an opera
or an an museum. On weekends
and during the evenings, students attend concerts, lectures.
and performances. engage in
extracurricular games, service
activities, and talent shows, and
participate in personal development forums and seminars.
This week's Roundabout will also
feature stories on the recent MSU
Department of Theatre and Dance annual
children's show, Star Spangled Salute by
Aruand Harris and a look at the changes made
to the MSU Curris Center The-ave.
Roundabout Murray is a 30-minute television show that
brings updates about Murray State University, the City of
04)13
Murray. and Calloway County. The show airs on WPSD Sunday nights at
midnight, New Wave in Murray (channel 19) on Mondays and Wednesdays at 8 a.m.,
noon and 6 p.m.. MediaCom (channels vary by area) on Thursdays at 6 p.m.: Murray Electric (channel
15) Wednesdays at 6 p.m.. and MSU TV- I I on Tuesdays and Fndays at 6 p.m.

through university funds.- he said.
John Yates. dean for the center of continuing education, and Brian Van Horn, assistant dean for the
center of continuing education, presented information to the task force members about Murrio, State's
other three satellite campuses in Hopionsville. Madisonville and Henderson.
Currently. Murray State leases classrooms and office buildings from Henderson
County Schools.
'The Hopkinsville campus has a stand alone building that
offers 36,000 square feet of classrooms. offices, a learning
resource center and a multi-purpose room. The
building was state funded with monies assigned
to MSU.
In Madisonville, Murray State currentuses a building that is owned and
:operated by the Madisonville
...Community College.
The task force was created at
the Nov. 30 MSU Board of
Regents meeting The purpose
of the task force is to examine
the development of the Paducah
campus and to consider options
for the expansion of programs.
services and facilities for both
undergraduate and graduate education.
Council
on
Kentucky
The
Postscsondary Ldusation has established
targets for each higher educatiiin institution
in the stale within thc state goal to double the
number of Kentuckian. holding a baccalaureate
degree by 2020. Anal'.%is h, the(TV shows that doubling
the number of bachelor's degree holders in MSU's service region
could raise average household income h) $17.000.
This area encompasses 18 counties and three area development districts with a population of 439,790. Thirteen percent of the population has a bachelor's degree or above. and 24 percent has
less than a high school diploma
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!MU prof. launches NASA ambassadorship with eclipse talk
SPeciel tO the Ledger
Ai 7 43 p m Wednesday, the
moon will begin to be covered
by Earth's shadow in the skies
:.above Murray and most of North
.and South America. Yet the
- moon will not wanish. The
2:Earth's air will bend sense light
ink)the shadow but the question
'h what color will mull'

Mai depends on what's in the
r)pu al sha.k. Of orange to
red could give the Moon
"burnt- appearance.
Students and stargazing aficionados, general public
ed, are invited to observe this
celestial alignment and learn
more with l)r Arthur Pallone.
assistant professor in the
Alf

Department of Engineering and
Physics and an instructor of
astronomy at MSU.
Pallone has chosen this lunar
eclipse as the kickoff event for
his newest adventure as a volunteer Solar System Ambassador
for NASA. He is one of only
seven selected by NASA to
serve Kentucky in 2008.

The eclipse is to begin at 7:43
p.m. and end at I 1:09 p.m.. with
tota/ eclipse occurring between
9:01 and 9:51 p.m. At 7:30
p.m.. Pallone win give a brief
introduction and description of a
lunar eclipse. He will then be
on-hand for questions and
observations throughout the
event, with the discussion cen-

tering around "the historic
importance of lunar eclipses, the
difference and similarities
between lunar and solar
eclipses, and the scale of the
solar system." said Pallone.
Observers will parr at the
parking lot of Murray State's
Industrial and Technology
Center building at approximate-

ly 7:30 p.m. People should dress
appropriately for the weather,
bring folding chairs and binoculars.
This event is a Joint function
of NASA's Solar System
Ambassadors Program and the
Murray
State
University
Astronomy Club.
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Dr. Billy G. Hurt
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U.S. 'pleased' with Pakistan election

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Bush administration said this
morning that while Pakistan's
election was a step toward
restoring democracy in the key
U.S. anti-terror ally, it is holding
off on a definitive assessment
until final results are in.
Pervez
President
With
with his Ph.D.
Musharraf's ruling party conGrove
Shady
Dr. Hurt served as pastor of
ceding defeat in Monday's vote,
Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn., Bethel Baptist the State Department said this
Church, Humboldt, Tenn., Scotts Grove Baptist morning it was "pleased" that
Church, Murray, First Baptist Church, Benton, the election, which was postHurt
the
First Baptist Church, Independence. Mo., from poned from January after
assassination of opposition
7,
1971-197
from
Paducah,
Church,
Baptist
l
0,
Immanue
1966-197
leader Benazir Bhutto, had come
First Baptist Church, Frankfort, from 1977-1989, and First Baptist off relatively peacefully and
Church, Calvert City.
without major apparent fraud.
He served as interim pastor at several area churches, with Clarks
-This is an important step on
River Baptist Church being the most recent. He was a trustee at the the path towards an elected,
University of the Cumberlands. Williamsburg; formerly served as civilian democracy that reflects
peochaplain of the Kentucky General Assembly; and was a past mem- the choices of the Pakistani
a
n,
Thompso
Nicole
said
ple,"
y.
ber of the Board of Regents of Murray State Universit
nt spokeswoman. "We
departme
Hurt
(Bill)
H.
Wilburn
parents,
his
Preceding him in death were
and others in the international
and Geneva Grey Lawrence Hurt.
community have stressed the
three
Hurt;
Survivors include his'wife, Mrs. Scharlyene Harbison
importance of having as free,
sons, Grey Hurt and wife, Ellen, Owensboro, Bob Hurt and friend, fair and transparent an election
Vickie Watkins, Benton, and Mark Hurt and wife, Christy, process as possible."
She noted there were numerMemphis, Tenn.; one sister, Pat McReynolds, and one brother, E.
Witt,
international and independKathryn
ous
ghters,
granddau
five
Larry Hurt, both of Murray:
ent local election monitors who
Leah
and
Hurt
Paige
ro,
Owensbo
Hurt,
Kara
Fla.,
lle,
Jacksonvi
had yet to offer reports on the
Hurt, both of Murray, and Amy Jo Gabel, Richmond; four great- voting process, and she declined
grandchildren, Hannah and Sophie Witt, Eli Hurt and Ava Ladd; further comment until they had
several nieces and nephews.
spoken and the final official
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Clarks River Baptist tally is released.
"We will wait for the final
Church, Symsonia. Dr. Lee Morris, Rev. Bob Cook, Barry Bellue
and Dr. John Wood will officiate. Burial will follow in the Benton election results and the chance
to review the monitoring
- Cemetery where Rev. Bruce Watts will officiate.
groups' reports before commentHome,
Funeral
King
&
Cann
Filbeckat
Visitation will be
ing further on the process,"
Benton, after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday)and at the church from 10 a.m. Thompson said.
Wednesday until the funeral hour.
Traveling with President
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Billy G. Hurt Bush in Africa, White House
Scholarship Fund, University of the Cumberlands, 6191 College
Station Dr., Williamsburg, KY 40769 or Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001.

Dr. Billy G. Hurt, 76. Benton, died Sunday, Feb. 17, 2008, at 6
a.m, at his home.
He graduated from Cumberland College ,
Williamsburg, in 1951 with an associate degree;
then from Union University, Jackson, Tenn., in
1956 with a bachelor of arts degree; and then from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in 1966

-AP
ttie
e
celebrat
to
dance
party
Sharif's
Nawaz
minister
prime
Supporters of Pakistan's former
. Pakistan's ruling party conunofficial results of their leader in Lahore, Pakistan, this morning
Musharaff in parliamenPervez
t
Presiden
of
ceded defeat after opposition parties routed allies
war on terror.
the
in
ally
close
's
America
of
rule
the
threaten
tary elections that could
press secretary Dana Perino said
it was important that the election
instill confidence among the
Pakistani people.
"For many weeks, almost
the
now, since
months
announcement that there would
be elections on Feb. 18th, what

we have encouraged is for people to be able to express their
vote freely, and for this election
to inspire confidence in people
about their government," she
said in Kigali, Rwanda.
In Islamabad, Pakistan's ruling party conceded defeat after

routed
parties
opposition
Musharraf allies in the parl4tmentary elections. The resukts
cast doubt on the political future
of Musharraf, who was re-elected to a five-year term last
October in a controversial parliamentary ballot.

Democratic campaign getting increasingly negative

Mrs. Genella Dublin
Mrs. Genella Dublin, 72, Mission Valley Drive, Murray, died
Monday. Feb. 18, 2008, at 11:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Rev. Leonard Young

Rev. Leonard Young, 96, Mayfield, died Sunday, Feb. 17, 2008,
at 2:40 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired Baptist minister, he was ordained into the ministry on
five
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Preceding him in death were his wife, Verble Burnett Young, his
brothparents, Alfie and Carrie Cantrell Young, three sisters and two
ers.
Survivors include one son, Charles Young and wife, Helen.
Mayfield; three daughters, Margaret Jones and husband, James, and
Jo Ann Raley and husband, Jerry, all of Mayfield, and Brenda
Moreland and husband, Steve, Westchester, Ohio; 13 grandchildren;
22 great-grandchildren; six great-great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Mildred Miller Putnam

ay.
Mrs. Mildred Miller Putnam, 92, Huron. Ohio. died Wednesd
Feb. 13, 2008, under the care of Hospice.
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Obama's health care plan would
(AP)
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• Hearing Tests
• Hearing Aids
• Service
• Batteries
Michael Stone. BC

HIS

We offer the world's most
advanced digital hearing aids

Present this advertisement
save up to 3000 OFF
manufacturer's retail price!

Call Today 270-753-8055
Toll Free 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th St.• Murray
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It 2 CLICK ir program will be
Wednesday at Calloway Middle
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The "IN IT 2 CLICK IT" program at
Calloway County Middle School will be
Wednesday at 2:15 p.m. to inform students
of the consequences of not wearing their
seatbelt through messages delivered in stories sand songs appealing to "Tweens".
The Public Relations Student Society of
America IPRSSA of Murray State University is competing in the Bateman Case,
a prestigious and challenging intercollegiate
competition sponsored by the PRSSA and
Jo's
Public Relations Society of America (PRSA.
Datebook This
year's challenge is to create a proBy Jo Burkeen
gram about seat belt safety to educate chilCommunity
dren ages 11-14, their parents and their
Editor
caregivers in partnership with Safe Kids
World Wide sand Chevrolet, a division of General Motors.
The event will include a skit, facts, and rap song written by the Bateman team and performed by impersonator
DJ Slummy from the group Slum Village (PRSSA members). The messages stress the importance of always using
a seatbelt.

Self-Help Group will meet Wednesday
Vocational/Educational Self-Help Group for anyone who has
been incarcerated will be Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. A Licensed Professional Counselor will be available to answer questions.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives. parents and other interested persons are encouraged to
attend.

CCHS Committee to meet
Calloway County High School Curriculum Committee will
meet Wednesday at 3:10 p.m. in the guidance office conference room. All interested persons are invited.
AIL
Photo, .
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HOME DEPARTMENT: Shea Butler of the Health and
Wellness Center, right in top photo, spoke at the January
meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman s
Club and was introduced by Jackie Helm, department chairman Hostesses, were, bottom photo, from left. Helm. Shirley
Robinson and Betty Jerge. The department will meet
Thursday at 1 30 p m at club house

Recertification offered
For those who are already
certified lifeguards, the Callowiy County Chapter of the
Red Cross wiU be offering
recertification classes for both
lifeguarding. required every
three years. and CPR for the
Professional Rescuer, required
every year. These will also
he taught at the ('art Health
Building at MSU by Mike
Sykes.
Dates and Mlles are as follows:
Lifeguard Recertification
-- Sunday. March 9. 8 a.m.
to 12 Noon
— Sunday. April 13. 8 a.m.
to 12 Noon
--- Sunday, May 13, 6 to

10 p.m.
— CPR for the Professional Rescuer Recertification
— Sunday, March 9. 7 to
9 p.m.
— Sunday. April 13 7 to 9
p.m.
— Sunday, May 20. 7 to 9
p.m.
Cost for lifeguard recertification is $65 and cost for CPR
for the Professional Rescuer is
$35. These classes must also
be pre-registered at least a
week before each session.
For more information, contact Calloway Red Cross at
753-1421 or email callowayredcrossVmurray-ky.net.

Need Line lists
needed 'items
for clients
Need Line has issued a new
list ol items needed to replenish the pantry lot the clients.
They are salmon. tuna, cereal. greens. Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce. and Boost or Ensure
I this is a nutritional drink for
our cancer clients) tor the
pantry, eggs and bread tor tree,erkooler, dish liquid. sue 4.
S. 6 diapers and Pull Ups. and
toilet paper for personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies, and large
brown paper bags
These items may he taken
to the Need Line building at
(Olt South Fourth St.. Murray.
between 10 am and 4 p m .
Monday through Friday
For information call 751-

MHS Football Team plans promotion
Murray High School Football Team will have a rebate night
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Custoiners are asked to give their receipt to the cashier and designate it for the team.

Western Kentucky REIA will meet
Western Kentucky Real Estate Investment Association, a
non-profit group of real estate investors who meet to share
ideas, meet new people and learn new real estate investing
techniques will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m, in the Barkley lecture room, third floor, of Murray State University Curtis Center. This is open to the public and all interested persons 'are
invited.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. All interested persons are invited. Amber Wilson. physical therapist, will present the program. "Exercises for Everyone!" For information
contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club wilt-meet tonight
at 7 at the club house with Elizabeth Johnson, voice, diction
and opera teacher at Murray State University, presenting the
program.

WOW Lodge 138 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet tonight at 6
at Ryan's Steakhouse The theme is a dinner and a movie and
"Join Hands Day Planning."

CCHS Alumni to meet
The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools will
meet tonight at 6 at Pagliai's. All members and interested persons are urged to attend. For information call Laura Lee Winchester at 227-3441.

Murray Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 in the conference room.

Counselor to be at CCHS
Carolyn Halbleib. an admissions counselor at Western Kentucky University. Bowling Green. will be at Calloway County
High School on Wednesday from 9:40 to 10:20 a.m. to discuss with prospective students the opportunities offered at
WKU.

UDC Chapter plans meeting
Photo provided
VALENTINES DEUVERED: Murray High School Key Club members Jax Richardson,
Christina Shin and Becca Kilby are pictured delivenng Valentines to the residents at Fern
Terrace Lodge The Key Clubbers designed and handmade the Valentines for the residents
Key Club is a member of the Kiwanis Family and helps to teach leadership through
service to
high school students

"faxes by Joyce, Inc.
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

753-6069
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
All returns filed electronically.

Drive underway to assist students
A drive is currently underway at Murray State University to collect Wal-Mart or Target gift cards to distribute to
students at Union University.
Jackson. Tenn.. who lost personal belongings during the
recent tornado that des astated
the campus.
The dnve will be going on
until Feb. 29. The gift cards

INSURANCE

will he used for students to
replace school supplies and
personal items
MSU students may drop off
gift cards at their residential
colleges or at a special table
set up on the second floor ot
Curtis Center. Anyone in the
community can donate gift
cards at the Student Life office.
314A CISMS Center.

J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday at I p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Sid Easley, local attorney, will
be the speaker. For information call 435-4130.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles ISOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
AVAntm will meet tonight at 6:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southsicle rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

CCHS Council to meet
Calloway County High School Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in
the school media center.
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West Kentucky Rural
Electric Co-op college
scholarships available
West Kentucky Rural Electric standing and their parents or
Cooperative Corporation will guardians must be members of
offer eight college scholarships and receive service from West
to graduating high school sen- Kentucky RECC at their priiors in 2008. Two $1,000 schol- mary residence. Financial need
arships will be awarded in each and academic performance will
of the Cooperative's four dis- be key factors in the selection
tricts: District I (Calloway process.
County); District 2(Carlisle and
Interested students may pick
Hickman counties); District 3
up an application from their
(Graves County); and District 4
high school guidance counselor
(Marshall and Livingston counany West Kentucky RECC
or
ties).
Scholarship forms must
office.
must
s
applicant
To be eligible,
be high school seniors in good be submitted by March 7.

GREG TRAVIS / Murray Ledger & Timei '

have been collecting spare change in their
PENNIES FOR PATIENTS: Students at Calloway County's East Elementary School
class deposits pennies in several jars for
rten
's
kinderga
Herndon
Aymee
homerooms for .St. Jude Hospital. Pictured above,
the school-wide goal. Herndon, center, said she,:
the collection. To date, Hemdon's class has collected $374.54 and surpassed
expects her class to exceed $400 by the end of this week.

Murray High School FBLA provides `Kid's Count'
lesson to Murray Elementary School students
saving money involves three
By Sherry Purdom
basic steps: setting a goal, makMurray Independent School District
Being on the FBLA State ing a plan, and starting to save.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Mom feels helpless watching
troubled son waste his life
DEAR ABBY: My son.
'Keith.' is 20. He lives at home
with his dad, brother and me
Keith dropped out of high school
when he was a senior. His driver's license was suspended due
to non-payment of tickets
A couple of years ago, he
stole from us
lind finalh
admitted he
had a drug
problem We
sent Keith to
a 30-day residential drug
trC atment
fasility
When he got
out,
he
stayed in a
By Abigail
halfway
Van Buren
for
house
three months, then lived with
another recovering addict in an
apartment. Keith had ti job then.
but lost it and moved back home.
He still hangs out with his
same old friends. He sleeps all
day, gets up late in the afternoon or early in the evening.
and goes out again. I know
my son drinks, and I realize
be's probably using again, too.
but I don't know where he gets
the money to buy them. He
has worked in restaurants off
and on over the past two years.
hut is currently unemployed.
I have tried everything I
know to help him. We dragged
him to counselors, but Keith
wouldn't follow their suggestions. We beg him to get his
GED. but he lies to us that
he's going to school and work-

Dear Abby

Todaylnillstorv
By The Associated Press
today is 1 uesday. I-eh 19. the
50th day ot 2008 there are 416
days left in the sew
Today 's Highlight in History
On Feb 19, 1945. during World
Was II, some 40,o11n U S Marines
began landing on Iwo lima. where
they commenced a successful
monthlong battle to sette control
of the island from Japanese forces
On this date
In 1803. Congress lasted to
accept Ohio's borders and coasts-

twain.
In 1807. former Vice President
Aaron Burr, accused of treason.
was arrested in the Mississippi
Temtory, in present-day Alabama
(Burr was acquitted at trial )
In 1846. the Texas state government was formally installed in
Austin. with 1 Pinckney Henderson taking the oath of office as
governor
In I14711. Thomas Edison
received a U S potent tor "an
improvement in phonograph or

speaking machines."
In 1881. Kansas prohibited the
manufacture and sale of alcoholic
beverages.
In 1942, President Roosevelt
signed an executive order that
gase the military the authority to
relocate and intern U.S. residents,
including citizens, of Japanese
ancestry.
In 1942, Japanese warplanes,
attacking in two waves, raided the
Australian city of Darwin; at least
243 people were killed.
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mg on it ,Keith asks me to
wake him ao I can take him
to apply Ifor jobs, but when I
do, he refuses to get up.
His dad and I have to hide
our wallets because he has stolen
our checks and credit cards
before His purchases are usually at gas stations and fast
food restaurants Keith tells us
he's not using anymore, but his
actions make it hard to believe.
can't live my life standing idly by, watching my son
ruin his life I love him. If I
don't stand by him and try to
help him, he has no one. His
dad acts like he hates him. He
either ignores him or gets on
his case whenever he talks to
him. Have you any advice for
me? -- DEEPLY HURT IN
MEMPHIS, 'TENN.
DEAR DEEPLY HURT:
Your son definitely has problems, and you need to find out
what exactly they are. If he's
using, you can find out by
making him take a home drug
test. ("Take it, or you're out.")
If he tests negative, then it's
possible that your son is suffering from depression or some
other mental illness. And if that's
the case, you should make his
getting psychiatric help a condition of his continuing to live
at home.
The only thing you cannot
do is let yourself be trapped
into becoming your son's
enabler. You must set a deadline for him to find a job or
move out on his own, and insist
that he abide by it.
DEAR ABBY: My wife's
niece is being married in May.
The wedding is 1.500 miles from
here. Our daughter, "Sophie.'
a college sophomore. will be
a bridesmaid in the wedding.
For the last year and a half
Sophie has been dating "Trey,"
whom she met at school, and
it appears to be a solid relationship. I like him.
Trey received an invitation
to the wedding. too, which was
unnecessary in my opinion. Now
my wife insists it's our responsibility to buy Trey an airplane
ticket so he can attend. He will
stay in a hotel room with my
sons if he goes
I don't mind paying for the
room and related expenses, but
I set no reason why I should
fork out hundreds of dollars
for an airline ticket. I already
have to pay for my family of
five for this trip. My wife says
I'm stingy. Am I? -- GETTING
FLAK IN ATLANTA
DEAR GETTING FLAK:
It was nice of your sister-inlaw to invite your daughter's
boyfriend to the wedding. If
you can afford to buy him a
ticket, doing so would be a
nice gesture. However, you are
under no obligation to foot the
bill for his transportation.
•••
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Antibiotics not needed
before dental work
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 69
years old and in fairly good health.
Three years ago, my doctor
prescnbed clindamycin to be
taken before dental procedures.
I have since switched doctors,
and now my new doctor says
this is not
necessary. I
am willing to
discontinue
using
the
antibiotic but
am wondering if LI use
in the past
has
any
harmful
effect and 2)
how do I get
BY
the
dental
Dr. Peter Gott
staff
convinced I don't need it?
DEAR READER: You do not
mention why you were put on
the clindamycin in the first place.
Do you have heart disease or some
other cardiac abnormality?
For many years, dentists and
physicians have been routinely
prescribing one or two doses of
antibiotics pnor to dental work
if the patient has heart disease.
stents or deformed heart valves.
Recent studies have shown that
such antibiotic coverage is not
particularly useful in helping
patients avoid heart infections,
so antibiotic therapy is now only
recognized as appropriate in certain cases. Your doctor can advise
you in more detail.
You have not been harmed
by your previous antibiotic usage,
and I am certain that your dentist is now aware of the current
guidelines. He or she can work
with your primary-care physician

DE SW

to decide whether you need to
continue preventive =attires Or
whether you truly don't need the
medication anymore.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband is 72 and has had an
Implantable cardioverter defibrillator for seven years. Recently,
he was shocked seven times. It
was a painful and tratunatic experience. After two days in the
hospital, he was sent home on
medicine. He is terrified of getting shocked again. When the
heart is no longer able to function, will the device keep going
off or at some time will it stop"'
We know this device is a lifesaver, but it seems like it could
be extreme torture when it's time
to go. We are both faithful readers of your column.
DEAR READER: The purpose of a defibrillator is to prevent the heart from beating in
too fast a pattern. I urge you
and your husband to meet with
his cardiologist, who can answer
your questions in more detail.
Your husband should also be
under the care of a physician
who specializes in implantable
defibrillators. 'The device should
be checked at least once a year
to ensure it is functioning properly. If it is not, the specialist
can repair or replace it.
A defibnllator should shut off
if the heart stops beating.
Nonetheless, your husband's
device needs checking if it is
firing inappropriately. Newer
devices are superior to old ones.
such as your husband's. The defibrillator specialist can advise your
husband whether it is appropriate to consider having a newer
one.

ContractBridge
Fag dealer.
cannot see the East or South hands.
Both sides vulnerable
lk has to try to reason out for himNORTH
self exactly what is going on.
•5 3
Fortawately, if West does not
'WM
impulsively win the queen with the
•K 7 6
king, it is not difficult for him to
.A.11074
diagnose the spade situation corWEST
EAST
rectly. This is mainly because there
•K 96 4 2
•A 8 7
are rigid conventions that govern
V6 5 3
.10 7 2
precisely which spade East should
•10 4 3
return at trick two, depending on has
41Q192
•115•K62
holding in the suit.
SOUTH
For example. if East started with
4)Q.1 10
the A-1-8, he would return the jack.,
•AK 94
not the eight. Similarly, holding the
•A 8 5
A-8-7, Fast would return the eight,
•Q93
not the yes en. This is in accordance
The bidding:
with the standard practice of returnEast
South West
'Worth
ing the second-highest card from a
(ST
Pass
Pass
3 NT
three-card suit if the highest card has
Opening lead
four of sraides.
already been played.
There are dates when it is better
The procedure changes, though.
for a defender riot to take a trick that when East starts with four cards in
he can win. The big challenge, of the suit led by partner. In that case.
course, is to know when that's the Fast returns his original fourth-best
nght thing to do.
card rather than the second-highest.
Consider this case where South is Theretirre, if East's initial holding in
in three notrump and West leads the the actual case were the A-1-8-7, he
spade four, won by East with the ace would return the seven rather than
as declarer follows with the ten. East the jack or eight.
returns the eight, on which declarer
A bit coafasieg, perhaps. but by
plays the queen, and the question is applying these principles, it becomes
whether West should take the trick or easy in the present case for West to
allow thequeen to hold.
deduce that declarer started with preWest's choke is crucial, because cisely the Q-1-10 and that East
if he wins the trick, declarer makes started with the A-8-7. West therefour notrump. while if hc plays loss, fore ducks the second spade, and
declarer goes down one.
when East later gains the lead with
How should West go about sols- the king of clubs, his spade return
problem'
ing such a
Remember, he sinks the contract.
tomorrow: tale of thc two missing queens.
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Planet in verse
Bonfire residue
Mouse catcher
Broadcast
Extols
Agents take
Garden-pond
fish
16 King Harald s
capital
17 History
18 Brainy club
20 Exist
21 New car option
23 Film speed no
24 Parka feature
28 Flee
30 Insulting
32 Insh pop star
34 Estuary
35 Applies frosting
36 Bobby in
London
39 Uns hero
40 Desert crawlers
41 Anboue
43 Memphis loc

44 Publishing exec
45 Occasions
for lets
47 Forked over
50 Police raid
51 Fine to NASA
(hyph
54 Una
of resistance
55 Hawser
56 Fret letter
57 Water source
58 Deuce beaters
59 Install a lawn
DOWN
1 Hard wood
2 'Road movie
locale
3 Cup pan
4 Maria Conchita
5 Bark used for
tea
6 Kind of hoop
7 Tokyo formerly
8 Retiree's
income

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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9 Two - kind
10 Untold of the
NBA
11 Perint
17 7-Up Mal
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19 Per
20 Flour holder
21 Guinness and
Waugh
22 Bishop s law
24 Fervently
25 Not elite
26 Turn inside
out
27 Gum
29 Chatty starting
31 White he
33 Invited
37 A Kennedy
38 Brings cheer
42 Daphne
— Mauner
45 Oil lob
46 Drains
47 Kind of roast
48 Just as I
thought,
49 Sitters
handful
50 Block
52 Shout
of surpnse
53 Youngster
55 New England
at
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RACER BASKETBALL

TENNESSEE STATE 73, AUSTIN PEAS'69

Tigers rally, pull off
upset of Governors
ROBINSON SCORES 17 OFF
BENCH, KEEPS TSU ALIVE
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Reserve Gerald Robinson scored
17 points as Tennessee State
remained alive for the Ohio Valovc poem
ley Conference tourney with a School
14-4(18-10)
73-69 victory Monday over Austin Peay
12-6(16-10)
Murray State
Austin ea
Tenn see State (12-15, 9-9 Eastern Kentucky 10-7(13-12)
10-7(13-12)
OVC) rallied from a 42-33 half- Morehead State
time deficit and kept Austin Peay Tennessee Martin 11-8 (15-14)
9-9 (12-14)
(18-10. 14-4) from clinching the Samford
outright OVC regular season title. Tennessee State 9-9 (12-15)
The Governors already have Tennessee Tech 9-10(12-17)
\vrapped up a share of the cham- SE Missouri State 7-11 (12-16)
Jacksonville State 4-14 (6-20)
pionship.
4-14 (5-21)
The OVC tourney will include Eastern Illinois
lacindiry, Feb II
the top eight teams during the
Tennessee St 73 Austin Peay 69
regular season.
Wednesday, Feb. 20
6p m
another Eastern Kentucky ys Morehead St
Houston,
Jerre!'
Saturday, P.O. 23
reserve for Tennessee State, added Jarnes Madison vs Morehead State
1 p.M.
3p m
kechgan vs SE Missouri St
13 points while Bruce Price had Eastern
pm
East Tenn St vs Tennessee Ted
6pr.
12 and Reiley Ervin had 10.
Murray State vs incliana St
6 prn
Bat St
vs
Kentucky
Eastern
Tennessee State went ahead Elon vs UT Marnn
6pm
7pm
by 11, 69-58 with 4:08 left, then Eastern large vs Bansville
7pm
Austin Peay vs Georgia Southern
held off an Austin Peay rally. Jacksonville
7pm
St vs Georgia St
TBA
Austin Peay got to within three Louisiana Tech vs Samba!!
in the last minute.
Todd Babington led Austin Peay with 21. Derek Wright had
6 and Fernandez Lockett II.

MEN'S
SUNNIS

OW BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
to nurse back to health
order
in
off
week
the
have
to
happy
is
Kennedy
Billy
coach
head
Murray State University
at the Regional SpeBuster
Bracket
ESPN
key players for the Racers. MSU will host Indiana State Saturday in the
ical Events Center at 6 p.m.

UTM guards among top
scoring tandems in nation
Staff Report
MARTIN, Tenn. - Only two
other duos in Division I college basketball -urrently score
more total points than UT Martin guards Lester Hudson (25.8)
and Marquis Weddle (16.4).
The duo combines for 42.2
points per game which trails
only a duo from Niagara and
VM1.
In two games (hi, past week,
Hudson and Weddle worked
their magic complementing each
other and helping the Skyhawks add to their three-game
winning streak.
Hudson, a 6-3, junior from
Memphis, struggled against host
Tennessee Tech with just nine
points. Weddle. a 6-1, fresh-

man from Union City, picked
up the slack by pouring in 29
points.
Against visiting Southeast
Missouri State Saturday night
in the Kathleen and Tom Elam
Center, Weddle was held scoreless in the first 20 minutes of
play. In the second half, Weddle scored 14 points. Meanwhile. Hudson recorded a tripledouble in the game with 26
points, 12 rebounds and 10
assists.
The tandem of Hudson and
Weddle has combined for 207
points in the past five games.
Hudson has scored 115 points.
including a career-high 38
against Tennessee State. Wed•See GUARDS,2B

MC BASEBALL

JSU picked as OVC
baseball favorites
WHITTEMORE AND EKU's
FRIEDRICH GET PRESEASON HONORS
jSIPS

Staff Report
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — In
a vote of Ohio Valley Conference head baseball coaches,
Jacksonville State was picked
as the 2008 preseason favorite
in the 10-team league. The
Gamecocks finished second in
both the regular season and
tournament last season. In additional voting. JSU senior outfielder Clay Whittemore was
picked as the Preseason Player of the Year while Eastern
Kentucky junior left-handed
pitcher Christian Friedrich was
named the Preseason Pitcher
of the Year.
The ()serail voting for the
preseason poll was balanced and
close, as three teams received
first-place votes and only two
points separated the favorite.
Jacksonville State. from secondplace, defending champion
Austin Peay.
Jacksonville State received
tour of the first-place votes
and 76 total points, which put
them ahead of the Governors,
who actually received one more
first-place vote (5 in total) but
finished two points behind the
Gamecocks in their overall
points total (74). Eastern Kentucky received the other first
place vote and was predicted
to finish third (61 points). The
Colonels were followed closely by Southeast Missouh State.
who was picked fourth (59).
and Samford, who was predicted to place fifth (55). Eastern Illinois was tabbed sixth
(38). followed by Murray State

A Little MR
WEEK-LONG BREAK GIVES RACERS TIME TO GET WELL AS ISU LOOMS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
When and if asked, Billy
Kennedy would tell you he'd
rather keep, the pedal to the
metal and not have a week
off, like the Racers are scheduled to have this week.
The Racers won't play until
Saturday when they host Missouri Valley Conference foe
Indiana State in the ESPN
Bracket Buster at the Regional Special Events Center at 6
p.m.
But this is a week when
Kennedy is happy to have some
time off.
Not so much for himself,
but for his players.
Senior guard/forward Bruce
Carter went to the hospital in
the middle of the night Saturday, following Murray State's
victory over Eastern Illinois.
Tyler Holloway was sick Sunday and will join Carter as
two Racers who didn't practice Monday.

PRESEASON
BASEBALL
School
Jacksonville St.(4)
Austin Peay (5)
E. Kentucky (1)
SE Missouri State
Samford
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
UT Martin

76
74
61
59
55
38
30
29
15
13

in seventh (30). Tennessee Tech
in eighth (29), Morehead State
in ninth (15) and UT Martin
in 10th (13).
Rob McDonald enters his
fifth season at Murray State
and has 19 lettenvinners and
seven total starters back from
last year's team that compiled
a 12-13 OVC record.
The team's top returning
offensive player is junior
infielder Tyler Owen. A season ago Owen was second on
the team in batting (.353) while
recording 59 hits, 23 runs,
eight doubles, five home runs
and 41 RBI. On the mound
the Thoroughbreds will have
its four most experienced pitchers back in 2008. That group
includes seniors Mike Perconte (6-7, 7.38 ERA. 3 CG. 1
save, 89.0 IP) and Lucas Allen
(2-5. 6.15 ERA, 2 CG, 60.0
IP) and sophomores Matt
McGaha (2-5. 6.99 ERA, 55.1
IP) and Brad Rowland (2-5,
7.34 ERA, 1 CG. 4 saves. 61.1
IP).

Saturday
Murray State vs. Indiana State
When: 6 p m
Records: MSU 16-10112-61, ISU 12-13
(7-8)
LAIR MerliVIRO: Murray State last beat
Indlbria SIe back"in 2002. basting Vie
Sycamores 85-39
Radio: WGFE 103 7 WNBS 1340 AM

Compound that with the flu
bug that has hit other players
as Danero Thomas, Kevin
Thomas, Ray George and Tarod
Sanders and Kennedy is content with being able to nurse
some players back to health.
"This time comes at a good
time for us to not have a game
this week,:' Kennedy said Monday in his weekly press conference.
"It's good to have some
time off, hopefully we can get
beyond everyone being sick."
MSU will take a break from
the Ohio Valley Conference
schedule to play Indiana State
and while Kennedy isn't a big
proponent of breaking up the

slate, not having to travel far Wichita State tonight at 7:05
and being able to play at home p.m.
A win, coupled with a
is a benefit for the secondCreighton and Bradley loss and
year head coach.
"It's not something that you the Sycamores could be in a
want to mess up the confer- three way tie for fourth place
ence race with," Kennedy said. behind league-leading Drake, :"Everything is a grind in our followed by Illinois State and
conference.. The good thing Southern Illinois.
Suffice to say, Indiana State
about our game this year is
it's at home, we have a week is great at home, rattling off
a 13-1 record this season.
off to prepare.
On the road however, is a
"I would rather be playing
a game than not in this situ- different story where they are
ation. It's a positive for us. If 0-12.
"It'll be a tough game Satit's on national television, to
me, that's why the whole Brack- urday against a good Missouri
et Buster thing became popu- Valley Conference opponent,"
lar. That would make it even Kennedy said.
"That league is a very good
more appealing to you. But,
if you're having to travel, like basketball league and has been
last year we had to go to New one of the better basketball
Jersey in the middle of the leagues in the country nightconference race, it's definitely in and night-out. They'll be a
battle-tested team. It'll be a
not a positive thing."
Indiana State (12-13 over- championship level game for
all) is currently sixth in the us. And it'll be a good game
MVC race, tied with Northern to prepare us for the conferIowa at 7-8 and will play ence tournament.-

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Rupp Resurgence?
WILDCATS HOPE TO CONTINUE UNDEFEATED STREAK AT HOME

KEVIN MARTIN / AP
Kentucky's Joe Crawford battles for a loose ball against
LSU. As poorly as they've played at times, the Wildcats
remain within striking distance of league-leading Tennessee.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The concussion Kentucky guard
Ramel Bradley suffered the last
time the Wildcats played Georgia left him dazed, but not
confused.
Bradley called the hard foul
from Georgia's Dave Bliss that
sent him sprawling to the floor
and ultimately to the locker
room in the first half of Kentucky's 63-58 win on Feb. 2
"no big deal." While there's
certainly no love lost between
the Wildcats and the Bulldogs,
don't expect Bradley to go
looking for a little payback.
Bradley knows there's more
important things than settling
a score, namely trying to keep
the Wildcats (13-10, 7-3 Southeastern Conference) on No. 2
Tennessee's heels. As poorly
as Kentucky has played at times
this season, the Wildcats remain
within striking distance of the
Volunteers.
"We remember what happened last November. and we
all agreed that is what we were
not going to let happen again,"
forward Perry Stevenson said.
At least not at Rupp Arena.
The Wildcats are undefeated
on their home floor in conference play. restoring some of

the luster to Rupp after nonconference home losses to Gardner-Webb, San Diego and
Louisville.
To keep it going, they'll
need to continue to dictate
tempo. Injuries and inexperienced players have forced coach
Billy Gillispie to slow the game
down to keep the Wildcats
competitive.
"I think everybody has a
game plan that they want to
execute when they go into each
particular game. and we definitely need to limit possession
most of the time," Gillispie
said.
Though they have struggled
to score points, the Wildcats
have become one of the better defensive teams in the conference. Kentucky is second in
the SEC in field goal percentage defense, allowing opponents
to shoot just 40 percent from
the floor. The Wildcats are fifth
in points allowed (66.8 per
game) and first in defensive
rebounding. not had for an
undersized team.
"We have come a long way
from where we started." Stevenson said. The Wildcats had some
•See RUPP, 28
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MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP

Women's tennis beats
Southern, falls to USM

Former MSU soccer
star lands coaching job

By MSU Sports information
The Murray State women's
By MSU Sports Infor411.4,
team dropped its first
tennis
mation
match of the season as the
Former MSU soccer
Racers fell 4-3 to Southern
star Laura Oppegard has
Miss Saturday afternoon at the
been named the head
Baton Rouge YMCA.
girls coach at her alma
The Golden Eagles took the
illatel, Lafayette High
doubles point with an 8-4 vicSchool in Lexington. Ky.
tory at No. 2 doubles and an
Oppegard. 23, told
8-6 victory at No. 3 doubles.
the Lexington HeraldMSU was able to battle back
Leader she's ready to
in singles action and took a
take on the challenge
2-1 advantage after Lynsey
of taking over the proBochenek came away with a
grant that she played for
6-0. 6-0 victory at No. 6 sinfrom 2(M)l-02.
gles.
'At my age. ifs defLynsday Ottosen followed
initely easy to connect
suit with a 6-1, 6-1 victory at
with the kids." OppeNo. 5 singles.
gard said. •I've been a
USM would gain control of
player for so long. 1
the match at that point with
still know what's going
Courtesy of MSU three straight victories, includon. and I can show them
how to do stuff instead Former Racer soccer midfielder ing clinching the match with
Stephanie Dellocono's 6-4. 6ot just telling them." Laura Oppegard has been named
; sictory over Alexis Webb at
Oppegard played for the head girls coach at Lafayette
No. 4 singles.
Beth Acreman at MSU. High School in Lexington. OppeThe Racers' third singles
It is always great gard was a two-time All-OVC selecsictory came at No. 2 singles
when one tit our for- tion during her time at MSU
when Anne Pennington battled
met players does well
and gets into the coaching profession." Acreman said. "Laura her way to a 6-7 (3), 6-3. 6will he a super coach because she knows the game and can 3 victory over Brittany Serret.
MSU returns to the court
conimunicate it sery
Oppegard was a two-time All-Ohio Valley Conference selec- on Feb. 23 when it takes on
tion as a midfielder. She played in 76 matches from 20/3-06 Evansville at I p.m., at the
for the Racers, scoring four goals, and handing out six assists. Kenlake Tennis Center.
She was also a two-year member of the OW, Commis'loner's Honor -Roll and helped the MSU program lead the
nation in (IPA aixording to the National Soccer Coaches Association 4,1 America (NS('AA).

Women's Tennis Defeats
Southern 4-1
The Murray State women's
tennis team improved its record
to 3-0 with a 4-1 victory over
Southern on Friday afternoon
at the Baton Rouge YMCA.
The Racers earned the doubles point as Angela McGahee and Anne Pennington eased
to an 8-2 victory at the top
dobules spot.
Lynsey Bochenek and Katelyn Fulcher earned an 8-4 victory at No. 3 doubles.
MSU jumped to a 2-0 lead
after Bochenek took a 6-0. 61 decision at No. 6 singles.
The Jaguars won their only
match of the day at No. 3 singles as Kathryn Curtis defeated Adriana Alvarez 6-1. 6-3.
The Racers closed out the
victory with Pennington earning a 6-3, 6-3 victory over
Megan Wilt, at No. 2 singles
and McGahee defeated Janette
Mosley 6-4. 6-3 at No. 1 singles.
Alexis Webb was leading
her match over Sydney Lortigue. 6-2. 4-1, and Lyndsay
(Mown was trailing Bethlehem Workeneh, 6-7. 2-1 when
the Racers clinched the victorY.

By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State nfle team
finished a close second in the
Brandy Williams finished sixth NCAA sectional, held today at
and eighth place in the 600- Jacksonville. Ala. The Racers
meter run with times of 1:36 had a tournament-best 2279 out
of a possible 2400 in smalland 141.
In the 3.(100-meter run. bore, but trailed host JackMSC's Alama Zanin finished sonville State by 12 points in
;th with a time of 10:45, the air rifle competition for
while teammate Kristin Reffett the difference.
Murray State was second in
was 19th at 1059.
For MSU head coach Dereck the three-team competition with
the team is peaking at an aggregate (air rifle and smallthe right time with the Ohio bore score combined) of 4594
Conference Indoor out of a possible 4800. JackValley
Championships coming up Feb. sonville State finished in first
29-March I at Tennessee State. with an aggregate of4596. while
-This was a positive meet Tennessee Tech was third at
for all of our competing ath- 4552.
Kasey Meyer had the top
letes as they all set personal
bests," Chas is said "It's becom- individual score in air rifle.
ing more es ident that we're firing a 587 out of a possible
approaching each race and es ent 600 to best JSU's Michael Dickinson by one point. Dan Belwith more confidence "

luzzo and Kevin Witbrodt tied
for third at 582, while Harley
Jette had a 568.
In smallbore. Witbrodt had
a competition-best 577 out of
a possible 600. followed by
Cameron Hicks, who-lied for
second at 575. Erica Meece
had a 571. while Meyer had
a 567.
The field for the 2008 NCAA
be
will
Championships
announced in the next week.
The Championships will be
held March 14-15 at West Point.
N.Y. The top seven teams will
advance based a formula that
is comprised 50 percent on
today's results and 541 percent
on an average of the team's
top three regular season scores.
Murray State has participated
in all but one NCAA Championships since their inception
in 1980.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
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alter

breaking

the Murray State record, the
team of Asenath NaAman. Sydney Ghol•lon, Meagan Richeson and Katelyn Jones set a
ite%c mark of 12 II. which
shaced a second off the re
I' lls
ford finished
thud in the 2010-tneter run laith
a time of 2 16
\1st 's Ambet Mills and

tun,
Lis(raw

Tennessee boasts top 2 teams in Memphis and Volunteers
KNOXA'11.1.E. Tenn. tAPi
mak hap between the No
I and Nit 2 teaiiis.iii the coun.
t!'
leiiricssee coac h Bruce Pearl
lkt***11 . 1 w ant to talk about it
the state of I ennessee
upped the Associated Piess
poll on Monday with Steil'
plus iii thc lop spot .ttlid

Ict1

lumping nom lonnh iii
N4, 2 its highest ranking in
histors
It that's not enough. the
t igers a 2s ot antl the Volunowc

leers 123-21 meet Saturday in
Memphis in the first 1-2 meeting since No 2 Ohio State
heat Ni, I ‘Aisconsin 49-48
last I-eb 25
But Pearl would rather discuss Wednesday's SEC matchup
with Auburn
"Were trying to do something that hasn't been done in
41 years and that•s outright
win an SEC championship."
he said -Whitt Memphis has
done to build this streak is
take it one game at a time. We're

going to have to do the same
thing 'Memphis visits Tulane on
Wednesday.
The state of Tennessee also
boasts one other ranked team
in No. 21/ Vanderbilt.
Pearl danced around questions about Memphis during
his weekly teleconference and
luncheon. saying Auburn (13ill i
just as much chance
to upset Tennessee as did LSU
and Georgia. the conference's
two worst teams who recently

lost to the Vols by a combined
five points.
Memphis also survived a
scare last week in a 79-78 win
over UAB on Saturday. The
Tigers erased a seven-point
deficit over the final two minutes.
Pearl has made winning the
SEC title an emphasis for his
team and said he thinks his players haye been receptive to that
goal.
Tennessee's highest seeding
came in 2006 - No. 2.

Stop Squeaking, Sagging & Dish Rattling
We Can
done

Others receiving voles BYU 19
Pittsburgh 14, Mississippi State 11
Arkansas 7 Gonzaga 5. Clemson 4
Arizona 3 Arizona State 2 Davidson 1
Rhode Island 1 Western Kentucky 1

Others receiving voles Pittsburgh 59
BYU 43 Clemson 39 Gonzaga 18
Anzona 8 Mississippi Si 7 Rhode
Island 6 Kent Si 3 Stephen F Austin
2 Cornell 1 W Kentucky 1

Kentucky Prop Basketball Poll

Top Scoring Teammate Tandems
and
44 7 Charron Fisher 28)1
1
Tyrone Lewis 11651.Niagara
44 2 Reggie Williams (27 1) and
2
Chavis Holmes 117 1) VMI
and
422 L ester Hudson 2581(
3
UT Marlin
Marquis Weddle 164)(

•Rupp
From Page 15
difficult practices in the preseason but are becoming closer as a team. "Now we are
much tougher than when we
started."
They'll need to be tough
Tuesday to find a way to stop
the Bulldogs (12-11, 3-7), who
have lost six of seven but
played well in a 74-71 loss to
Tennessee on Saturday. Guard
Sundiata Gaines had 23 points
and nine rebounds against the
Volunteers and will be a handful for whomever the Wildcats
send at him, which could be
anyone.
Gillispie said he could send
Bradley. Joe Crawford. Derrick Jasper. Ramon Harris and
maybe even Jodie -Meeks out
to stop Gaines, who had 15
points and wren rebounds in
Georgia's first meeting with
the Wildcats.
"No one has been able t,
figure him out lately." Gillispie
said of Gaines."He makes hard
shots, and he has made threc
or four shots when there was
no time left on the clock that
no one would ever think he
could make these shots. He's
just a hard guy to deal with."
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By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE Ky (AP)- The toc
teams in the Kentucky Associated
Press high school basketball polls with
first-place voles, records total points
and previous rankings
BOYS
FPV Rcd TP Pvis
Rank-School
1
1 Mason Co
18)25-3 89
2
2 Lexington Catholic -24-3 79
3
3 Lee Bryan Station -23-2 70
-17-10 53
4
1 Scott Co
7
5 University Heights(1123-4 48
6
38
Jeffersontown
-20-4
6 Lou
7 Holmes
5
-24-2 37
8 Lou Eastern
-22-4 23 T10
79 Elliott Co
8
-20-3 8
-21-6 8
T9 Corbin
T9 Muhienberg North -21-4 8
9
Others receiving votei: Knox Central
6 Lou Male 5 Lou Pleasure Ridge
Park 5 Hazard 5 Adair Co 2.
Henderson Co 2 Marshall Co. 2.
Madisonville-North Hopkins 2 South
Laurel 2 Lincoln Co 1. Montgomery
Co 1 Cumberland 1
GIRLS
FPV Red
Rank-School
1 Let Paul Dunbar(8)27-1
1)23-4
Catholic(
2 Lexington
-23-3
3 Lou Butler
- 21-3
4 Lou Iroquois
-21-5
5 Let Christian
-20-7
Elizabethtown
6
17 Franklin-Simpson -24-2
-22-4
17 Lou Manual
17 Montgomery Co -20-5
-25-2
10 Marion Co

TP Pvs
89
77
2
70
3
6
54
5
48
4
27
10
21
9
21
8
21
7
20

Others receiving votes: Henderson
Co 11 Clay Co 9 Christian Co 8
South Laurel 8 Middlesboro 6
Calloway Co. 3. Whitley Co
riockr.v.tle Co 1

Lindy Suitor
-sssze Agexi
ilow•
To save or sow home wsuranc•
Cant& Lif rOderY'
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TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
Purdue at Indiana
ESPN
UNC Greensboro at
ESPN2
Davidson
8 p.m.
ESPN - Georgia at Kentucky
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
VERSUS- Chicago at Si Louis
SOCCER
4 paL
ESPN CLASSIC-UEFA Champions
League lain finals. log I. AS Roma
vs Real Madrid CF at Rome (sameday tape

Locally

www.murrayledgencom

f

Auto

USA Tedera/ESPN Top 25 Poll
The lop 25 teams in the USA TodayESPN men's college basketball poll
with test-place votes in parentheses
records through Feb 17, points based
on 25 points for a first-place vole
through one point for a 258r-place vote
arid previous ranking
Pts Pys
Record
1
775
1 Memphis (31) 25-0
4
724
23-2
2 Tennessee
5
685
3 North Carolina 24-2
2
668
22-2
4 Duke
3
664
24-2
5 Kansas
6
647
22-3
6 UCLA
11
562
7 Texas
21-4
10
539
24-2
8 Butler
7
486
21-4
9 Stanford
14
452
21-4
10 Wisconsin
8
447
20-4
11 Georgetown
13
446
21-4
12 Xavier
17
390
13 Connecticut 20-5
12
369
21-4
14 Indiana
23
293
21-5
15 Purdue
19
285
22-4
16 Vanderbilt
9
268
17 Michigan Si 20-5
15
243
23-2
18 Drake
20
235
20-5
St
Washington
19
21
204
20 Saint Mary s 22-3
18
186
21 Notre Dame 19-5
16
142
20-5
22 Texas A8M
132 NR
20-6
23 Louisville
25
106
18-6
24 Marquette
22
57
25 Kansas State 18-6

The Top Twenty Five
By The Associated Press
The suc,
teams in The Associated
Press college beakelbee poll, eith lustplace voles in parentheses records
through Feb 17 total points based on
25 points for a first-place vote through
one point for a 251h-place vote and previous ranking
Pts Pvs
Record
1
1 800
1 Memphis (72) 25-0
1699
4
23-2
2 Tennessee
5
1.592
3 North Carolina 24-2
3
1.567
4 Kansas
24-2
2
1.519
5 Duke
22-2
I 496
6
22-3
6 UCLA
1 310 11
7 Texas
21-4
1 228
9
24-2
8 Buller
7
1156
21-4
9 Stanford
1 122 12
10 Xavier
21-4
21-4
1.033 15
11 WISCCNISal
8
989
12 Georgetown 20-4
17
925
13 Connecticut 20-5
19
877
21-5
14 Purdue
13
796
15 Indiana
21-4
14
612
23-2
16 Drake
21
581
17 Washington St 20-5
23
543
20-6
18 Louevtlle
10
503
19 Michigan St 20-5
24
432
22-4
20 Vanderbilt
20
361
21 Notre Dame 19-5
16
345
20-5
22 Texas A&M
25
302
23 Saint Mary s 22-3
18
247
18-6
24 Kansas Si
176
18-6
25 Marquette

From Page 28
die has scored 92 points. Together the tandem averaged 41.4
points over the last five games.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Rifle squad claims close •Guards
Racer runners set another second at Sectional shoot
distance relay record

By MSU Sports Information
Hie Murray State women's
nat. k & field program took .1
partial squad to the Ihiprimier
11iIls )pen friday at (iladstein
1 ieldhimse in B14v,mington. Ind
[he highlight of the meet
tor NISI was an,,ther res ord
sitting perfortname in the distance medley relay

ED

CIP/2

PREP BASKETBALL
550 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM - Fulton County vs
Murray Hugh (Dill

CASTLEMAN TIRE
REPAIR, INC.
1880 State It. 121 Se., Mayfiold • 247•511114
Moaday • Friday • 700 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
•Brakes
•Shocks
•Struts
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Vie first inserkin ot their ads toe any
error Murray Ledger 8 Tunes will be
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In Memory of
Sarah Katherine Duke

060
NM Wanad

I
remember like it was yesterday, you and
I on the back porch sorting through flowers that I brought for you. You singing
"bring me flowers while I live" as you
removed tattered leaves from the plants
and handed them for me to plant. Now a
year has past, there is a backyard full of
flowers. The only thing missing is you. So
it is on this day that I cherish the time we
had together and consider myself very
fortunate having chosen to spend my time
hopefully making your days here a little
brighter.
I

In remembrance of your time here on
Earth and for those of us who need to be
reminded that death is a necessary part of
living:

Give Me The Roses While I Live The Carter Family
Wonderful things of folks are said when
they have passed away.
Roses adorn the narrow bed over the
sleeping clay.
the roses while I live trying to
cheer me on.
Useless are flowers that you give after
the soul is gone.

STEVE VIDNIER
I
I
\\I-,NI 14 1 \111`ii \\I
I \II I
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Legal
Notice
NOTICE
All stored items in
Units 2, 14, 15, 66 at
Parkside Storage have
been abandoned. If all
charges of these units
are not paid in full on or
before February 29th.
Parkside Storage will
have legal possession
of all rtems in these
units Sale date will be
posted later.

Give me

Kind words are useless when folks lie
cold in a narrow bed.
Don't wait till death to

speak kind words.
Now should the words be said.

Let us not wait to do good deed Till they
have passed away
Now is the time to sow good seeds while
here on earth we stay.

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd.
6PM on the
1st Sat, of the month

University
Barber Shop

oy appl • 75S-1953

Give me the roses while I live.
Don't wait until I die to spread the roses
over my grave to see as you pass it by.

i

Email us at
rnIthmurrayledger.com

Paul W Duke
and Family

Card of Thanks
VOL'erhaps you sent a lovely card.
Or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
If so we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke the kindest words.
As any friend could say;
Perhaps you were not there at all,
Just thought of us that day.
Whatever you did to console our hearts.
W thank you so much whaterer the part.
By the family of
Keys MeCuiston

010
Las*
Nola

Legal
tootles

QrdinniaelliniakbilrAiilklai 'second reading I
in ordinance amending Chapter 118 of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinances, Alcohol Beverage
Control with regards to section 118 13. Police
Power, and section 118 99. Penalties
1B16.90 PENALTIES. shall be amended to read as
follows
i Ai Any person who violates any provision of this
chapter for which no specific penalty is provided
shall be guilty of a miademeanor and shall, in addition to other penalties pitreided by law, be subject to
the following penalties
ili For the first offense a fine net to exceed fienelisse
4sail-slelleas-4690499 ussa_thosaaild_bra_halle
drellfittualillablialaiR14
(2, For any subsequent °fieriee a fine not to exceed
g
"-"
thria_Lbsimasd
limitundred_dollami&)J091 or confinement in
jail not more than MI 6 months or both
PB Any proceeding for the revocation of any !Renee
issued hereunder shall be governed us accordance
with the provisions of KR.S 243 4811
H Thorns. Rushing
H Thomas Rushing. Mayor
Attest
wis Harts McClure
Harts McClure, City Clerk

Dralemora Number 20411-141141 I Pround readmit) an
ordinance cresting • new section of Chapter 118,
Alcolyel R.vsr age Control. regarding Outdoor
Beyerate Area 1.1•11.11111. Regulations
H Thomas Rushing
F1 Thomas Rushing, Mere
Attest
tip Harts McClure
Harts McClure City Clerk

Notice
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
IMp Waded
BAY MONT
Inn
&
Suites looking for night
audit and housekeep
trig. Apply in person
1210 N. 12th St.,
Murray.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P0. Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.
CAREGRIVER to sit
with elderly couple
753-5833

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
3-20-08 to 12-15-08 KY 41)347740
w)att Farms, Renton, KY
4-1-08 to 12-25-08 KY #0348541
Eeagan/Kemp. Murray. KY
3-20-05(0 12-1-08 KV 00349071
T. Lippe. Murray, KY'
A..gc SO (15 hr
wow guaranteed. all ION, and equip lui
no.hed Hou.ing pro,Ilkti 10f I hose beyond “immuiing
Transportation 111111 subsistence pay. atter 5 ii usrira,t "motel
ed Apply for this jolt al the nearest Kentusks Oft kr ol Employment
& Training. DI515/OR of Workforce lieselopmera Offkr using ioh
order aumben K lamer with a top) at Mrs achertiscrnem

The Murray Ledger & Times has a full-time
clerical position available. Applicant must
have computer knowledge and be able to
multi-task. Exceptional interpersonal and
communications skills are required. Some
bookkeeping knowledge a plus, but not
required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T.
Murray, KY 42071. No phone calls.
interested applicants must appl% by resume
only; interviens will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

LefILER &TIMES
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
A full-time position Is as astable for qualified Kofessional to work with families and their children Perinynk
Allied Community Services. In,, is ascepting resumes for
the position of In-Home Worker soh our Family
Preservation Program in our Mayfield office The applicant most have excellent sorrununication skills, willing to
wort a flexible sChedate. knowledge of coininunity
resources and have the ability to mane well informed
decisions independently Training will. be provided
Annual salary is $20010 with full benefits Applicants
who hold a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work.
Psychology. Sociology or related field are invited to send
their resumes by Friday VA Nth to
"In-Home Position"
do Mr. John Tedder. Executive Director
Prrinyrile Allied Community Services. Inc
Family Preservation Program
P.o. Box S49 Ropkinsylile, ky 422414549
PACS. Inc is • An Equal Opportunity Employer*

Take Advairrtage ofour

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position:
RNs day and
afternoon shift. We
offer
competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE

it I )ft I,

DIGITAL Printer
Operator needed for
local direct mail
company. Full-time
position with benefits.
Day shift Monday
through Friday with
occasional overtime
and weekends. Lifting
and
computer experience
required. Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G, Murray, KY
42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to yobnetwBy
default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids/
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
APO)/ at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time bookkeeper
needed.
Computer
knowledge required
Apply in person at
Welch
Concrete
Products, 6580 US
Hwy 641N, Alm. KY.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position
FIN/LPN- Full-time, MF 10P-6A. Anyone
interested in becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St., Mayfield. KY
42066
NEED full-time help.
Start immediately No
expenence necessary.
Will train. Hourly plus
bonuses.
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
Fairtlealing.
NOW hiring Days Inn
front desk. Apply in
person only 517 S.
12th St., Murray.
NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner.
Full-time position in
busy medical office.
Excellent benefits. No
weekends or holidays.
Send
resume
to
Pennynle
Family
Physicians.
Ann Renee Ashby, 1724
Kenton St.. Suite 2A
Hopkinsville,
KY
42240.

VISA

Leop Yen'Vpecictl!
Advertise your business, house, car, boat...
whatever you need!
In the Classified section for
February 29 ONLY, we're offering
a 2x3 display ad, a $49.50 value,

$29!

for only
We can put your logo or picture
in the ad for no additional fee.
The deadline to place your ad is
Thursday, February 21 at 2A1s1

ACTUAL SIZE
for 2x3 ad

For more information, please
contact Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916.
Offer valid for a black & white classified
display ad that is a 2x3 or 3x2 to run on
2129/08. Offer not valid for previously'
scheduled ads.

210

150
0TH drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years 0TH
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789.
deloiseadams0yahoo
COM

PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance.
Experience with
repairs, painting.
Resume to 108 North
12th St.
PURCHASE
Area
Physical Therapy has a
full time position available for a medical secretary/receptionist with
excellent organizational, computer, and customer service skills.
Requires ability to handle
multiple
tasks
simultaneously.
Medical billing or transcription experience
would be beneficial.
Must be able to work
from 9130-630 pm M F Excellent benefit
package. Please send
resume including references to 208 S. 6th
Street. Murray. KY
42071
SEASONAL help
needed. Must have
COL. Apply at Crop
Production Services
Hardin, KY.
(270)437-4000
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
8. MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF!
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted
Various Part time
Positions.
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees!
March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
12800 U.S. Highway
68E.
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment
270-354-6568

EXPERIENCED nigh
watchman/security
monitor. References
available. Reply with
full details to P.O. Box
603.
Murray,
KY
42071.
Call
ival or,
glad to help.
Murray Ledger 8 Timn,
270-753-1916

Articles
For Si.
CLEANING houses. 20
years expenence.
270-759-9553

Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

SATELUTE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HO
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming w/HD
upgrade. Get months
3 FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. +
$5.00 for local networks. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite for
more info. 759-0901 or
toll free: 877-455-0901

HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
MATURE,
caretar
leence
n
d
male
willing
to help"witft elderly or
disabled in your residence, hospital, nursing home. Willing to
help with errands, etc.
Reply with full details
to P.O. Box 603,
Murray, KY 42071.
120
Casputers

Musical
1999 Roland EP-85
digital
piano
with
stand, fabnc cover,
mint condition $850
Call 270-293-1807

-OWNER
FINANCING-16x80 3BR, 2 Bath, on
3.5 acres, Pans.
$3,950 down, $545
month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byerly Broker

VINYL replacement
windows
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Jeff 0 753-6450

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
14

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

LiOUIDAT1ON Saks
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.

LARGE
SELECTIONSELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

WARD ELKINS
On the Square Murray

***OWNER
FINANCE***
No
Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
28R 1BA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222

(270) 753-1713

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray.

1

11111110.ei*Omni

CASH paid for used
Dish Network & cable
boxes. Will pick up. Toll
tree 866-860-0110

1989
Case
580K
XtendaHoe,
4WDr,
runs good $14,500
Call 293-2512

RIDING mowers that
need work
270-436-2867
WHITE oak firewood
$50. 270-227-9042

SCRAP
CARS
,
key
PatIN
-c

'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin.
2BR 1BA,
1-800-455-3001

I

1

t.55iIt
:
14
Z
•111111
4
111111

150
Articles
For Sea
08 hot tub. New in
package 6-7 person.
7HP, 46 tots, ozone.
water fall. Full warranty. Retail: $7,698. Must
sell: $4,200.
573-300-1031
350 Gallon propane
gas tank 5450 00
753-6012
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also
LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood. carved legs. fen.
act package, retails
$4,500. selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

•

subscribe to the

MR&TIMES
Horne Delivery
Local Mail
it alk.aN1
3 mo.-SMOG
3
mirk
..............533.00
6 too.
sczis
I yr. --MOO

.1 yr. --..--$104.00

Rest of KY/TN
tPereaw & Statbara)
1
1 3 um
1
1

e

AN Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 ma. ...........$'75 00
i-s.----MOO

-1,11.0
1 yr.-$1211.N I yr.--.$145.00
Check

Money Order

Visa

MJC

Name

e
e

St. Address

State
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

1
I.

Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 420/1
Or call (270) 753-1916

a
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•
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CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Tuesday, February 19. 2008

Murray Ledger & 'Flutes

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
!lit) Lowes Drive Murray. KY 4207i

NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income Bused
• her Cable • WiaSher. Dryer. Range. lashviashrr
& Refrieeratur Provided • All Electnc • Carpel &
(crane: Tile • Central Heat & Au • Patio/Desk

4111‘11

Alid-1tesirs Largest ledeor Boat F.XPO
Paducah. Kentucky • Feb. 29. March I & 2
Expo Center beside the Escudo. Inn
Friday • 4-9. Saturday • 10-8. Saturday 11-4
AM types of Busts(rum IQ' to 38'
DETAILS 2711062430• irresi.kestedusaso who.um

Seam restrktiens apply
Call Joy itlf details. 270-762-1044 or
270-604-0650 TTYI/ 800-648-6056

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drise • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and leo Bedrtkim Apartments
Central Heat and Alf
A‘.i.epting Applications

PREMIER
MMISTORAGE
+inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sale & clean
+We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

PARKSIDE
STORAGE

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
12?
753

IlE

r-

5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater
nyvy frontage, tobacco
barn good water for
irrigation or livestock
Owner financing possible will divide
(270)489-2116
if no answer leave
message.
PARIS, TN area
22 acres adtoming
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
site. $2,500 an acre
1-877-275-0543

-.9-1369

llosass For UN

Ham For SW

-OWNER
FINANCE- 28X68.
38R.2 bath. 10 acres.
$4,960 down $69500
month, Hardin
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerfy Broker

Cornerstone
Realty at Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Servites available
Call 761-7355
enwleminsosereally cow

"OWNER
Flouncing"
2005 24x56. 38R,
28A. $4950 down
$849.00 month. 102
Gilbert SI . Hazel
(270)753-1011

DUPLEX 26R, 1-1/2
bath. all appliances,
storage shed, handiaccessible
cap
$5254*io. 436-5685

1997-Clayton -343R 28A
on acre lot $17.000 Or
rent $450 monthly
293-6119

DUPLEX 2I3R. 2BA.
1-year old. 404 Bombl
Ct. North. no pets.
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653

1999 Belmont Ann
Edition 16x80 3BR
2BA. good condition
Asking $18,500 Make
offer 293-4061.
436-6151

EXCEPTICAALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom.
All appliances including washer. dryer.
759-5885 or 293-7085

•2841 $225
753-6012

M

aasFir lose

1 8 2 bdr apts. No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br opts near
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
162 BR apts. 1-year
Nese: 1BR 838000.
28R 8475.00. Cal
Harriet North Apts
753-7559
-- 1BR. 411-1/2 S 8th
St . 1286hno secunN 474-2520
t BR. various locations
$2275-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
Duplex
TBR
28A
garage. al appliances
MO 438-5885
28R apartments available. Great location, 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. no pets
753-2906
21314 duplex. 26A
game No pets
753-7457 or 227-3054
21311 duplex. nice.
CAVA. annaance• Out.
nished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9896
2BR $285
near MSU Move in
tree days. 7534898
3648R. 28A available
appliances
now.
Coleman RE 753-9898
Wriiptex. WSW furnoshed. $700/mo.
Nem & depose
required 227-0375
3811 'Greenhorn* 2 SSA
refrigerator
CM/A.
washer, dryer dish
washer, oven stove
1.400
sqft
Conveniently located
Newt,
near MSU
refuttushoo
$660
month 50^. oft It
month $800 deposit
required
No pets
UtiMies not included
270-348-0458
4e-Fl amines** 2 se*
refrigerator
washer. dryer. (min
washer. oven. stove
SqIt
1.400
Conveniently located
near A4SU
Hirety
refurbished
1840
month 50% oft lit
month 9800 deposit
required
No pets
Utilities not inctuded
770 lea oase

117
11
oininsoolsi
Prop.
For Selo
COMMERCIAL VWarty 4 shops. 9 stor
age buildings 6 800
sq ft Immediate
income Fully rented
Downtown area
$198.000
(270)7539887
Prep. Fee Rwiti
GARAGE, office on
paid lot me-up for a
used cat lot. $750
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE. 2 shops.
large lot on Arcadia
Circle $500 monthly,
$500 deposit
753-8756, 759-1369

NOW LEASING
I. 21 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
igen Supplies
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts. [
902 Northwood Dr
MC Registered ShinMonday.
Tzu puppies
Wednesday, Fnday
male $350. 1
Phone 759-4984
female $400. ready
Equal Housing
March 6th (270)559Opportunity
TOO 11-800-648-6056 6222.(270)851-8148
(270)554-7346 day'
SMALL 113R. nontune
smoking apt upstairs
water paid. available
DOG Obedience.
now, no pets
436-2858
$260o. 753-5980
8TORY Avenue
duplexes for rent. All
appliances included.
Call 767-9948
BERMUDA grass hay
square bales $6
'11-514.3632
Houses For Nett

L

2 3 8 46R houses
Lease & deposit
required 753-4109
3.2 brick ranch on
Melrose City utilities
All electric 2 car
garage Large fenced
yard New
central heat & elf system annual lease
Ray 270-767-0615
THREE bedroom, one
bath house. eieciwood
heat.
single
car
garage Tool Shed and
storage
building
Located in Hazel
$60000 a month No
Pets
Call 753-2905

LAM for Reit or Lease
TOBACCO ground
approx 8 acres, highly
productive land, water
available 32x52 barn
ciose by May be
leased also
(270)489-2116

°L.
Morro, limber& lima. I a..
Ileaseang 5,l.
511.111St.
,

10)(19 storage unit
Downtown
Murray
540 753-9687
AZIF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
75.3-7668

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St RI 1 21S
Murray. KY 42071

15•1' MAI ••••Glit
• 11150 I r ••ILatonn
I- he Iv*"
fts.li all itnylliviie adavittned in
an rstual Tried
I'...

de .

r nettle anianiancr 04 I
,lou•ing Se.. Htl./511 in.. •i
^rain
NSA Sin, iti*
ann. I' %Adam
III

270-753-5562

MI.RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located it
S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
The Place to
Start... Murray
Ledger & Times

(270)753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units

Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-31153_J

WANT to know the
value of your home.
farm Or Cellierleftlell
property on today s
marker,
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision'
, Give us a
car Professional reel
able sennce
Darnell Appraisal
Consulting.
Man
Jennings
OwnwnIPPraiser
270-753-9899

11i Iti

%Iv

I Aocation.
.%,13 ('lindititwn
via IAA midis epee,‘11)

ert y *elsers.com

270481-1111 1

fret.,
SARATOGA
FARMS beck NIS CCU
nef
White hence in
front 270-519-2290

"OWNER
FINANCE"'
No credit check, Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1,292 5Q flhardwood
floor.
appliances
53 900 down. $475
monthly Call Ruthie
,270)753-2222
"OWNER
FINANCE*"
No Credit Check,
Clean & nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
m Puryear 1.292 sq ft
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3.900 down
1475 month. Cali
Ruthie (270)753-2222
413R 28A brick. 2 car
garage.
workshop.
Fenced back yard,
appliances included
Murray. Mark Frednck,
RE/MAX R.E.A.
270-978-1880
BRICK
4BR/28A.
3.000 sq ft Hying 2 car
garage. detached 6 car
garage/shop
New
CM/A New paint, carpet. boors New refrigerator 2 acres. 2 miles
from Murray on 121S
759-9982
IMMED1 Si I

DEBT RI 1111 !
•
•
.sia.crcaticepropertysoriers.com
4270)761-HOME

LAKE house, Three
bedroomn 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with tress,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
1275.000 00
Cali
753-2905 or 293-8595
MUST Seen Just butt!
sqIl
2.500
brick
home. Double garage
Pnvate & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
town. $139.000 270519-8570 by owner
Murray
NEW
Construction
Just
Finished
Saratoga II 4BR 28A
contemporary home.
24 hour recorded message. 800-986-2789
extension 2061
NICE older home.
clean. 2-large bedrooms, IBA, 1,500 sq
ft C/H/A. fenced, separate apt , carport out
buildings. $63.900.
437-4062
293-5485
RENT
to
Own
Coldwater
2-38R
home 800-986-2789
extension 2051
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home, with a
outbuilding,
shed,
tobacco barn and 8
acres
Located in
Hazel $11500000
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595
&ATters
BAFIBEROSA Cycles
LLC
AN service & repairs
270-382-2444
2006 Yamaha YFZ
450. On 3rd tank of
gas. Like new, garage
kept. 54.500 OBO
293-2232
Need to sell your
Truck or Car?
Cal us we MN be

here
Murray Liege a Tenn
270-75.3-1916
glad to

AlM Ports

Gaon Construction,LLC
Sivertray, how wind
drive, umersod.
Great cessdkies.
S9,98.
270-753-9343
270-227-4569
'05 Equinox, $10,100
'04 Rendezvous,
89,900
'02 Montana, $5,800
'99 Chevy 2-71.
87200
'04 MaximaSt.,812,700
'05 Albma -2.5S,
$8,500
'01 Explorer, $5,100
'01 Grand Am-OT
$4,700
C&K (270)705-5973
See at
clanoterelcy.com

NEED A VEHICLE?
1
'05 S 12th Street
Financing On
celected Vehicles

Call 753-5606

I

Mani' taring,

and...aping

it- al

uurreng

'ivilsi., lion 4uaiatattn..1
753- 181k

227-0611

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HEAL FOR
ONLY 175.00
A MONTH
CALL 753•1918

Hill Z ectriq
Since 1986

24 mom mums
Res. Corn . & bid
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

75

5

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up iunk
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

94 Chevy 1500 Ext
Cab -- 200,000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
condition $2600
(270) 804-3566

WANT to buy Older
model camper in good
shape 226-9081

BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd icibs Free estimates (270)762-0910
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Fioonng .Decks
*Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction net

A-1 Stump Removal
Futty insured
437-3044

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
DAVIS Handyworks
No Job too Small"
Small home repairs,
rooting,
decks,
garages, siding, windows, and doors.
Insured.
759-4418.
227-9484
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do HI the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots,
decks
293-5438

FREE
ks,pi• NI, I 5
',a

KIR 1111).A1
for
11ednesda. Feb. 20, 2008:
Emphasize your capabilities and
daily life this year. If you would
like more excitement, then add
that quality. You will he able to
create much more of what your
desire. just know your goals.
You will be naturally lucky.
Friends play a significant role in
,our lite, more so than in the
past. A new home, a remodel or
a move appears possible. If you
are single: you might meet
someone through your friends.
In any case, friendship will
intertwine with romance. If you
are attached, focus on a mutual
key desire, you will be drawn
much more closely together. Lei
romance filter through. VIRGO
can be quite challenging.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dyniunic.
4-Positive: 3-Average. 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Last night $ dreams
could set the tone for today.
whether you want to admit il or
not Initiate a disCussiOn, and
work through lough feelings
Don t be surprised at someone s anger Emphasize precision in the afternoon Tonight
Work as late as need be
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
a** You might be exhausted
by what comes down your
path You might feel as if a daydream is about to become a
reality Your creativity surges
when you decide to look at life
Do be good about overspending Tonight Kick up your
heelS
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**Sr* Discuss a recent
opportunity more openly Share
and exchange information, and
allow your authentic sell to
emerge Your popularity soars
though by the end of the day
you will opt for more private
time Tonight Nestle in at home
with some hot chocolate
CANCER (Juno 21 -July 22)
**** Your steady approach
could make all the difference in
what heads down your path
Though on some level you
might be irritated on another,
you II feel Much better after
expressing your feelings Open
up talks this afternoon Tonight

Need help
Promoting
your Business?

51,
,00r,

270-293-562

Call us we will

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

be glad to help.

GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered.
(270)293-1924

II ‘i ,s
NI \

\I

• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

75941510293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Cranite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

JOE'S JOBS
,11,,111
1,1,.111

Murray Ledger
& Times
270-753-1916
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S
Tree
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger 8
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

.

NEED HELP?
7534344• 227-5644
VINYL replacement
windows, professional
installation available
Call Jett 0 753-6450

Horoscope
II %ITN

)1 d

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

1,

COUNTRY Metal
Residential roofs, farm
and commercial buildings. Several colors to
choose from
270-328-8086 cell
270-970-7084

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Startilly
mounted

reins;

270-519-8570
'03 Ford
Escape
98,000 mites, sunroof, SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
electric locks/windows
leather Excellent con- Handyman Work Free
estimates
dition $7,800
270-293-3817
436-2867 Lamb's
2003 Toyota 4-Runner, Professional Tree
43,000 miles, &17,000. Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
227-5759
cleaning, hauling. etc
See details al
Insured
autotradercom
1998 Ford Explorer,
2-dr sport, V-6. dean.
everything works,
213,000 miles. 13,200
0130.(731)247-5225

General Contracting

1,14.M
LAWN, SIERVIt

Handyman Services
All remodeling.

No job too =Wt.
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

Ir/ Jacqueline Blgar
Hang out

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Knowing that you are in
peak form, you stroll out the
door. You might be a force that
is hard to stop Ask more questions. If you find that a Mend is
pushing you, let turn or her go.
Use special care financially An
investment might have hidden
Costs Tonight Start thinking
'taxes."
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Much of what goes on
occurs behind the scenes
Some of you will pull back on a
major level to do some thinking Whatever the case, you
allow others to dominate.
watch true colors emerge
Listen and evaluate Tonight
There is no time like the present
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Zoom in on what you
want, though you might be in a
meeting or some other event
involving others You don't
need others' support to succeed, but isn't it nice to have
that backing? Though you will
be quite deliberate in your decisions you discover that slow-

ing down only helps. Tonight:
Private time.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** Accept a must-do
appearance
additional
or
responsibilities. Though what is
happening might not be comfortable, it is important. A meeting changes the lay of the land.
Express your expectations
clearly. Tonight. Zero in on what
you want.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Wed your imagina-

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You want other people
to respond. If you feel uncomfortable with what does occur.
the issue easily could be yours
Though expectations help create your reality, in another vein.
they could leave you feeling
disappointed. Tonight. A talk in
realism.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Toss yourself Into a project knowing that you will see
daylight soon enough, Be
imaginative when dealing with
a family member. How you
express yourself could make all
the difference in the end
results. Tonight Time to socialize. You deserve it.

tion with your intellect. With the
help of several different people.
you will find a new path. Others
get excited just brainstorming.
Use information, and accept
the lead. Tonight Could be
late
BORN TODAY
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Singer Butfy Sainte-Marie
***** A key partner or (1941), actor Sidney Poitier
associate demands attention
(1927), hostage Patty Hear,.
Use special care with money (1954)
issues, as you could find costs
soaring Investigate new ways Jacqueline Bigar is on the
of achieving a goal. The more Internet
at
dynamic your thinking, the bethttp://www.jacquelinebigar.c
ter the end results will be
om.
Tonight Opt for something dif- (c) 2008 by King Features
ferent
Syndicate Inc.

e f'ettuf4litonn
to Mit?
We are searchingfor people born
on Leap Day.

If so contact Eric Walker, Editor
at 753-1916 ext. 21
or
editorOmurrayledger.com
DEADUNE IS FEBRUARY 22ND

Lakers Lose To Tilghman In
Closing Seconds Tuesday

L.A

— See Sports
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Special to the Ledger
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet crews in highway District
One will continue pre-treating area highways today to prepare
for a winter weather event expected to start early Thursday and
continue into Friday.
The National Weather Service has issued a Winter Storm
Watch for much of western Kentucky. The forecast is indicating a mix of ice starting in the early morning hours of Thursday,
turning into snow dunng the day and then back to an ice mixture going into Thursday night and Friday.
The weather service indicates "significant accumulations of
ice" up to a quarter-inch with 2 to 4 inches of snow possible in
the winter mix which will create hazardous driving conditions.
Precipitation chances range from 40 percent tonight to 90
percent Thursday and 6() percent Fnday.
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet crews will be out spraying
salt brine on priority routes such as 1-24, parkways, and U.S.
highways through the day today and finishing a few other
routes.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet District One office in
Reidland is responsible for 2,800 miles of highways in 12 western Kentucky counties including Calloway County.

Two AffIllionAr

ERIC WALKER/edger & Times

$2 million to Murray-Calloway County Economic
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., center, presents a ceremonial check for
the Murray Convention & Visitors Bureau buildat
g
gathenn
a
Development Corp. officials and community leaders yesterday at
west of U.S. 641 North
located
park
l
industria
new
a
of
ment
ing. The money will be used for the develop

Hospital trustees are considering an option to examine leasmanagement
hospital
ing
responsibilities to an outside
entity, but there has been no discussion concerning a sale.
In other business, the court
approved Calloway County
Sheriff Bill Marcum's 2007
Statement of Income. According
to a copy of the document provided by the sheriff's office,
income for the year was listed at
$1.4 million with expenses listed at about $1.31 million; primarily from salaries for deputies
and dispatch personnel listed at
$816,350. Other expenses
amounted to just short of
$500,000 including repayment
of state loans reported at
$213,000.
Net income was listed at
$86,213. Minus the sheriff's
compensation of $74,504 the
office's net income in excess of
limitations was reported at
$11,709.
Marcum said afterward that
the report represents a "fiat
budget" with any increases in
revenue over last year being
erased by higher gasoline prices
and other expenses.
In other action, magistrates:
heard complaints from
Resort Road area business owners Walter Allred and David
Garland concerning difficulties
created when the court decided
last month to close a short section of the roadway.
Both Allred and Garland said
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Court resolution Senator
addresses rumors
of hospital sale
By TOM BERRY
Statf Writer
In a move designed to squash
a rumor concerning MurrayCalloway County Hospital, the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
issued a statement of resolution
opposing any such action for
both now and
the foreseeable
future.
Judge Executive
Larry Elkins,
also
who
serves on the
MCCH Board
of Trustees.
said during a
Elkkvs
court meeting
Tuesday night that his office has
received calls concerning the
rumor of a possible sale of the
hospital. Elkins said he wants to
act quickly to stop the rumor in
its tracks.
"It's not going to happen.
First of all, the hospital board
doesn't have authority to sell
that hospital. Second of all, the
sale of the hospital would have
to be approved by the Murray
City Council and Calloway
County Fiscal Court and I
haven't heard any indication on
the part of the court that they
would support selling the hospital," Elkins said. "We're not
interested in selling the hospital
at this time or any time as long
as it's financially stable and able
to continue. So maybe now we
can move on to helping sick
people and dispense with the

750

Murray, KY 42871
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By ERIC WALKER
Editor
may be Mitch
Today
McConnell's birthday, but the
day before it was the Kentucky
senator who was doling out the
gifts.
Before a large gathering at
the former Miller Courthouse
Annex buildlnentesday afternoon. Sen. McConnell made
two presentations to local officials. The first was $2 million
Murray-Calloway
the
for
County Economic Development
Corp., geared toward developing 137 acres of land for a new
industrial park. The other was
for a computer-aided dispatch
system for the Murray Police
Department.
Mark
President
EDC
Manning explained that through
the successes Murray and
Calloway County have witnessed with industries such as
Briggs & Stratton, Pella and
Webasto, land became increasingly limited for constructing
new industrial sites.
"Working with our partners,"
Manning told the crowd,"we've
put together property and a plan
that's second to none. We're in a
position now to do what other-

brings gifts to Murray

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Politn Chief Ken Claud, right,
Sen. McConnell, center, presents a ceremonial check to Murray
system for the department.
dispatch
r-aided
and MPD Officer Tim Fortner toward a compute
the proximity to a major airport
wise would have taken us years Calloway County attractive to
with a lot of traffic," McConnell
$2
the
making
and
s
businesse
to accomplish."
with
meanwhile, million presentation and solid said later in an interview
McConnell,
"The transTimes.
&
Ledger
the
t.
investmen
praised local efforts of Manning,
"This area of the state has
the EDC and overall community
g with the exception of •See Page 2A
everythin
and
Murray
for making

Dr. Hughes
appointed to
Louisville
hospital board
Special to the Ledger Dr. Robert Hughes was
recently appointed to the
in
Hospital
University
Louisville's new community
based Board of Directors.
Joining Dr. Hughes on that
board are Dr. James Ramsey,
president of the University of
Louisville, the medical school
dean, CFO of Brown-Forman,
and other community leaders in
Louisville. Hughes was also
recently appointed to University
JULIE BROWN/ledger & Times
Hospital's strategic planning
o perform at last night's Friends committee.
CASA CROONERS: Jason Meadows, left, and Nick Pellegrin
"18 Videotapes" was nominatOn the University of
of CASA Dinner at the RSEC's Murray Room. Meadow's video
president of
the
is
no
Pellegri
Year.
the
of
Video
Jerker
Tear
ed for a 2008 CMT Award for
is also a producer on Meadow's
Baccerstick Records, Meadow's record label. Pellegnno

;ee Page 2A

album.
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Kentucky school goes on lockdown
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
A Louisville high school was
placed on lockdown today after
police received a call warning
that someone with a gun was in
the school.
Police went room to room at
Fern Creek Traditional High
School and were interviewing
potential witnesses, but no one
had been found with a gun at
the school. Louisville police
spokesman Phil Russell said.
Police helicopters hovered
overhead the school, which has
more than 1,200 students. TV
video showed a police officer
with a dog searching cars in the
school parking lot.
Several dozen parents gathered outside the school. Some
received text messages from
their children who said they
were locked in their classrooms
with the lights out.
The lockdown was prompted
by a student who thought she
saw a young man with a
weapon talking to two others in
the school cafeteria, said
Jefferson County public schools
spokeswoman Lauren Roberts.
Roberts said the student didn't recognize the young man.
A nearby elementary school
also placed on lockdown as a
precaution.
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A police officer is seen at Fern Creek Traditional High School, in Louisville, Ky., today.
Louisville Metro Police spokesman Phil Russell says officers are searching the school and
interviewing potential witnesses. He says no one has been found with a gun at the school,
which has more than 1,200 students.
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Casino proposal hits snag KentuckylnBrief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A proposal to legalize casinos in
Kentucky has hit a snag because
of disagreement among lawmakers.
State Rep. Darryl T. Owens
says he doesn't plan to reconvene the House Elections,
Constitutional Amendments and
Affairs
Intergovernmental
Committee until next Tuesday,
after lawmakers have had time

ERIC WALKER/Lodger & Times
Sen Mitch McConnell, R-Ky , holds up a birthday cake presented to him following ceremonial check presentations
Tuesday afternoon in Murray. Today is the Senate's top
Republican lawmaker's birthday

III Senator brings ...
From Front
[mutton's good, the lifestyles
good. the lakes, you have a university an town that gives you an
advantage.
"People want to locate companies where the quality of life
is pretty good because die people making the decisions on
locating here are people interested in things like the university
because it offers so many opportunities." he added. "It's a good
place to invest. You've got a lot
of advantages and things to continue to build on."
The site is located west of
U.S. 641 North across from
Murray and Calloway County's
current industrial park.
The initial design includes
seven lots ranging in size from
approximately 12 to 23 acres
and will be used as a guide for
the park, however the exact layout will be determined by those
industries that locate on-site it
does include a large pond with J
small park and pavilion for
industry employees, several
wooded areas and streams with a
possible walking trail and other
amenities.
"We're going to keep a large
amount of wooded areas that
will not only serve aesthetic purposes. but will also serve as natural barriers because we do have
a couple of creeks on the property," Manning said in a Ledger
article Iasi month. "We'll have a
small like that will serve as kind
of a natural water shed. It will
look nice with mashie a fountain

or two to give it that 'business
park feel' and it will also continue the natural park feel and will
be used to collect the water runoff"
He also said that the front of
the acreage will include a classic, Kentucky-style brick gateway and fencing with a treelined boulevard entranceway
that will run through the center
of the property.
Finalizing the last bit of land,
Manning said clearing work
should begin soon.
Murray Police, meanwhile,
were presented S117.500 for
their
dispatching
system
upgrades. Chief Ken Claud said
the department had some of the
hardware but funds would be
used to acquire additional software.
He explained the computer
system would utilize GIS mapping to give a isual image of
officers locations and that sensitive information could also be
communicated to officers•
mobile computer systems in
their patrol cars via test rather
than radio communication for
certain situations.
Claud, who credited MPD
Officer Tim Fortner with initiating the proposal to get the set-up
for MPD. said the system is
already in use by Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
and Murray State University
Police
'This is something we've
been striving for,' he said.
Completion on the system is
expected in April.

to study three separate casino
proposals now under consideration. The committee adjourned
in discord today without taking
any action.
Gov. Steve Beshear is proposing a constitutional amendment that would allow up to 12
casinos throughout the state.
House lawmakers have suggested two different proposals for
fewer casinos.
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Senate approves plan to move
Kentucky's presidential primary

Photo provideo
Dr Robert Hughes, right, is pictured with his good fnend Dr
Salem George, lett, chairman of the finance committee Of the
University of Louisville Board of Trustees

III Dr. Hughes ...
From Front
Louisville Board of Trustees, he was appointed chairman of the academic and student affairs committee, as well as chair of the committee to improve operational efficiencies and economic performance of University Hospital.
Ramsey and (loft Trusteerhair Chester Porter are the two other
members of that board committee.
Hughes is a graduate of the University Of Louisville School Of
Medicine. He has practiced medicine for 24 years in Murray with
his wife. Dr.. Joyce Hughes. who is also a graduate of the University
Of Louisville School Of Medicine. Their practice is located in the
new Primary Care Medical Center at the corner of 12th Street and
Glendale Road.

the remaining section serving
the In in Cobb Resort area is
practically impassable for semitrucks, larger boat trailers and
other'.chicle% that must now use
an alternate route Both requested the court take another look at
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the situauon.
First District Magistrate
Eddie Clyde Hale said work by
the Calloway County Road
Department to clear trees in the
area to make it more passable
remains to be completed and
another look at the situation and
mom mad construction would
be forthcoming.
• approved a resolution of
support for the Calloway
County Clerk's Office to apply
for a $126,000 grant from
Secretary of State Trey
Grayson's office. County Clerk

Hospital that hired Fletcher made
$3.4 million deal with state
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — About two months before former Gov
Ernie Fletcher left office last year, the state made a deal to pay $3.4
million for disputed Medicaid claims to a Pikeville hospital that eventually hired Fletcher as a consultant
State Department for Medicaid Services records show the payment was made in exchange for Pikeville Medical Center dropping
its claims for additional reimbursement It was one of only two such
settlements last year and the only one late in Fletcher's administration
Louisville lawyer Stephen Price represents 32 other hospitals that
have made similar claims against the state but haven't reached a
settlement deal He says some of his clients want to know why they
can't get the same deal
Fletcher wasn't available for comment, but his former general
counsel, David Fleenor, says he sees no conflict between the job
and the settlement He says the settlement was reached through the
Hgalth and Family Services Cabinet and not through the governor's
office
Pikeville Macioce! Center lawyer Masten Childers says he doesn't
believe Fletcher had anything to do with the settlement and says
there's no connection to Fletcher's consulting deal

Ray Coursey Jr.. who attended
the meeting for the first time
since an automobile accident
late last year. said the money
would be used to purchase
replacements for the county's
aging electronic voting equipment over the next two years.
•heard a report from County
Attorney David Harrington that
his office has begun filing lawsuits against delinquent county
taxpayers that have so far
refused to pay tax bills from
previous years. The action does
not include anyone owing
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FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — The state Senate has approved a plan
to move Kentucky's presidential primary to coincide with other states
in future elections
The plan also removes gubernatorial runoff elections from state
law. Currently, runoff elections determine the Republican or
Democratic gubernatorial nominee if a single candidate in either field
doesn't receive at least 40 percent of the vote in the regular primary.
Newty elected Republican state Sen. Brandon Smith of Hazard is
sponsonng the legislation.
More than 20 states took part in "Super Tuesday" earlier this
month Kentucky would have the option of joining those states in
future presidential primary elections.
The measure returns to the House for consideration.

Internet
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A state Senate proposal calls for
revamping the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990 by changing
accountability tests given to students.
Senate President David Williams says the proposal would
replace the current Commonwealth Accountability Testing System
with an unspecified national assessment test for elementary school
students. High school students would be administered the ACT test's
Educational Planning and Assessment System_
Pupils' wnting portfolios would no longer count as part of school
assessment testing.
The General Assembly passed KERA in 1990, calling for sweeping changes and accountability within the state's education system.
Its goal of having all Kentucky students reach the level of proficien- :14
cy is targeted for 2014.
10

STOP BACK & NECK II Court resolution ...
From Front
PAIN TODAY!
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Senate plan would overhaul REM,
change testing system
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money from 2007. Harrington
said the effort has resulted in a
good response.
:
"Once some of them get this
in the mail they come in and
pay. The ones that don't, we
intend to follow through."
Harrington said.
The notices are initially
delivered by certified mail;
however if delivery is not
received the notices will be
delivered by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
In approved the appointment
of Pat Paschall to the DexterAlrno Water District board of
directors filling the unexpired
term of the late Charles Hoke. •
The term expires May 18, 2009.
Also, magistrates approved --)"
the appointment of Kim Griffo
to the Calloway County
Hospital
Board
of N
Commissioners. Griffo will
serve through March 31, 2012.
Dr. Jack Rose was approved by
the Murray City Council dunng
its meeting last week.
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Obama gains upper hand with Wise. Hawaii wins
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Barack Obama cruised past a
fading Hillary Rodham Clinton
in the Wisconsin primary and
Hawaii caucuses Tuesday night..
gaining the upper hand in a
Democratic presidential race for
the ages.
The twin triumphs made 10
straight for Obama, and left the
former first lady in desperate
need of a comeback in a race she
long corrunanded as front-runner.
-The change we seek is still
months and miles away,"
Obama told a boisterous crowd
in Houston in a speech in which
he also pledged to end the war in
Iraq in his first year in office.
"I opposed this war in 2002.1
will bring this war to an end in
2009. It is time to bring our
troops home," he declared.
Sen. John McCain, the
Republican front-runner, won a
pair of primaries, in Wisconsin
and Washington, to continue his
march toward certain norninaUon.
In a race growing increasingly negative, Obama cut deeply
into Clinton's political bedrock
in Wisconsin, splitting the support of white women almost
evenly with her. According to
polling place interviews, he also
ran well among working class
voters in the blue collar battleground that was prelude to primaries in the larger industrial
states of Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Clinton made no mention of
her defeat, and showed no sign
of surrender in an appearance in
Youngstown, Ohio.
"Both Senator Obama and I
would make history," the New
York senator said."But only one
of us is ready on day one to be
commander in chief, ready to
manage our economy, and ready
to defeat the Republicans. Only.
one of us has spent 35 years
being a doer, a fighter and a
champion for those who need a
voice."
In a clear sign of their relative standing in the race, most
cable
television
networks
abruptly cut away 41Fom coverage of Clinton's rally when
Obama began to speak in Texas.
McCain easily won the
Republican
printery
in
Wisconsin with 55 percent of
the vote, dispatching former
Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee
and edging closer to the 1,191
delegates he needs to clinch the
GOP nomination at the party
convention in St. Paul, Minn.
next summer. The Arizona senator also won the primary in
Washington, where 19 delegates
were at stake, with 49 percent of
the vote in incomplete results.
In scarcely veiled criticism of
Obama, the Republican nominee-in-waiting said, "I will fight
every moment of every day in
this campaign to make sure that
Americans are not deceived by
an eloquent but empty call for
change."
McCain stepped up his criticism of Obama on Wednesday,
suggesting the Democrat doesn't have the experience or judgment on foreign policy and
defense matters needed in a
president.
"There are a lot of national
security challenges and I know
how to handle them. Senator
Obama wants to bomb Pakistan
without
talking
to
the
Pakistanis. I think that's dangerous," McCain said in an interview on ABC's "Good Morning
America." "I think that's an
important factor — experience
and judgment. Ready to servc
and no on the job training."
McCain's nomination has
been assured since Super
Tuesday three weeks ago, as
first one, then another of his former rivals has dropped out and
the party establishment has
closed ranks behind him.
Not so in the Democratic
race, where Obama and Clinton
campaign seven days a week, he
the strongest black presidential
candidate in history, she bidding
to become the first woman to sit
in the White House.
Ohio and Texas vote next on
March 4 — 370 convention delegates in all — and even some
of Clinton's supporters concede
she must win one, and possibly
both, to remain competitive.
Two smaller states, Vermont and
Rhode Island, also have primaries that day.
With the votes counted in all
but one of Wisconsin's 3.570
precincts. °bun, won 58 percent of the vote to 41 percent for
Clinton.
With 100 percent of the vote
counted in Hawaii, Obama had
76 percent to Clinton's 24 per-

cent.
Wisconsin offered 74 national convention delegates. There
were 20 delegates at stake in
Hawaii, where Obama spent
much of his youth.
Washington Democrats voted
in a primary, too, but their delegates were picked earlier in the
month in caucuses won by
Mama.
Illinois
The
senator's
Wisconsin victory left him with
1,303 delegates in
The
Associated Press' count, corn-

INCREDIBLE
SALE
HOURS

pared with 1,233 for Clinton, a
margin that masks his 145-delegate lead among those picked in
primaries or caucuses. It takes
2,025 to win the nomination at
the party's national convention
in Denver. Allocation of the 20
Hawaii delegates was not being
calculated
until
later
Wednesday.
Obama's victory came after a
week in which Clinton and her
aides tried to knock him off
stride. They criticized him in television
commercials
and

accused him of plagiarism for
using words first uttered by
Massachusetts Gov. Deval
Patrick, a friend. He shrugged
off the advertising volley, and
said that while he should have
given Patrick credit, the controversy didn't amount to much.
The voters seemed not to
care.
Wisconsin independents cast
about one-quarter of the ballots
in the race between Obama and
Clinton, and roughly 15 percent
of the electorate were first-time

voters, the survey at polling
places said. Obama has run
strongly among independents in
earlier primaries, and among
younger voters, and cited their
support as evidence that he
would make a stronger general
election candidate in the fall.
Obama began the evening
with eight straight primary and
caucus victories, a remarkable
run that has propelled him past
Clinton in the overall delegate
race and enabled him to chip
away at her advantage among

elected officials within the party
who will have convention votes
as superdelegates.
The economy and trade were
key issues in the race, and seven
in 10 voters said international
trade has resulted in lost jobs in
Wisconsin. Fewer than one in
five said trade has created more
jobs than it has lost.
The Democrats' focus on
trade was certain to intensify.
with primaries in Ohio in two
weeks and in Pennsylvania on
April 22.

GILLIAM THOMPSON FURNITURE

INCREDIBLE
SALE
HOURS

•SATURDAY

INCREDIBLE
February Furniture
Week-End Sale

'NO MONEY DOWN
'NO INTEREST
FOR 1 YEAR
*NO
PAYMENTS
FOR 1 YEAR

9:00-5:00

SOME ITEMS ARE LIMITED QUANTITIES

Closed Wednesday
To Prepare For
Incredible
WEEKEND
THURSDAY
9:00-7:00
• FRIDAY 9:00-7:00

Jackson
Sofa with
Nailhead Trim

Dresser,
Mirror, Chest,
& Headboard

$499

$399

ABSOLUTE INCREDIBLE
PRICES CLEARLY
MARKED STOREWIDE,
NOTHING HELD BACK!

White Mantel Electric Fireplace $488

li

§,
ENC.,
:
1 I
- . ..A
b

Micro Fiber Sofa $299

Collezione Formal Dining Room with Elegant
Carving and Marble Accents Table, 2 Arm Chairs,
4 Side Chairs.
and Curio China Cabinet ...Reg. $3898 NOW $2499
Standard Cherry and Metal Pub Table
and 4 Barstools
Reg. $1149 NOW $699
Holland House Master Bedroom with Nice
Carving and Burl Accents Dresser, Mirror. Chest.
Queen Bed,
and Night Stand
Reg. $2836 NOW $1999
Bassett Cherry Entertainment Armoire
and 2 Pier Units
Reg.$2349 NOW $1499
Orleans 40" Oak or Cherry Curio with
Nice Carving & Metal Accents.Reg. $649 NOW $399
Home Elegance Master Bedroom in Brown Cherry
Queen Platform Bed, Dresser, Mirror, Chest.
and Night Stand
Reg. $3036 NOW $1999
Standard Dining Room Suite
Table, 2 Arm Chairs, 4 Side Chairs.
and Curio China Cabinet Reg. $1798 NOW $1299
CLOSE OUT
On Bassett Yale Town Bedroom 8 John
Elway Dining Room

Buy famous name brands like
BASSETT• LANE • HOME ELEGANCE • MAYO
JOFRAN • BENCHCRAFT •SLEEP LOGIC
CRAFTMASTER • TRADEM ASTER
LEGACY • HOLLAND HOUSE • EAGLE
BUSHLINE • STANDARD • CATNAPPER
PETERS REVINGTON • HILLSDALE
JACKSON FURNITURE • NEW GENERATIONS
ORLEANS And Many. Many More

THE WAREHOUSE
SHOWROOM
(Old K&T Building)
OPEN THURSDAY 9:00-7:00,
FRIDAY 9:00-7:00 &
SATURDAY 9:00-5:00
FOR THIS INCREDIBLE SALE

$399

CHECK OUT OUR
SELECTION OF
CLOSE OUT,
SCRATCH AND DENT &
DISCONTINUED ITEMS

Queen Platform Sleigh Bed with Leather Insets

INCREDIBLE
WEEKEND
Thurs.
9:00-7:00:
Fri. 9:00-7:00:
Sat. 9:00-5:00

4 Drawer
Chest

$59

WITH MINIMUM
PURCHASE OF $399

Benchcraft
Reclining
Sofa

$59

Lane Leather Vintage Recliner $49

Table and 4 Chairs $388
Lane Traditional Sofa with
5 Beautiful Accent Pillows .Reg. $1099 NOW $699
Holland House Small Scale
Floral Sofa.
Love Seat, and Chair
Reg. $1187 NOW $799
Cochrane Plaid
Sofa and Chair
Reg. $1199 NOW $799
Benchcraft Large Scale
100''..o Leather Sofa and
Chair
Reg. $2798 NOW $1999
Benchcraft Burgandy 100°. Leather Sofa,
Love Seat, Chair. and Ottoman
$1199
Catnapper Leather Match
Reclining Sofa with
Pillow Top Seating
Reg. $1099 NOW $699
Benchcraft Micro FiberNinyl
Combination Sofa, Chair, and
Ottoman
Req. $1148 NOW $699
Bassett
Media Sofa
Reg. $2199 NOW $1299
Craftmaster Plaid Sofa with 5 Accent Pillows
and Correlating Chair &
Ottoman
Reg. $1957 NOW $1299

iMson
triaple
Panel
Sofa and
Love Seat
Lt69

Illi

IlLanc

Rocker Recliner or Wall Saver Recliner$199

You 3 1/2 Acre "SUPER STORE"

FURNITURE
310 Mile North Of the Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121 North - Mayfield. Ky. 1-800-821-3244 or 217-6620

NO MONEY
DOWN
'NO PAYMENT
UNTIL 2009
'NO INTEREST
UNTIL 2009
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I() the Editor,
I wanted to publicly thank everyone who attended and/or
assisted with the inaugural meeting of the Western Kentucky
Real Estate Investment Association at the Curris Center in
Murray. We had a tremendous meeting and are looking forward to continuing to help real estate investors in Western
Kentucky through networking. education, training and mentorship.
For those of you that didn't get a chance to attend, we
will be meeting again each third Thursday of the month at 7
p.m. in the Barkley Lecture Room at Murray State University. Please visit our website at www.wkreia.com or call us at
(866) 410-1475 for more information about our group.
Thanks again,
Gregory T. Taylor
President, Western Kentucky Real
Estate Investment Association
Murray
To the Editor.
This letter is in regards io the article (State House considering tax...) that ran in the Paducah Sun on Thursday,
Feb. 7. 2008, This article got me to thinking. Here our
'elected legislative body is considering 'limited tax modernization' that viffuld raise other unspecified taxes. This is
along with a possible 30 cents per pack tax increase on cigarettes. I am against this tax on cigarettes. I am a nontobacco user. But this tax would place an extraordinary burden on individuals that use tobacco products.
I know that tobacco use can lead to cancer. I believe a
lot of companies require their employees that use tobacco to
pay more on their health insurance. Now here comes the
state government raising the tax on cigarettes again. 'The
individuals who would be burdened by this tax are the main
ones who help support the government. They earn minimum
wage or a little more and are already facing higher costs for
Wel, groceries, and other sundry items. And now their elected government wants to raise taxes, on cigarettes to name
lust one, to cover a budge deficit. Let's get real.
I do not care which party is in office. It should not matter. They are our elected officials put in office with the trust
Ill the people in their hands. Yes, you cannot please all the
people all the time, but at least please the ones that count.
The ones that make up the majority of the population. Not
big business or individuals whose incomes are 6 figures or
t1101e.

I am not addressing the budget short falls. I am not
addressing the reason(s) taxes are needed to be raised. Nor
am I providing a solutions to the state's budget problems.
But il this is the only way that state revenue can be raised,
I think something is wrong. Again I have no solutions to
our .state's budget penbisatia.
bsbeve that tbia.,
tax is "fair."
• • •
"Clark' 111teeks
Murray

k

To the Editor.
The country is divided over waterboarding. Is it torture?
Or a harmless simulated drowning designed to get valuable
information from someone suspected of planning to blow up
the White House,. and therefore Justified because it may save
valuable American lives''
I propose a test to determine whether waterboarding is
torture Let the people who claim that it is NOT torture volunteer to be subjected to the experience of being waterboarded. Something along the line of primitive test by fire to
determine whether one is a witch. Or. as a scientific
research like the men who let themselves be bitten by the
anopheles mosquito to prose the case of malaria.
If highly placed American government officials survive the
test and reveal soinething worthwhile to the nation while
being waterboarded, and it they then feel that it was an
experience well worth the discomfort; and the people believe
that what they resealed is of benefit to America, then we
will say that waterboarding is a justifiable means of extracting information from highly placed figures in places affecting
the common good. and may he applied to all who aspire to
Pugh office because they claim to love America.
Then with this success in our pocket we can move on to
watcrboarding the suspected terrorists who openly hate America.
Who will solunteer to take the test?
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray
Mt KR
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Abou Ben Adhem
I remember Gail Magruder only
vaguely. He was an insurance man
with an office just a few doors down
from my father's pharmacy in Arlington, Kentucky. I can't see the man in
my mind's eye, but I
remember the respect
that my father had
for him. In Arlington, along with the
Hocker family, my
father held Mr.
Magruder in high
esteem.
My mother and
father always remembered the five years
that we spent in
Arlington as sort of
the Golden Age of
By James
Duane Bolin the Bolin family. My
Ledger & limes brother and I came
into the family there,
Columnist
and that close-knit
community served as the perfect, nurturing place for a young family, with
all of the possibilities of life stretched
out before us.
Friends such as Robert and Mary
Helen Hocker, and their children.
Robert Peck and Melinda, made us feel
right at home. A loving church family
greeted us into the congregation, and
the small, but thriving, business community initiated my father into the
intricacies of operating a family-run
drugstore. We lived in a small, rental
house, just down from the church.
Life was not always easy. Another
brother and sister. Timothy and Cathy,
both died after living only a day, so
my mother and father struggled and
suffered especially. Yet. years later,
after much of her life had already been
lived, my mother remembered those

"="d

Arlington years with gratitude and even
joy.
So did my father. Eventually,
he was called to preach, ordained in
the Arlington church, and we moved
away for my father to attend the seminary. The folks back in Arlington followed our family's progress and my
father's ministry, despite the lapse of
years. I know this because I have
seen some of the cards from the Hockers, along with some of the letters that
Mr. Magruder sent to my father after
we left Arlington.
Mr. Magruder wrote letters the way
letters were meant to be written. In
those years before email, his letters
were filled with wit and charm. We
rarely see letters today. written in that
wonderful, some would call it quaint,
style. Even as I read those letters second-hand, years after they were written,
I feel a kinship with the goodness of
Gail Magruder.
Mr. Magruder often filled his letters
with poetry, some of the lines his own,
others from his favorite poets copied
down from memory. In one letter, Mr.
Magruder copied out a poem that my
father remembered to be one of his
favorites, a James Henry Leigh poem.
titled "Abou Ben Adhem":
"Abou Ben Adhem (may las tribe
Increase!)
awoke one night from a deep dream
of Peace,
And saw, within the moonlight of his
mom.
Making it rich, and like a lily in
bloom,
an angel, writing in a book of gold.
Exceeding peace had made Ben
Adhem bold,
And to the Presence in the room he
said:

a
"What writes: thou?" The vision
raised its head,
And, with a look made of all sweet
accord,
Answered, "The names of those who
love the Lord."
"And is mine one?" said Abou,
"Nay, not so,"
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more
low,
But cheerily still, and said, "I pray
then, then.
Write me as one who loves his fellow men."
The angel wrote, and vanished. The
next night
It came again, with a great awakening light.
And showed the names whom loittV'Of
God had blest,
And lo! Ben Adhem 's name led all
the rest."
I've always thought that the poem
applied to Gail Magruder, although I
think he included it in his letter as a
tribute to my father and mother, as a
way to describe the way James Wesley
and Ciumnie Bolin lived their lives.
For them and for their friends, the
Hockers and the Magruders of the
.
world, to love is to live, and to live is
to love. The poem. "Abou Ben
Adhem" is about a Sufi saint, but the
poem also summarizes the greatest two
commandments of Christianity: '"Love
the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul and with all
your mind.' . . . And the second is
like unto it: 'Love your neighbor as
yourself."
Duane Bolin teaches in the Depart-,
men: of History at Murray State University. He may be reached at
duarie.bolin@murraystateedu

The Company of Women
Mrs. Clark died. Cathy
called from the St. Louis
airport, in transit to New
Jersey. The message was on
the machine when we got
back from the grocery store
Sunday. Cathy sounded shak
en. but she wanted me to
know her mother -was gone.
The last I'd heard, she was
not responsive and hospice
was called in. Cathy and her
two sisters were taking turns
caregiving and counting the
hours.
It was not easy. seeing
their mother retreat from life.
It never is, even when part
of you longs to see the suffeting end, while another
part cannot bear the thought
of the loss. True to form,
Mrs. Clark never wanted to
he a burden to her family,
which is why she had her
paperwork filled out, a DNR
(Do Not Resuscitate) order
and all that goes with it.
Nevertheless, in the end, she
lingered.
When I was growing up
in Metuchen, the Clarks
lived on Main Street. number
two-twenty-three. Today, that
end of Main is zoned for
business, What used to be
family homes are offices.
The Clark house was cheerful yellow with white shutters and trim. Now that so
many of the former
dwellings are professional
space. the colors are drab.
sober shades of taupe or

gray.
Mrs.
Clark's first
name was
Betty. and
she was
one of the
younger
mothers,
young
enough that
you could
she'd
Main Street see
a
By Constance been
beauty.
Alexander
Despite
Local
five kids,
Columnist
she was
slender.
with Betty
Grahle. legs and a goodnatured twinkle in her eye
She and my mother were
acquainted through church.
the Ladies' Rosary Society
Cathy and I were in the
same class all through St
Francis and Metuchen High,
so our mothers had intermittent contact All those years.
We lived on one side of
town. the Clarks on the
other, but there were similarities between our families
that had nothing to do with
geography Mr. Clark was
strict, a man who expected
the kids to behave. My
father was the same. Come
hell or high water and no
hack-talk.
"Don't start," my mother
warned when Daddy was in
a mood and a wrong move

by one of us kids could tip
the balance.
Dinner times were tense;
weekends, peace was fragile.
All it took was the wrong
tone of voice, an ill-timed
sigh, or showing up a few
minutes after curfew. It was
our mothers who were
caught in the middle, pulled
in two directions in a neverending battle to keep the
peace.
When I go back to my
home town once or twice a
year. I jog the familiar
streets. Enough time has
passed that the houses where
my friends and classmates
lived are now inhabited by
strangers whose names I will
never know. Every once in
awhile, however, a familiar
face appears and an old
acquaintance is renewed. Last
September. it was Barry Cotton who spotted me and my
sister Pamela having a cup
of coffee at a cafe on downtown Main Street.
Barry was in my sister
Jeanne's class at St. Francis.
His mother. Mary, was
another one of the Rosary
Society ladies. The Cotton's
lived a half-block off Main,
in a ramshackle house with
a bunch of kids. Mary had a
hard life, my mother always
said, never supplying any
details.
When I told Barry I
remembered his mother, how
she was always so cheerful

and filled with good will
toward others, his eyes filled
with tears. "She's been gone
a long time," he said.
Today. I imagine a pride
of women at a meeting of
the St. Francis Rosary Society. They are wearing hats
and high heels, winter coats
and white gloves. They all ;
carry clean handkerchiefs, ;
and somewhere in each
handbag are rosary beads. 1
Mary Cotton came early
to make the coffee. My
mother showed up with
fingernail polish still wet, '
mad at one of us kids for
borrowing her comb and nqt
putting it back in the top ;
drawer of her bureau. where
it belonged. At the last
minute, Betty Clark slips !
into a pew. She winks at the
woman next to her and
;
kneels for a quick prayer. ;
She didn't think she'd make
it, but now that she's here,.
the service can start.
After the rosary, there is:
coffee but no cake. After all.
it is Lent. No one misses
the sweets; it is the compal
ny of the other women the'
come for, and a little peaco
and quiet before they head
home.
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist direcalv
at
:
con.stancealexanclerignewwcnie
corrunnet.
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Obituaries
James Cavrtt
Limes Caviti, 47, Murray, died Monday. Feb. 18, 2008, at 1:14
si.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Euel Bray
Euel Bray, 88, Ky. 121 North, Murray, died nu-Way, Feb. 19,
2008, at 9:40 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Harry Cad Cottons
Harry Carl Codiam. 88, Arlington, Texas, formerly of Murray,
died early Tuesday morning, Feb. 19, 2008, at Medical Center of
Arlington, Arlington, Texas. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Galena Dublin
[he funeral for Mrs. GeneIla Dublin will be Thursday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry
Evans will officiate. Burial will follow in the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8
p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Dublin, 72, Mission Valley Drive, Murray, died Monday,
Feb. 18, 2008, at 11:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A former telephone operator for Bell Telephone and Merritt
Clothing, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Born Feb. 27, 1935 in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Tom Glass and Maggie Turner Glass. Also preceding her in
death were three brothers, Flavil, Freeman and Joe Pat Glass; and
three sisters, Josephine Linn, Elizabeth Turner and Linda Sue
Turner. Survivors include one daughter, Vickie Jones and husband,
David, Cuba; three sons, Steve Dublin and wife, Nancy, Murray,
Marc Dublin and wife, Susan, Nashville, Tenn., and Joey Dublin,
Graves County; one sister, Geneva Stairs, Hickory; one brother,
Tommy Glass, Farmington; six grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Clara M. Jankos
A graveside service for Mrs. Clara M. Jankos will be Saturday at
2 p.m. at the Williams Cemetery in Calloway County. Fr. Mike
Williams will officiate.
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
from noon to 1:30 p.m. Saturday. Online condolences may be made
to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Jankos, 94, Murray, died Friday. Feb. 15, 2008, at 8:25 p.m.
at Spring Creek Health Care.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Rudolph Jankos who
died Nov. 15, 1977; two sons, Albert and Joseph Newton; three
brothers. Born March 25, 1913, in Inkster, Mich., she was the
daughter of the late Michael and Anna Stromske. She was a member
of St. Leo Catholic Church.
Survivors include one son, Walter Newton and wife, Janice,
Hazel; seven grandchildren, John Cathey and wife, Paula, Timothy,
Charles and Lydia Cathey. Amanda Richardson and husband. Jeff,
and Annette and Michael Newton; several great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Karen Hines Buffalo
Mrs. Karen Hines Ruffalo, 43. Calhoun, died Tuesday. Feb. 19,
2038, at the Owensboro Medical Health System. Owensboro.
She was a former manager at Wal-Mart in
Kenosha. Wis., and was a member of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, Murray. Preceding her in death
were her mother, Paula Smith Hines, and an uncle.
Dale (Clyde) Smith. Born Jan. 15, 1965, in Ohio
County,. she ,was-raised by Woodrow and Paula'
Smith Hines.
Survivors include two sons, Dustin Ruffalo and
Joshua Ruffalo, Calhoun; one daughter, Paula
Klopstein. Kenosha; father and stepmother.
Woodrow and Pamela Hines, Owensboro; one
Ruffalo
brother. Billy Hines and wife, Beverly. Falls of
Rough; one sister, Sandra Fender and husband, Frank, Murray; three
stepsisters, Jennifer Ilarraza and her fiancé, Chris, Erin Bukhari and
husband. Syed, and Sally Hines, all of Owensboro.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the Livermore Chapel of
Muster Funeral Homes with Pastor Dennis Norvell of Murray officiating. Burial will follow in the Oak Hill Cemetery, Livermore.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday. Online
condolences may be made at www.musterfuneralhomes.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Karen Hines
Ruffalo Memorial Fund, do LaVonda Pierce, 4265 U.S. Highway
431 North, Calhoun, KY 42327.

Rev. Leonard Young
The funeral for Rev. Leonard Young will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev.
Kenneth Ballinger. Rev. Phillip Raley and Rev. Barry Raley will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Tommy Wooley, Joe Lyle, John and
Lenny Raley, Steve Moreland and James Jones. Burial will follow in
the Chapel Hill Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Rev. Young. 96. Mayfield, died Sunday. Feb. 17, 2008, at 2:40
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield. A retired
Baptist minister, he was ordained into the ministry on Nov. IS. 1946,
at Hopewell Baptist Church and pastored five churches for over 50
years. He was a member of Grace Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Preceding him in death were his wife. Verble Burnett Young; his
.parents. Alfie and Carrie Cantrell Young; three sisters; two brothers.
Survivors include one son. Charles Young and wife. Helen.
Mayfield; three daughters, Margaret Jones and husband, James, and
Jo Ann Raley and husband. Jerry, all of Mayfield, and Brenda
Moreland and husband, Steve. Westchester, Ohio; 13 grandchildren:
22 great-grandchildren six great-great-grandchildren.

Dr. Billy G. Hurt
The funeral for Dr. Billy G. Hurt was today (Wednesday) at 11
a.m. at Clarks River Baptist Church, Syrnsonia. Dr. Lee Morris, Rev.
Bob Cook, Barry Bellue and Dr. John Wood officiated. Burial was
in the Benton Cemetery where Rev. Bruce Watts officiated.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Billy G. Hurt
Scholarship Fund, University of the Cumberlaneis, 6191 College
Station Dr., Williamsburg, KY 40769 or Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001.
Dr. Hurt, 76, Benton, died Sunday, Feb. 17, 2008, at 6 a.m. at his
home.
He graduated from Cumberland College, Williamsburg, in 1951
with an associate degree; then from Union University, Jackson,
Tenn., in 1956 with a bachelor of arts degree; and then from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in 1966 with his Ph.D.
Dr. Hurt served as pastor of Shady Grove Baptist Church, Paris,
Tenn., Bethel Baptist Church, Humboldt, Tenn., Scotts Grove
Baptist Church, Murray, First Baptist Church, Benton, First Baptist
Church, Independence, Mo., from 1966-1970, Immanuel Baptist
Church, Paducah, from 1971-1977, First Baptist Church, Frankfort,
from 1977-1989, and First Baptist Church. Calvert City.
He served as interim pastor at several area churches, with Clarks
River Baptist Church being the most recent. He was a trustee at the
University of the Cumberlands, Williamsburg; formerly served as
chaplain of the Kentucky General Assembly; and was a past member of the Board of Regents of Murray State University.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Wilburn H.(Bill) Hurt
and Geneva Grey Lawrence Hurt.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Scharlyene Harbison Hurt; three
sons, Grey Hurt and wife, Ellen, Owensboro, Bob Hurt and friend,
Vickie Watkins, Benton, and Mark Hurt and wife, Christy,
Memphis, Term.; one sister, Pat McReynolds, and one brother, E.
Larry Hurt, both of Murray; five granddaughters, Kathryn Witt,
Jacksonville, Fla., Kara Hurt, Owensboro, Paige Hurt and Leah
Hurt, both of Murray, and Amy Jo Gabel, Richmond; four greatgrandchildren, Hannah and Sophie Win. Eli Hurt and Ava Ladd;
several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Mildred Miller Putnam
Private services for Mrs. Mildred Miller Putnam will be held at a
later date. Foster Funeral Home, 410 Main St., Huron, Ohio, is in
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to
www.fosterth.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Life Hospice of
Lorain, 5255 N. Abbe Rd., Elyria, OH 44035; or to Stone
Laboratory, on memo line put "Putnam Scholarship" and mail to
The Ohio State University, 1314 Kinnear Rd., Columbus, OH
43212.
Mrs. Putnam, 92, Huron, died Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2008, under
the care of Hospice.
Known to many as "Millie," she was born Feb. 26, 1915, in New
Providence. Ky. She graduated from Murray State University in
1935, and was a high school home economics, English and music
teacher before she was married to Loren (Puttie) Putnam in 1940.
She was a member of the Ohio State University Women's Club, the
Worthington Ohio Historical Society and Worthington Women's
Club. A member of the Presbyterian Church, she played in the Bell
Choir.
In retirement, she and her husband lived in Fort Collins, Colo.,
for over 12 years. She later moved to Huron. Survivors include one
son. Steve Putnam and wife. Judith, Huron.

Mrs. Charken Ford
Mrs. Charleen Ford, 85, of Murray, formerly of Fiat'Rock, Ill.,
died at 7:05 a.m. this morning. Wednesday. Feb. 20, 2008, at Spring
Creek Health Care Center. Services remain incomplete at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Bad weather delays
shootdown of satellite
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Pentagon says bad weather
in the north Pacific makes it
unlikely that a Navy ship will
launch a missile today in an
attempt to shoot down a wayward U.S. spy satellite in space.
A Pentagon official who
briefed reporters on technical
aspects of the decision on when
to make the shootdown attempt
said high seas currently are an
obstacle for the Navy ship that

would fire the missile.
But the official also said no
decision has been made yet to
scrap the mission, and if the
weather improves during the
course of the day the launch
could go forward. He added that
other factors, including the orientation of the satellite in its
polar orbit, could influence a
decision on the timing of the
shootdown effort.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

LEDGERS,TIMES

work with new
Pakistani government
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Bush administration on
Tuesday asked for cooperation
between close antiterror ally
Pervez Musharraf and the former opposition parties that won
Pakistani elections and could
force Musharraf to leave or
share power.
"Ultimately,
President
Musharraf is still the president
of Pakistan and certainly we
would hope that whoever
becomes prime minister and
whoever winds up in charge of
the new government would be
able to work with him and with
all other factions," State
Department spokesman Tom
Casey said.
The United States was
relieved by largely peaceful parliamentary voting, with relatively few claims of fraud, but the
results force U.S. leaders to
focus on a future that may not
include a Muslim leader who
tied himself to President Bush
after the Sept. 11, 2001, terror
attacks.
The pro-Musharraf party lost
badly, and conceded defeat
before the final tally. With
counting from Monday's election nearly complete, the results
cast
heavy
doubt
over
Musharraf's durability, even
though he was re-elected separately under disputed election
rules last fall. A new coalition
government led by Musharraf's
political enemies could move
for impeachment. If he survives,
Musharraf would have circum-

scribed powers.
Musharraf's new standing
also could dilute his usefulness
to the United States. The results
revealed the depth of public animosity against Musharraf, in
large part because of his close
alliance with the United States
in fighting the Taliban in
Afghanistan and al-Qaida terrorists. That is a battle few now
see in Pakistan's interests and
one that opposition leaders are
unlikely to pursue with similar
vigor.
U.S. officials said it is too
soon to tell whether Monday's
election will set back U.S. goals
in the volatile region crucial in
Bush's fight against violent
Islamist extremism.
"We'll judge the level of
cooperation we get with any
new government by its actions,
but I certainly don't think
there's any indication ... that
there would be a different view
on the importance of confronting extremism among the
major players that are out
there," Casey said.
White House press secretary
Dana Perino, traveling with
Bush in Africa, said it is too
soon to know whether the election diluted Musharraf's clout.
She pointed to the lack of violence as a good sign.
"1 think what President
Musharraf has shown is an ability to provide for the country a
chance to be confident in their
government," Perino said.

Adams Tax &
Small Business Services
Debra Adams CPA

731-247-5225 • 270-925-0116
cijadarns0 1 @wk.net
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SionK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones hxL Avg. _122433'93,9
92.30- 034
Air Products
AT&T, inc. ....._
33.63 - 2.26
32.69 - 0.14
13B&T
Briggs & Stratton --___18.07 0.28
Bristol Myers Squibb ......22.98 - 0.18
Caterpillar............_..........69.74 • 0.66
Chevron Texaco Corp —.84.11 .072
Daimler Chrysler --- -81.17 - 2.12
Dean Foods..
.24.14 0.32
.8638 - 0.63
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor..----.—...--.638.0.10
General Electric
• 0.48
General Motors
• 0.16
GlaxoSmithKline ADR —.43.98 • 0.77
Goodrich.-....------61.20 • 0.46
Goodyear
..........26.38 • 0.22
HopFed Bank* ..........13.90 1114.13 A
10536 + 036
IBM

Intel........._......._....20.19+0.03
Kruger..................,..26.25 • 0.10
........_20.55 + 0.10
Mattel__......
...........
McDonalds
• 0.13
Merck
_46.42 - 0.65
28.00 • 0.17
Microsoft.
J.C. Penney
+ 0.69
Pepsico, Inc.
70.65 -0.49
Pfizer, Inc
22.27 - 0.10
Regions Financial
22.18 • 0.33
Schering-Plough
.21.47 - 0.49
Sears Holding Corp ........96.75 + 0.44
Thne lkarner -- —....1637 - 0.27
US Bancorp..
32.11 • 0.30
4.90• 0.35
UST
WellPoint Inc .._._
74.45 - 0.56
49.23- 0.43
Wal-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800.444.1854
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We are searchingfor people born
on Leap Day.

If so contact Eric Walker, Editor
at 753-1916 ext. 21
or
editor@murrayledger.com
DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 22ND.
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COMMUNITY
International Day to be held Feb. 28 at church
International Day is back
with a bang! Kentucky
Extension
Homemakers collect
Pennies for
Fnendship
at each
club meeting. These
Pennies
support
Mod= projects in
the internaNotes
tional
By
La Dawn Hale realm.
Therefore,
Calloway County
CalExtention Agent the
loway
tor Family &
County
Consumer
HomemakSciences
ers will be
sponsoring International Day
to inform the community of
where all the pennies have

t

gone.

International Day will be
held Feb. 28 at the First
United Methodist Church
building's sOC-till hall. This is
a day for the homemakers to

celebrate an international
place. This year we are celebrating the country of Finland due to the homemakers
attending ACWW in Finland
last fall.
Each year a Homemaker
from Kentucky has the
opportunity to participate in
an exchange with the selected country. Last year a
Homemaker had the privilege
of visiting Jamaica and a
Jamaican Homemaker was
able to visit Kentucky. Last
year's pennies assisted in
purchasing computers for the
Jamaican schools.
This year the selected
country is Finland. The
ACWW (American Country
Women of the World), Kentucky Extension Homemaker
Association's world affiliation, meeting was held there
last fall. Therefore. Calloway
County's International Day's
presentation will be based on
Finland and Pennies for
Friendship. Linda Heflin.
KEHA Slate International

Chairman, will speak about
what Homemaker impacts
have been made in Finland.
The presentation titled,
"Where Have all the Pennies
Gone?" will be given. To
add to the international
atmosphere, a Homemaker
will give a presentation on
her mission trip to
Nicaragua.
A buffet lunch will consist of Finnish Tuna Dip with
wheat crackers, Reindeer
Stew, Finnish Potato Salad.
Mexican Bean Dip, Finnish
Mac & Cheese, Greek Salad,
Rune berg Muffins, and Blueberry Rooster Rye Pie. Each
of the dishes will be furnished by the Calloway
County Homemaker Clubs.
This year's International
Day project is sewing kits.
Each club will compile
sewing kits with 3 yards
of fabric, scissors, pins and
needles, matching thread, and
buttons. These kits will be
taken to Nicaragua in June
when one of the homemakers

goes on her church mission
trip.
International study is an
important part of the education of the Calloway County
Homemakers. This International day program is free
and open to anyone who
would like to join us for a
very educational and delicious day. Registration will
begin at 10 a.m. and the
program will be from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m., which
includes time to peruse the
buffet lunch of international
tastes. Anyone who would
like to donate the suggested
sewing kits is encouraged to
bring them to the International Day on Feb 28 at the
First United Methodist
Church building. If planning
to attend, please call the
Calloway County Extension
office at 753-1452 or Judy
Stahler, Calloway County
International Chairman at
753-7387 to register. Deadline to register is Friday.

4111111111111111111111111111111MEM
Wine Tasting Party planned to
benefit Calloway Red Cross
A wine tasting party to benefit the Calloway County Chapter of the American
Red Cross will be on Saturday at 7 p.m.
at the Murray Country Club, Dress Is business casuaL
To purchase tickets, call Larry Newton
at 759-8780 or Molly Williams at 753.1421.

Federal employees to meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees will meet Friday at 11 a.m.
at August Moon on Lowes Drive, Murray.
By Jo Surkeen All active and retired federal employees are
urged to attend and to note the change of
Community
place.
Editor

logs
Datebook

Hazel Woman's Club to meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center.

AAUW Chapter plans meeting
Murray Chapter of the American Association of University
Women will meet Thursday from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in
the Ohio mom on the third floor of Murray State University
Curtis Center. Refreshments will be provided. To RSVP for
this event or to request additional information, contact Dr.
Doris Clark Sarr at 809-5429 or e-mail doris.clark-sarr@murraystate.edu
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Family quilt viewed by MMS fourth grade
Murray Middle School fourth
grade students in Joan Hayman', class viewed a 48-state
flower quilt. Meredith Purdom
and Noah Newsome, cousins.
shared the state flower quilt
their great-grandmother, Helen
Orem Newsome. quilted.
The 1939 second place winner of the Michigan State Fair
Quilt Contest. Newsome is a

resident of Gob, and will celebrate her 100th birthday soon.

The quilt was used to illustrate the theme of "The Cana-

da Geese Quilt,* a book the
class was reading.

Cheerleaders plan promotion
Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will have a
rebate day and night on Thursday at August Moon.

Lenten fish fry each Friday
St. Leo Catholic Church will have its annual Lenten fish
fry on Friday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Parish Hall of
the church. Served will be catfish, fries or baked potato, cole
slaw, white beans, hushpuppies, dessert and drink. These will
continue each Friday until March 14. The public is invited.
For more information call 753-3876.

TOPS will meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway .
Public Library as the library. For information call Stephanie
Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Thursday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Johna at 227-9521.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
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Photo provided

Pictured, from left, front row, Zan Speed, Newsome, Purdom, Mason Welch; second row, Ben
Jackson, Lauren Edminster, Parker Wooldridge, Cyra Perry, Ashley Frommherz, Morgan
Williams, Linda Arakelyan, JR Williams, third row, Hayman, Hannah Walters, Chase Irvin,
Delaney Alderson, Kayla Winstead, Trent Lyons, Jimmy Cashion, Nico Ferreyra, Jumonte
McClure, and Sherry Purdom. Not pictured, Kennedy Baker.

Williford speaker at New
Beginnings meeting recently
Terry Williford. of Owensboro, was the speaker at a
recent meeting of New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group
meeting held at Westside Baptist t'hurch.
Williford read these verses,
"The Lord brought me up out
ot a homble pit. out of the
miry clay, and set my feet
upon a rock, and established
my steps. He has put a new
song in my mouth and praise
to our God,- from Psalm 40
.1N she started her talk.
"These verses,- Terry said.
"have become the theme of

& Gifts
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my life." She started her testimony by describing a low
point of desperation in her life
and how she was rescued and,
step by step, found her way
hack to God and his plans for
her.
She read from Jeremiah
29:11 about God's plans are
to prosper and not to harm to give us a hope and a future.
Terry shared these two songs:
"Sometimes It Takes a Storm'
and" I Believe in a Hill Called
Mt.Calvary".
For information about the
support group. call 753-015.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house.

MHS Football Team plans promotion
Murray High school Football Team will have a rebate night
Thursday from II a.m. to 9 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to give your receipt to the cashier and designate it for the team,

Western Kentucky REIA will meet
Western Kentucky Real Estate Investment Association, a
non-profit group of real estate investors who meet to share
ideas, meet new people and learn new real estate investing
techniques will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Barkley lecture room, third floor, of Murray State University Curtis Center. This open to the public and all interested persons are invited.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group

Terry Williford

Red Cross Blood Drive
will be Friday at Wealcs
Community Center
By LARRY DOYLE
Blood drtves chairman
Friday between 2 and 7 p.m.
the Red Cross Blood Services
Bloodmobile will be set up in
the Weeks Community Center
to take blood donations
One pint of blood can provide life sustaining benefits for
three people. Only you can
provide lifesaving blood. It can't
he done without your help.
Become a member of an exclusive group: The 5 percent of
the eligible United States population that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Grandpa's Legacy and Kevin Crawford. For more information call Joe Lawrence. at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 7538124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail gloryboundkohotmailcom

To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donor's card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
staff to determine eligibility to
give blood.
Refreshments will be served.
The next scheduled Red
Cross blood drive in C'alloway
County will be Thursday. Feb.
28, from I to 6 p.m. at North
Calloway Elementary Center.

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. All interested persons are invited.. Amber Wilson, physical therapist, will present the program. "Exercises for Everyone!" For information
contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles and blood pressure checks today from
12:30 to 2 pm. at Wal-Man. Murray. and Friday from 6:30
to II a.m. at Hazel Baptist Church, Hazel.

Self-Help Group will meet
Vocational/Educational Self-Help Group for anyone who has
been incarcerated will be today at 5:30 at the Calloway County Public Library. A Licensed Professional Counselor will be
available to answer questions.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today at 5:30 at Murray High School. All officers. sports representatives, parents
and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

CCHS Committee to meet
Calloway County High School Curriculum Committee will
meet today at 3:10 in guidance office conference room. All
interested persons are invited.

CCHS Council to meet
Calloway County High School Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting today at 3:45 in the school
media center.

Youth registration scheduled
A

SUBSCRIBE

Angel Alert issued for clothing
An Angel Alert has been
issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center,
Needed are new or gently used
boys' clothing with shirts being
adult small and 7/8 boys; pants,

pans being 12 regular boys
and 8 regular boys: and shoes
sizes 8 and 2 Any one having any of the items to donate
call the center at 762-7333.

Youth Sports Association will have 1-Ball, Baseball and
Softball registration at wwwicsportzevents through March 21:
register at Walman on March 6 from 4 to p.m.. March 7
from 4 to 9 p.m. and March 8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; final
way to register is at Trophy Case on March 10 to 15 from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and March 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Watkins and Harper

Mr. and Mrs. Chad Sullivan Stewart

Wayne and Cathy Watkins of Hazel announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Brandy
Watkins, to Joshua Harper, son of Jennifer and Michael Shaw
of Hardin and Jimmy and Kim Harper of Draffenville.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Royce and
Effie Watkins and the late Amos and Adell Perry.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Marge Copeland
of Hardin and the late Oscar Copeland and the late Raymond
and Thelma Harper.
Miss Watkins, a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a December 2007 graduate of Murray State University with a degree in engineering graphics and designs. She is
currently employed by Paris Industrial Services, Inc., Paris,
Tenn.
Mr. Harper, a 2003 graduate of Marshall County High School,
is currently attending Murray State University pursuing a degree
in elementary education with an emphasis in history. He is
currently employed by Shell in Murray.
A private ceremony will be Friday, March 14, 2008, at 7
p.m. in Murray. Invitations will be sent.

Lisa Gail Nesbitt and Chad Sullivan Stewart, both of Argyle,
Texas, were married Sept. 29, 2007 at Haven Heights Baptist
Church in Fort Smith, Ark.
John Poor, grandfather of the groom, officiated at the 5
p.m. ceremony, which was followed by a reception at the Adelaide Ballroom in Fort Smith.
The bride is the daughter of Bill and Leslie Oliver and
Robert Nesbitt, all of Booneville. Ark., and the granddaughter
of Al and Millie Cutini of Murray. Ky., and Marie Nesbitt,
and Jim and Nina Bristow, all of Booneville, and the late Herbert Nesbitt.
The groom is the son of Bobby and Gina Stewart of Argyle
and the grandson of John and Brenda Poor of Obion, Tenn..
and Frances Stewart of Newbern. Tenn., and the late Roy
Stewart.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, wore a strapless ivory luxe taffeta gown featuring a sweetheart necklace
accented with crystals, and a semi-cathederal train. She carried a bouquet of roses, calla lilies, hydrangea and coffee
berries.
Hillary Welch of Fort Smith served as maid of honor. Loren
Borum of Fort Smith served as matron of honor. Scotty Stewart of Argyle, brother of the groom, served as best man.
Bridesmaids were Brittany Horton of Maumelle, Ark., Amanda Nesbitt of Van Buren, Ark., sister-in-law of the bride,
Emily Lynch of Murray, cousin of the bride, Lindsey DeWitt
of Greenwood, Ark., Cara Godfrey of Van Buren, Ark., and
Ashley Jay and Mindy Moore, both of Conway, Ark..
Groomsmen were Bobby. Stewart, father of the groom, Mark
Baker of Little Rock, Brad Nesbitt of Van "Buren, brother-inlaw of the groom, and Kyle Hillis, Brent Brainerd, Cabe Soflos, Dan Bradden and Thad Bullock, all of Conway.
Flower girl was Zoe Nesbitt, niece of the bride.
Ring bearer was Caden Nesbitt, nephew of the bride.
The house party included Carla Cutini of Brookeville, NId.,
cousin of the bride, Amanda Coy, of Edmond, Okla., and Jennifer Landers and Nikki Duncan, both of Conway.
Ushers were Josh, Jeff and Wade Stewart of Warner Robins,
Ga., cousins of the groom, and Doug Weatherly, of Newbern.
Tenn., cousin of the groom.
After taking a wedding trip to Playa del Carmen, Mexico
the couple now reside in Argyle. The groom is employed by
Parkland Health and Hospital System of Dallas and the bride
is employed by Douglas Laboratories of Dallas.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dixon
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dixon of Lawrence Road, Murray,
celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary on February II,
2008.
Mr. Dixon and the former Edra Ross met in Detroit, Mich.,
and were married in Portsmouth, Ohio, on Feb. 11, 1948.
Their attendants were Joy Shaffer and Forest Shaffer.
Mrs. Dixon is the daughter of the late Daniel and Muriel
Ross, formerly of Michigan and Eastern Kentucky. Mr. Dixon
is the son of the late Roscoe and Dewey Dixon, formerly of
Harris Grove and Land Between the Lakes.
They have one daughter, Joyce Preece, who lives in Michigan along with three grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
At retirement, the couple moved to Calloway County in
1988.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. Terry Cavitt in 1948

IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TO ANNOUNCE CALL USAT
153-1916
Duncan and Holland

Mr. and Mrs. J. Terry Cavitt in 2008
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Mr. and Mrs. J. Terry Cavitt of 289 Hale Road. Murray,
celebrated their 60th wedding- anniversary on Feb. 15, 2008.
Mr. and Mrs. Cavitt were married Feb. IS. 1948 by Brother Blankenship at his home in Corinth, Miss. Their attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. Tom Travis of Mayfield.
Mrs. Cavitt, the former Jeanette Overby. is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby.
Mr. Cavitt is the son of the late Brinkley Cavil! and Ruth
Cavitt Nanney.
The couple grew up and attended school in Graves County
before moving to the Murray area in 1951: Mr. Cavitt is a
retired carpenter and served as the financial treasurer and business agent for Local Carpenter's Union 1734.
They are the parents of four children: Mrs. Julia LaBelle
and husband. Steve, Zeigler. III.. Gary Cavitt and wife, Diane,
Murray, Mrs. Paula Lossner and husband. Tom. Cocoa. FL..
and Ms. Teresa George. Murray.
They have 13 grandchildren: Alicia Watts and husband, Joey.
Wingo. Rebecca Hargrove, Hilo, Hawaii, David Cavitt, Paducah. Tiffany Cavitt, Mayfield, James. Jennifer and Andrew Cavitt,
all of Murray, Katie and Jackie Lossner, Cocoa, Fla.. Sara
White and husband, Daniel, Fockenberg-Limbach. Germany. and
Kimberly. Eric and Samantha George. all of Murray. Two stepgrandchildren are Shannon Zimmerman of Louisville and Amanda LaBelle of Hemn. III. They have six great-grandchildren.
The couple celebrated with a private family gathering.

Billy and Gina Duncan Brown request the honor of your
presence at the marriage of their daughter, Misty Faye Duncan, to Charles Justin Holland, son of Stephen and Lynda Holland. Miss Duncan is the daughter of the late Kim A. Duncan.
The wedding vows will be said on Saturday, March 15.
2008, at 2 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. Hazel.
A reception will follow the ceremony.

,nnouncemeni

Lillian Grace Jansma
Tom and Mlle Jansma of Lexington. S.C., are the parents
of a daughter, Lillian Grace Jansma, born on Monday. Jan. 21,
2008, at 4:34 p.m. at Lexington Medical Center, Lexington,
S.C.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 9 ounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents are David and Judy Smotherman of Murray,
Ky., and Andy and Toni Jansma of Rock Valley, Iowa.
Great-graqdparents are John and Catherine Smotherman and
Dorothy Brandon and the late James R. Brandon, all of Murray, and Grace Dekkers of Rock Valley.
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www.thecarsoncenter.org

Bryant named to dean's
list at Peabody College
NASHVILLE. Terin. — Julie Diane Bryant has been named
to the dean's list by thc Peabody College of Education at
Vanderbilt University .
Bryant is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Denham
of Murray, Ky.
To qualify for the Peabody College dean's list, a student
must receive grades equivalent to a 3.5 on a 4.0 scale for the
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Carson Center
100 Kentucky Ave • Paducah, KY
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Motorists turn into rescuers at
scene of Minn. school bus crash
Minn.
('(YTTONWOOD,
I AP) -- Motorists who Caine
across a fatal school bus crash
here quickly turned into rescuers, helping the driver pull
screaming children out of the
tipped-over bus and ferrying
them to hospitals in their own
can.

Four children aboard the yellow bus were killed Tuesday
afternoon, and at least 14 people
were Injured. An investigation
was under way to see if anyone
was at fault.
"I parked my car and called
911. and ran to the school bus
and the driver was handing kids
out the door as fast as I could
take them," Karen Mahlon) told
Marshall Independent
the
"Tley were screaming and
screaming on the bus. There was
so many kids."
from
crews
Rescue
Cottonwood and surrounding
communities were quick on the

scene, and some of the emergency workers knew many of
the 28 children on the bus. The
580-children school enrolls
those from kindergarten to 12th
grade.
"It's a very rural community,
a very close community," Sgt.
the
of
Pederson
Kathy
Minnesota State Patrol said of
the town of 1,150 people about
140 miles southwest of the Twin
Cities.
When Fire Chief Dale
Louwagic was asked what the
community could do, he said
simply, "Pray."
Officials at (.'ottonwood's
Lakeview School canceled
Wednesday's classes, as they
prepared to make grief counselors available to stricken students.
"These kids are known in the
community and they are going
to be missed," said Ray Glenn.
Lake
Swan
of
pastor

1
1

Church.
Free
Evangelical
Authorities did not release the
names or ages of the four vicInns

Fourteen people, all but two
of them children, were taken to
hospitals in Marshall and
Granite Falls. Minn.: four of the
14 were transferred to hospitals
in Sioux Falls, S.D.
"We lost four beautiful children, and there's nothing in this
world that's more devastating
than that," Lakeview School
District Superintendent Sheldon
Johnson said.
Gov. Tim Pawlenty issued a
statement calling it "a sad night
for Minnesota."
"It is especially heartbreaking when young lives are lost,"
he said. "Our thoughts and
prayers are with the families of
those who were killed or Injured
in this tragic accident."

AP
Minn. A crash
od,
Cottonwo
on
Tuesday
crash
bus
a
of
site
Rescue workers are seen at the
a has left at least 3 people
involving a school bus and other vehicles in southwestern Minnesot
dead, including a child.

The family that shares together saves together.

FamilyTalk
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Photo provide
Terry Derting practices CPR during a previous Pet First Ala
class offered by the American Red Cross and the Humane
Society of Calloway County The next class will be held Sat
Feb 23 from 12 p m to 4 p m at the Calloway County Public
Library Pre-registration is required by Thurs , Feb 21 at the
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Red Cross office

Pet First Aid course
set for Saturday
Whether your pct becomes ill
or injured or needs help in a disaster, your per depends on you
for its well-being The Amencan
Red Cross and Humane Society
of Calloway County are sponsoring a four-hour Pet lint Aid
k:OUINC to teach cat and dog 015 11elf• first aid skills. to provide
guidance lot CIIICITC110 situations until veterinary cafe Is
as .111.11bIc and INVis ide tips for

keeping your pet health and
happy
Pct first Aid ss ill be held on
Saturday from 1: p tti to 4 p in
at the Calloway County Library
Community Room. The 130
class lee includes your choice of
A newly developed Dog First
Aid or Cat First Aid full-color
reference guide and DV[) which
demonstrates how to perform
many of the first aid steps
descntied in the hook as well as
class supplies
Pre registration is required
by Thursday at the Calloway
County (liaieer of the Ainenciin
Red Cm.s located at the Weak..
Community Center, 607 Poplar
Make
Si Murray. KY 4:071
checks payable to the American
Red ('rivs• and mail or bring to
the Red Cross office weekday.
from 9 a flu to 4 p ni
All particip.uus need to bring
a stuffed animal, preferably a
dog Of cat. for demonstration
purr.me%
lbe goal of Pet first Aid is to
protect both the pct and the
owner from further harm. injury
or suffering during emergencies
by teaching prompt. effective
actions that will safeguard the
life of the injured pet •We can
dial 911 for people This class
substitutes as OE I hit pets.• said
Executive
Hodge.
Kathy
I brestor of the Humane Society
Pet first Aid leashes Car and
,k1 owners hiss to respond to

wide range of animal emergencies, from dressing a wound to
performing ('PR to prepanng
pets for IlilltUfal disasters Pet
lovers also learn how to monitor
their furry companion's well
being by educating themselves
on their pet's normal temperature, blood pressure. and other
health parameter.
"It's a good idea lot any pet
owner to take a pet first aid class
.0 they will have some confidence if something happens to
their pet It gises them peace of
mind" Hodge said
The course, taught by Red
Cross First Aid Instructor
Shawn Maxwell, includes use of
An instructional DVD and
opportunities to practice first aid
and CPR skills
In addition to Maxwell's certification as a pet first aid
instructor, she has an extensive
background in the animal welfare field A volunteer and hoard
member of the Humane Society
of Calloway ('nuns for many
c•Ar.. Maxwell was animal
shelter director from 1985-1995
and was instrumental in obtaining shelter accreditation status
from the American Humane
Association In addition, she has
served on the Murray Stair
Health
Animal
University
Technology Ads oory Board and
is owner of TENDERS pet-sitting and house-sitting service
Nlaswell resides in Murray with
her husband. Tom, and numerous pets
Call the Red Cross at 75;Of
14:1
callowayredcro“ 4 murrayky net or the Humane Society at
Of
759-110(4
humanesociety 01murray-ky.net
for more information Both the
Red Cross and Humane Society
Are l ruled Was agencies

'
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Nutt done in Jonesboro

KENTUCKY 61,
GEORGIA 55

BROTHER OF FORMER MSU FOOTBALL COACH STEPS DOWN AT ASU

I

ICHAEL DANN /

Leogec Times
. key
a Null,
bipther of former
Murray
State
feltitball
coach
Houston
Nutt,
resigned after 13
seasons
at
Attcansas State.

MURRAY
BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP

LITTLE ROCK (AP) — Dickey
Nutt is stepping down as Arkansas
State's basketball coach.
Nutt announced his departure
Tuesday night at a news conference
in Jonesboro. This was his 13th season as the Indians' coach.
Arkansas State (9-17. 4-11 Sun
Belt Conference) has lost seven
consecutive games.
"Our record doesn't indicate the
fight that this team has in it," Nutt
said. "But after conferring with
(athletic director Dean) Lee this
morning. I've agreed to step down
and resign."
Assistants Shawn Forrest and Al

Grushkin will take over as co-interim head coaches. The Indians have
three games remaining in the regular season, starting Thursday night
at Arkansas-Little Rock.
Nutt's brother Houston was the
football coach at Arkansas for nearly* 10 seasons. He left the
Razorbacks in November after a
tumultuous year and took over at
Mississippi.
Nutt went 189-187 at Arkansas
State and led the team to the NCAA
tournament in 1999. Last season, a
late winning streak brought the
Indians within a game of another
trip to the NCAAs, but they lost to

TORNADO 59, LAKERS 57

wn To The

North Texas in the championship
game of the Sun Belt tournament.
Arkansas State hardly looks like
an NCAA tournament contender
this season. The Indians' leading
scorer, Adrian Banks, was suspended earlier in the season and has
started only 12 games.
"I encouraged our basketball
team today to keep fighting, hang on
to that rope,- Nutt said. "I regret
that we didn't get our team back to
the NCAA tournament."
On Jan. 24, Nutt moved into sole
possession of second place on the
ED REINKE / AP
school's career list with his 189th
Kentucky's
Patrick
•see NUTT,2B
Patterson shoots over
Georgia's Jeremy Price
during
half
the first
Tuesday in Lexington.

Patterson
Slow start
paves the
stalls Tigers
LAMERS LOSE IN CLOSING SECONDS AGAINST PADUCAH TILGHMAN way for
on road
By KYSER LOUGH
Sports Wnter
While it may have all come
WINNING SEASON down to a stolen inbounds pass to
seal a 59-57 loss for Calloway
Staff Report
A lackluster first half doomed County, keeping a close game
Murray against Fulton County with Paducah Tilghman was
Tuesday night as the Tigers more than enough to put a smile
dropped a 69-64 overtime con- on the faces of the Lakers.
The entire game was backtest in Hickman.
It was another verse to the and-forth, with no team ever
same old song for Murray, holding more than a five-point
lead. However, the last minutes of
which has not played well in
the game showed the most excitefirst halves all season. As it did
ment, as the score was closely
against Rose Hill Christian and
knotted.
Marshall County, an inability to
With 1:12 left in the game,
score out of the gate dug the
Tilghman got the ball after
Tigers a hole they could never
Calloway's Tyrrell Willis sank a
quite climb out of, despite a 52foul shot to tie the score 57-all.
point second half.
Fifty-eight seconds of stall-ball
Murray fell behind 19-6 in
later, the timeouts and fouls
the first quarter and scored just begin,
leaving the Lakers with a
12 points in the first half, trail- 2-point deficit and 4.8 seconds
sy-12 at the break. Fulton left after a quick layup by
the
took a 16-point lead Tornado. Momentum
%Vas higlt
early in the third quarter, before for the
Lakers, after keeping the
the Tigers surged back. Murray score close for the whole
game,
eeded up taking the lead with 25 but so was the tension.
seconds left in the game, but a
"As the game wore on. when
turnover led to an easy Pilot bas- we were still right there within a
ket to tie the game and send it point or two, we gained confiinto overtime, where Murray dence from that and that was a
never found its feet.
big factor in the game," said
:The Tigers shot 27 percent Calloway County head coach
from the field and hit just 2-of- Bruce Lane.
13 three-pointers. Murray
After the ball was knocked out
scored a chunk of its points from of bounds under the Laker basket
the foul line, hitting 26-of-35 by Tilghman, junior point guard
from the charity stripe.
Chris Dobbins took the ball to
Fulton County, on the other inbound with 1.1 seconds left in
hand. shot 44 percent from the the game. Unfortunately, the
field and outrebounded the Tilghman defense was too much
Tigers 29-23. Murray couldn't and the ball was stolen away as
contain 6-foot-3 freshman time ran out. The Tornado player
Leonard Smith, who ran up 35 almost turned the ball over on a
points for the Pilots and con- walk, but the referee whistled the
tributed to Fulton County's game over and ended any lastrebounding advantage.
second hopes of a quick toss-up.
The loss snapped a threeA zone defense by the Lakers
game winning streak for Murray shut down any hopes of
and prevented the Tigers from Tilghman's outside shooting, and
playing for their 20th win of the kept them to zero points from
season Friday night at Carlisle behind the arc. On the other side
County.
of the court, the Lakers managed
The win was undoubtedly the to pull in a handful of threes, bolbiggest of the season for Fulton stering theisscore and often putCounty, which went 0-8 in First ting them back in the game.
District play, and gives the Freshman guard Brock Simmons
Pilots momentum going into Landed a hurried three with 2:10
next week's district tournament. left in the game to put the Lakers
For the Tigers, the loss was up 54-53, not to mention freshjust their fourth region loss of man forward Shawn Thompson's
the season — two of which have three-pointer early in the second
crime at the hands of Marshall half that broke a 31-all tie.
"One of our keys was we were
County.
Kenneth Trice led the way for going to zone them all night and
!Array with 27 points and Cole hopefully they would struggle
Hurt added 21 for the Tigers.
with it outside, which they did."
Lane said. "And hopefully we
Lady Tigers 62,
could knock down two or three
Lady, Pilots 54
A late-second half rally 3's, which we did."
The Lakers' problems came
helped propel Murray to a 62-54
victory' Tuesday night in from under the basket, where
acrobatic baskets by the Tornado
Hickman.
The Lady Tigers (14-11)fell kept the game close. Tilghman
behind by 10 points halfway forward Stefon Perry and center
through the third quarter but ral- Isaac McClure, each close to 6lied down the stretch in the peri- foot-6. especially dominated
od to tie the game at 39 going under the basket.
"Isaac and Stefon are hard
into the foorth.
In the final quarter, it was all match-ups and one of the keys
Murray. The Lady Tigers was to keep them off the glass,"
clutsctired Fulton County 23-15 Lane said. 'They had several key
to claim an eight-point win over stickbacks on us that allowed
them to push ahead at the end"
the First District champions.
When Tilghman would miss,
Haley Armstrong led Murray
with 20 points and Leah however. the Lacers would genDielenum joined her in double- erally be right there to grab the
figures, scoring 16. Amanda rebound and head back down the
Winchester added eight, Emily court, but never quite at the key
Benson Mx and Sarah Crouch moments. Everyone seemed to
and Stacey McClure dropped in get in on the rebounding action.
five apiece as Murray handed greatly helping the efforts.
"Even our guards rebounded
the Lady Pilots their third consome tonight,- Lane said. "But
secutive loss.
we never could seem to get the
•See *IS,29
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MHS LOCKS UP

FRESHMAN
DUMPS IN 20
POINTS, GRABS
NINE BOARDS

tylif

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

Derek Solomon puts up a shot against Paducah Tilghman defender Stefon Perry. The Lakers
were overcome in the last few seconds and lost by two to the Tornado.
key rebound we needed. We'd go
up one or two, then they'd get the
stickback and we never could get
the big one."
Lane said the team was upbeat
from the battle, and he is going to
make sure they still work hard but
stay upbeat to finish out the season. The team travels to St. Mary
on Thursday night for a game that
Lane said will need the same
focus and intensity shown against
Tilghman.
They always play us tough in
that gym, and they got a great
shooter.- Lane said.
Of course, who can forget the
garne after that, a district tournament showdown with Murray.
Lane knows the team will need to
keep up the momentutn they are
building if they hope to knock out
the Tigers.
"Hopefully we can do a little
better job around the perimeter
with their shooters.- he said. "We
just gotta find a way to get a few
easier looks against them than
we've got so farPad Tighrnwi 16
19
Calloway Co

13
10

59
12 18
9 19 — 57

Tilghman (224) — Hazard 14, McClure
12 Wrighl 10, Perry 10, Forrest 5,
Watams 4 Jackson 2 Coughenour 2
2-pt: 26-45 3-pt: 0-12 FT: 3-6
Rebound*: 38 Fouls: 14
Calloway Co.(15-12) — Gamer 16. Wats
15. Thompson 11 F.;.renoris 8 Solomon
4. Dobbins 2 Hrll
2-pt.: 18-51 3-pt: 4-11 IS4mmons 2
Thompeon 2) FT: 8-12 Rebounds: 38
Fouls: 11

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

Chris Dobbins dnves the ball back into Calloway terntory
against a Paducah Tilghman defender The Lakers came close
to upsetting Paducah Tilghman Tuesday night. but fell by two
points.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
— Ramel Bradley rose up for
the rebound and grabbed it
with both hands, only to be
greeted by an inadvertent
elbow from Georgia's Billy
Humphrey.
The Kentucky guard lay
I sprawled on the Rupp Arena
floor for a few anxious
moments, and for a second it
appeared the Bulldogs may
have knocked Bradley out of
a game for the second time in
a month.
Although a little woozy,
Bradley quickly bounced
back to his feet, just like his
team.
Kentucky held off the
Bulldogs 61-55 on Tuesday to
win for the seventh time in
eight games and keep a firm
grip on second place in the
Southeastern Conference's
Eastern Division.
"We were mentally tough
tonight," said Bradley, who
had eight points and 12
rebounds. "They did a good
job of getting back into the
game. We didn't do the things
we need to do to put them
away. They put themselves in
position to win,(but) we had
to get stops and we did."
Joe Crawford led the
Wildcats (14-10, 8-3 SEC)
with 23 points and Patrick
Patterson added 20 points and
nine rebounds as Kentucky
remained unbeaten at Rupp
Arena in SEC play this season.
"We made a few mistakes,
but we gutted it out,"
Crawford said. "Our offense
wasn't what it needed to be,
but we got the win."
Terrance Woodbury led
Georgia (12-12, 3-8) with 15
points and Sundiata Gaines
had 10 points, 10 rebounds
and six assists, but the
Bulldogs shot just 32 percent
from the floor and made just
one field goal over the game's
final six minutes.
"Down the stretch, defense
is what is going to win games
for you," Bradley said. "We
got stops."
The Wildcats blocked
eight shots, held a 40-38 edge
on the boards against one of
the SEC's better rebounding
teams and outscored Georgia
34-22 in the paint.
"It was a man's game on
the boards, and Patrick was
the best." Kentucky coach
Billy Gillispie said.
Kentucky led by as many
as 16. but the Bulldogs managed to hang around and got
within three at 55-52 on a 3pointer by Gaines with 6:22 to
play. But Georgia couldn't
quite make it all the way back.
Six straight possessions the
Bulldogs had the ball with a
chance to cut the lead to one
or tie.
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COLLEGE HOOPS

IU may be forced to hang up on Sampson
By JIM UTKE
AP Sports Columnist
his kids stood up when it
Lpunted most, but they don't
have a vote on Kelvin
S.,unpson's future.
WIC telling is that all the
other people who defended him
tour months ago stayed glued to
their seats this time around.
There's nothing like a nvidry
game to let you know where a
team is at. and Indiana's 77-68
win over in-state antagonist
Purdue spoke volumes. The
Iloosiers battled nerves from the
opening tip. committed 23
turnovers to Just five for the
Boilermakers, but othet that by
ixisting lust-as-big margins in
rebounding. 46-30. and shooting
percentages from the floor and
the line.
In %hon. they hustled when it
mattered and played with pope
at the end, and in the middle of it
all was senior DJ. White. which
should has e surprised no one.
Sampson could be suspended in
the next few days as a prelude to
being fired because of the way
le recruited players. The shame
is that the vs idenin scandal his
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

serial phone-calling caused is
obscuring the teaching job
Sampson always does once he
gets his man
He didn't recruit White,
instead inheriting the big man
from his predecessor. Mike
Davis. No matter. In his first year
in charge. Sampson lit a fire
under the talented, but undisciplined youngster, and sparked
him to the cusp of stardom. Then
he convinced White to stick
around one more season and
work even harder, transforming
him into a potential Big Ten
player of the year and an almostcertain NBA first-round pick.
Small wonder then, that
White. shrugged off a gimpy
knee to start Tuesday night and
turned in 19 points and 15
rebounds.
-There was a lot riding on this
game," he said afterward. "We
have a chance to do something
special here."
The Hoosiers are 4-1 since
the school was forced to reveal
the NCAA was hot on
Sampson's trail and that further,
much more severe penalties
might be on the way. When word
broke in October he was up to
the same tricks that got him in

trouble at Oklahoma, the administration at Indiana and more
than a few members of the fraternity rushed to his defense.
Jim
Connecticut coach
Calhoun was in the front of that
pack, having spent plenty of time
working with Sampson when he
headed the National Association
of Basketball Coaches.
"What he did was dumb, by
any stretch of the imagination,"
Calhoun said at the time. "He
broke the same rule, not once but
twice, and he should suffer the
consequences.
"But firing him? That's nuts.
... In our business, there's a difference between someone who
breaks A WIC and people who
cheat - who use means that
make me ashamed to be a coach
-to get a recruit.
"I know Kelvin well enough,"
he added. "to know he's not one
of those guys."
Judging by the phone records
the NCAA looked at, and followup conversations with some of
Sampson's recruits, investigators
were left to conclude the violations were due to arrogance or
stupidity, and his record at every
stop in his career pretty much

ruled out the latter.
The sheer volume of calls he
mode at Indiana - more than
100 impermissible calls, even AS
be was still on probation for
making 577 improper calls
between 2000 and 2004 while
coaching Oklahoma - proved
Sampson still didn't think much
of the rule. And the initial
response of both the school and
colleagues like Calhoun suggested they weren't much more
Impressed.
But as in so many other
instances, the cover-up proved
more vexing than the original
sin. By the time the NCAA finished the report made public last
week, Sampson was accused of
providing false information to
both university and NCAA
investigators and fostering an
atmosphere of noncompliance
across the program.
The hit he already took was
considerable - Sampson forfeited a $500,000 bonus for this
season after getting caught,
marking the third time in as
many years that talking on the
phone has cost him a small fortune - but that was a calculated
gamble. Lying about it takes the
game to a whole new level.

winning record, Fulton C'ounty.
which came into the contest one
game under .500, will finish with
a losing campaign despite going
5-1 in district play.
The Lady Tigers got off to a
slow start against Fulton County
but managed to take a 14-11 lead
out of the first quarter. That lead
disappeared in the second, how-

ever. as Fulton County made a
run and took a 27-24 lead into
halftime.
Murray did a better job of taking care of the ball, turning it
over just 10 times, and capitalized on five three-pointers. The
Lady Tigers took 38 shots from
the charity stripe. but converted
on just 18.

Lindy Suite,
bora on pow Rom mom*
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Rpm
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SPN2
8 pill.
Kar,..15 'it at PaishraSka
F if'Pc.
NBA BASKETBALL
p m
L A Lake's at Proud°.
ESPY.

SOCCER
4 p.M.

•MHS
From Page 1B
For the Lady Tigers. the victory assured a winning season.
At 13-11 going into this week.
Murray had to win one of its
final two games in order to finish
above .500 for the regular sea...int
Just as Murray assured itself a

•Nutt

SPN CLASSIC - UEFA Champions
League I 131h finals leg I Celtic F C
vs Barcelona at Glasgow Scotland
same day lapel
10 p.m.•
MIS Pan Pacific
ESPN CLASSIC

From Page 1B
win Arkansas State hasn't won since. John Rauth
holds the school record with 191 wins.
Nutt is also second on the Sun Belt's career list
with 102 conference wins. He's nine victories
behind Gene Bartow.
"We know it's a difficult decision for him. but
commend his position to step down in the best

Cheimp•onshy Loa Angeles ‘rs
Gambit Osaka at Honolulu
1240 a.m
Mt S Pon Parodic
E SPN CLASSIC
Crampons/up Hc.iston as Sydney
F C at Honolulu
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2008 Dodge 1500ST2irin
$22,055
MSRP
Peppers Disc...- 2,557
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Pony Co Cereal 06. Lee Co 58
Floyd 58
PAO Co Cereal 96. Scull
Rawl*81 Evade 38
Powell Co 70 Strolls Co 86
Posses Co 44 West Jersernew 42
Red 5irt159 Owaley Co 55
Russo/WY 56. acraeng Green 50
Shelby Valley 81, Lawienos Co 53
Sour Laurel M. Camay Co 47
Spencer Co 57. Lou St France 41
Sr Mary 64 Redend 58
Taylor Co 65 Nelson Co 53
Troths Co 58. Henry Co 56
Wane'. East 61, Caverns 55
Wayne Co 78. Jackson Go 66
West Cade 69. Aenand Bauer 60
Western Ms 43. Pecholes Co 45
Wholesale Trinity 84 C,ennellon, Ind 73
Wccceord Co 57. Darnel 46
ONVLS BASKETBALL
Beddow 00. Wean HIM 37
Bowing Omen 79. Flumeevele 51
Boyle Co 52. Franklin Co 45
Buell Central 19. Lou Waggoner 40
Cereal Hardn 57 Nelson Co 54
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Conte 47 Hazard 43
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Cumberland Co 49 04.390* 45
Dawson Springs 52 Fon Campbell 35
One Heights 58 Campbell Go 55
Franklin-Sons:eon 67 Warren East 55
Green Co 63 Campbellsville 23
Hari Co 72. Taylor Co 28
Henderson Co 73. Lyon Co 36
Lases Co 63. Bel Co 21
Lee Henry Clay 66 Lee Tates Creek 35
Lea Sayre 45 Mode 26
Leianglon Catholic 48, Lou Assumption 37
Logan Co 56 umersay Heights 39
Lou Collegele 62, Eminence 30
LOU Doss 61 Lou Valley 25
10.. Fern Creek 67 Lou Pleasure Ridge Park
46
Holy Cross 41. Lou Farclaie 34
Lou Iroquoe 57 Lou DuPont Manual 53
LOU Jellersonlown 54, Lou Seneca 37
Lou Mercy 88 Lou Eastern 42
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Lou Western 55 Lou Portland Chiltern 36
Mayheid 41 Cense Co 30
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Wayne Co 77 Jackson Co 66
Webster Co 54 Calchrell Co 29
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Woodkrd Co 69 West J4KSIBRI1118 42
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02008 Chevy Silverado
2WD Ext. Cab
$25,875
MSRP
-2,938
Peppers Disc
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Stir IG T8026
• 4 8L V8 Engine
• LS Package
• Towing
Package
• Cruise Control
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• 4 8L V8 Engine
• Cruise Control
• Automatic
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2008 Pontiac
G5 Coupe
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•Remote Start
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Lou Waggoner 57 Oldham Co 47
Lou Western 08, Lou Ponlancl Gloster) 43
Lynn Camp 70 Koren 62
Morison Cereal 77 Shelby Co 71 OT
1.4adeormie-North Hopkins 78 84:4810 58
Manon Co 61 John Hardin 54
MoCosery Centrai 83 Somerset 69
Meade Co 75 LaRue Co 43
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Monticello et/ Watornaturg 53
Mulserberg North 66 Chrism, Co 61
MunienOwg Scutt) 58 Hancock Co 56
North Okthem 69 Gelatin Co 68
Oho Co 59 Grayson Co 57
Dean Co 74 South Oldham 67
Orrenstoro 110 elookrisyele 53
Owensboro Catholic 87 Frederick Frame 47
Paducah Tilghman 59 Calloway Co 57
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PREP BASKETBALL
BOYS BASKETIOA:L
Allen Genius 63 Peeves 56
&pros 66 Pens 49
Bardstown 57 AARE Co 44
Bane' Co as lase:46o Co 56
Balt Co 68 Eael Caner 57
Bei Go 75 Barbourville 58
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Boyd Co 49 Remand 34
Bruise Co 74 Sheldon Clan' 72
72 207
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34
Burgin 70 Ky School la the Deer
CelOrrell Co 61 Webster Co 37
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Lou Doss 51, Lou Veiny 47
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2008Dodge Avenger SE

All New 2008 Toyota
Tundras In Stock
'16,988
Save '3,000 Peppers Discount
ST2WD
'2,750 Toyota Rebate Cp 2008 Dodge 1500Quad
$27,835
MSRP
- 2.917
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'735, 41, 2008 Dodge Caliber SE

(V 2009 Toyota Camry LE
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$17,435
- 1,200
- 1,500
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19,

Haverstock Insurance Agency

Peppers Chevrolet,
Cadillac, Buick,
Pontiac, GMC
Peppers Chrysler

a

Peppers k)ii
Price

410•

coe e‘ea-ze

2008 Toyota Corolla LE

MSRP
Peppers Disc
4111* Toyota Rebate
stir I.

interest of the program." Lee said. "We know It
was a tough decision for him to make ... but he has
handled it honorably and admirably."
Nutt left without taking questions. saying he
had to be at his son's high school basketball game.
Forrest and Grushltin spoke after Nutt.
"It's been a difficult day, and it's been hard,"
Grushkin said. -The guys practiced hard today.
We'll get them ready. It's about the kids."
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-C1-00I06
GE CAPITAL FRANCHISE FINANCE
CORPORATION,

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER'S SALE
GD DEAL HOLDINGS, LLC, et al

060
Help UMW

Take Advcirrtoge ofour

The Murray Ledger & limes has a full-time
clerical position available. Applicant must
have computer knowledge and be able to
multi-task. Exceptional interpersonal and
communications skills are required. Some
bookkeeping knowledge a plus, but not
required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T,
Murray, KY 42071. No phone calls.

f.,Ocip Yeclr SpeCicli!
Advertise your business, house, car, boat...
whatever you need!
In the Classified section for
February 29 ONLY, we're offering
a 2x3 display ad, a $49.50 value,

DEFENDANTS.

Pursuant to a Judgment and Order of Sale entered on February 12, 2007, in the
above-styled action, I will sell at public outcry at the front door of the Calloway
County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, the property described herein according
to the following terms and conditions:
DATE OF SALE
Friday, March 7, 2008, at the hour of 10,00 a m , local prevailing time, or as
soon thereafter as said sale may be held

Interested applicants must apply by resume
only; interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

AY
LeinitER &TIMES

$29!

ACTUAL SIZE
for 2x3 ad

AMOUNT OF MONEY TO BE RAISED
Amount of Judgment.

828,995,828 84

The Court has also awarded Court costs, attorneys'fees, interest and the cost of
this Master Cornmiginoner'e Sale
DiseraiEnaiDLERCLEERn
This property is located at 1500 North 12th Street, Murray, KY, and
particularly described as follows:

is

Lots No. 8, 9 and 10 in the WHEELER SUBDIVISION as shown by Amended
Plat recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 17. in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
THERE IS EXCEPTED THEREFROM that certain tract of land conveyed unto
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the Department of
Transportation by Deed, dated March 19, 1984, and of record in Cabinet 2,
Drawer 17, Book 165, Card 1459, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Being the same real estate which was conveyed to GD Deal Holdings, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company by Consolidation Deed from ff & H
Investment„Propertiesi, LLP, a Kentualky registered limited liability partnership,
dated April 19,2001, recorded May 17, 2001, in Book 379, Page 515, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

TERMS
L The premises is indivisible and cannot be divided without materially impairing its value and the value of the liens of Plaintiff and the liens of the
Governmental Defendants, and the premises shall be sold as a whole, free and
clear of all liens, claims, interests and encumbrances, other than restrictions
and easements of record, zoning laws affecting the property, etc.
2. Thie sale is subject to all environmental regulations concerning the
Underground Storage Tanks located on the premises and that the sale of the
personal property collateral includes the Underground Storage Tanks Any purchaser at the sale is required to comply with 401 KAR 427200 Sec 441 by completing and transmitting to the Commonwealth of Kentucky's Environmental
and Public Protection Cabinet's Division of waste Management a Notification of
Underground Storage Tank System Form within thirty (30i days alter confirmation of the sale by the Court
3. The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
(301 days. but if sold on a credit of thirty 3,0) days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, same bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
The risk of loss shall be upon the purchaser immediately upon acceptance by
the Master Commissioner of its bid_ The Purchruser shall be required to carry
insurance against fire and windstorm with extended coverage provisions in
some good and solvent insurance company to protect and secure the unpaid purchase money and to keep same in effect from the date of sale until execution and
delivery of deed.
4.

5. The above-described real property will be conveyed 'object to such valid and
existing restrictions, reservations, limitations, conditions, exceptions, and
covenants as may be revealed in the record chain of title
6. Neither the Master Commissioner nor any party hereto shall be deemed to
have warranted title to any purchaser with respect to the property sold

Bids must be turned into the park office no later than
March 1. 2008 at 400 p.m. CST. They may also be
mailed to Matthew Martin, Director of Parks, 900
- Payne Street. Murray. KY 42071 or faxed to(270)7820349. For questions please call 12701762-0325,

:0
08

ee

Lag"
Ncolks
NOTICE
All stored items in
Units 2. 14, 15, 66 at
Parkside Storage have
been abandoned. It all
charges of these units
are not paid in full on or
before February 29th.
Parkside Storage Mil
have legal possession
of at items in these
unds Sale date will be
posted later

BM=
Murray High
Booster Club
At Kmghts of Columbus.
1st Sat of the month

University
Barber Shop

Si

Minimum Requirements: A Bachelor's
degree in a human service field, 2 years
experience in related field. Candidates
must be able to pass all background checks.
Applications may be picked up at 78
CAKY Drive, Benton, KY, 42025. Phone:
270-527-8388. Deadline for applications is
February 26, 2008. E0E/114/FIDN
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
A full-time position is available for qualified professionalto work with families and their children. Pennyrile
Allied Community Services, Inc. is accepting resumes for
the position of In-Home Worker With our Family
Preservation Program in our Mayfield office. The applicant must have excellent commurucation skills, willing to
work a flexible schedule, knowledge of community
resources and have the ability to make well informed
decisions independently Training will be provided
Annual salary is $20,000 with full benefits. Applicants
who hold a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work.
Psychology, Sociology or related field air invited to send
their resumes by Friday- FEB 29th to
"In-Home Position"
clo Mr. John Tedder, Executive Director

P.O. Box 549 HopidnavIlie, Ky 42241-0549

Squire Rd
6PM on the

753-175'

CornIkunity Youth Setwiceit,ris now, his
Case Manager to work in our resi lilal
treatment facilities in the Murray and
Paducah area. Candidates must be dependable and a caring individual to provide behavior management to at risk teens. Candidates
must have reliable transportation.

PACS. Inc is. • An Equal Opportunity Employer'

Welke

STEN E VIDMER

Minimum Requirements: High School
diploma/GEE). I year experience in childcare, 21 years of age. Candidates must be
able to pass all background checks.
Applications may be picked up at 78
CAKY Drive, Benton, KY, 42025. Phone:
270-527-8388. Deadline for applications is
February 26, 2008. EOFJM/FIDN

Pennyrik Allied Community Services, Inc.
Family Preservation Program

This 30th day of January. 2008.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Conuniasioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Slumy/Calloway County Parks is soliciting bids for
connensiona operations in our parks to include baseball and soccer for the 2008 season. Three(3)concessions buildings total, one at Bee Creek soccer complex. one in the Central Park and one in Chestnut
: Park will be maintained and operated solely by the
winning bidder. Normal operating days are Monday
through Friday. for hours contact the parks office for
more specific information Weekend tournaments
are not included in this bid

Community Youth Services is now hiring for
full-time/PRN youth workers to work in our
residential treatment facilities in the Murray
and Paducah areas. Candidates must be
dependable and a caring individual to provide
behavior management to at risk teens.
Candidates must have reliable transportation.

more
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POND Stocking!
Thurs, 2/281 The Fish
Truck will be at Cadiz
SS 9:15-9:45 Henry
Farmers Co-Op 10.3011:15, Murray SS
11:30-12:00. and

BAYMONT
Inn
&
Suites looking for night
audit and housekeeping Apply in person
1210 N
12th St..
Murray,

Marshall Co. Co-Op
12:46-1:30. 1-800-

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently

335-2077 or
www.kyfishtruclicom
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do °CCU'.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for thenactivities

UMW
CAREGRIVER to sib
with elderly couple
753-5833

accepting applications
for the following position:
RNs day and
afternoon shift. We
offer
competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOFJAAE NO
CALLS
PHONE

PLEASE
NEED full-time help
Start immediately No
experience necessary
Will train Hourly plus
bonuses
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E,
Fairdealing

a1

For more information, please
contact Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916.

EL6C1LUESALE
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street, Murray, Calloway County,
KY 42071.

for only
We can put your logo or picture
in the ad for no additional fee.
The deadline to place your ad is
Thursday, February
9AM.

Offer valid for a black & white classified
display ad that is a 2x3 or 3x2 to run on
2/29/08. Offer not valid for previously
scheduled ads.
s
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help Wanted

ihip Wanted

BRITTHAVEN
0
Benton is currently is
seeking a qualified
applicant for the position of Director of
Nursing for its 34 bed
unit.
You must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Must have
management skills and
possess a go8s1 understanding of .nursing
home policy and regulations. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE No
phone calls please.

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
RN/LPN- Full-time, MF 10P-6A. Anyone
interested in becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St., Mayfield, KY
42066

SALES help wanted to
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:

WILLOW
Pond
Restaurant located on
Highway
68
near
Kenlake in Aurora now
hiring all positions.
Apply in person Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday
4PM-7PM.

DIGITAL Printer
Operator needed for
local direct mail
company. Full-time
position with benefits.
Day shift Monday
through Friday with
occasional overtime
and weekends. Lifting
and
computer expenence
required. Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G, Murray, KY
42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray' area
job listings. Thank you

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you( Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem'
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818
ext.
150.
FULL time bookkeeper
Computer
needed
knowledge required
Apply in person at
Concrete
Welch
Products, 6580 US
Hwy 641N, Alma, KY
NOW hiring Days Inn
front desk. Apply in
person only 517 S
12th St . Murray

NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for the following positions: Fulltime LPN. We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky.
Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No

phone calla.
NURSE Practitioner.
Full-time position in
busy medical office.
Excellent benefits. No
weekends or holidays.
Send
resume
to
Pennyrile
Family
Physicians,
Ann:
Renee Ashby, 1724
Kenton St., Suite 2A,
Hopkinsville,
KY
42240.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience.
MVR.(800)468-6087

P.O.

Box

SEASONAL help
needed. Must have
COL. Apply at Crop
Production Services
Hardin, KY.(270)4374000

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF!
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted:
Various Part time
Positions:
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees!
March 10, Stan Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Marina
12800 U.S. Highway

PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 North
12th St.

PURCHASE

Area
Physical Therapy has a
full time position available for a medical secretary/receptionist with
excellent organizational, computer, and customer service skills.
Requires ability to handle
multiple
tasks
simultaneously.
Medical billing or transcription experience
would be beneficial.
Must be able to work
from 930-630 pm MF. Excellent benefit
package. Please send
resume including references to 208 S 6th
Street. Murray, KY
42071

EXPERIENCED night
watchman/security
monitor. References
available. Reply with
full details to P.O. Box
KY
603,
Murray,
42071.
090
Damn& & Childcare
CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
MATURE, experienced
male caretaker willing
to help with elderly or
disabled in your residence, hospital, nursing home. Willing to
help with errands, etc.
Reply with full details
to P.O. Box 603.
Murray, KY 42071.

68E.
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment:
270-354-6568

120
Computers

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

,
1•1-www murrryledgAr.coni rorw.
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sho
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4Great
subscribe to the

PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789.
deloiseadams0yahoo.
corn

1040-R,

Murray, KY 42071.

LEDUR &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
(Canc..sy
3 am.--.328.00
3 me.
S33.00
mo.
S64.89
I yr.---499.00 6 me.
1 yr.--MC.
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.---....370.50 3 moo. -..-475.00
6 1110.....--.--$90.•• 6
I yr.-..--4120.00 1 yr..-....$145.110
Rest of KY/TN
(Puryeer A tirchistr)

I Check

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name

I St. Address_
I
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Time,,
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Mednesday, February 20, 2008

Oui
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH pod for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
CASH paid for used
Dish Network & cable
pock up Toll
boxes
free 866-860-0110

270
bowls norms Fer lit

CaIIosa Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

UOUIDATION Kale
Al 2006 Homes Mus
Go'
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Cal now
731-584-9429
***OWNER

1505 Diuguid Dnve• Murray, KY 42071

FINANCE***

No Credit Check'
Completely redone
28R IBA sanglewide
water view easy boat
ramp access Nice
covered deck 213
Primrose New
RIDING mowers that Concord $2.900
need work
down $450 month
Cal 753-2222
270-436-2867
•"OWNER
FINANCE*** 28X68.
38R. 2 bath. 10 acres.
14.950 down $695 00
rti
month, Hardin
752-0729 Bonnie
Key Auto Parts
Byeny Broker
753-551N1
**OWNER
Financing"
2005 24.56 3BR,
Arenas
2BA. $4.950 down
For Si.
$649 00 month, 102
Gilbert St. Hazel
in
08 hot tub New
(270)753-1011
package 6-7 person
'07 16.68 Northern
7HP 46 lets ozone
Built set-up in Hardin.
water fall Full warran2EIR IBA
ty Retail $7.698 Must
1-800-455-3001
sell 14.200
1997 Clayton 3BR 2BA
573-300-1031
on acre lot $17.000 or
350 Gallon propane
rent $450 monthly.
gas tank 1450 00
293-6119
753-6012

SCRAP
CARS

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Proiecbon
also LG. Toshiba
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used. 1"-slate, solid
wood carved legs, felt,
acc package. retails
14.500. selling for
$1.600. miist sell
1573)300-1031
VINYL replacement
windows
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Jeff 0 753-6450

IE

Hamm For ens

2BR $225
753-6012

1 & 2 bar apts. No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starling at $200/mo.
753-4109
152 BR apts. 1 -year
lease 1BR $35000
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
S. 8th
1B-R, 411--1/2St.. $265/mo • secunty. 474-2520
I BR. various locations.
$275-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

ATTENTION:
To all Customers- Investors- Carpet
Dealers- Rental property owners
Joe Smith Carpet inventory and
displays bloa out sale Business closed.
All remaining stocks of Carpet. Vinyl.
Hardwood. VCT Tile Remnants- 50% off"
Displays and samples hest offer
For %ppl. Call 978-0402
or 753-7955
Ankles
For Sale

Aestliimits Fir ItsrA

270-753-8556

TDD I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Iwo Bedruoni Apartments
Central Heat :Ind Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
el

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lewes Drive Murray. KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom -1495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer. Range, Dishwasher.
& Ranger:am Provided • All Electric •Carpel &
CCfallli. Tile • Central Hex & Au • Patio/Deck

General Contract i rig
ace..•, laden la flaw* Ian
Hawn.. An PNIII.•
so real mu.whertird Arms.
la wined io Jar hialineal Fed
,,
iint Act whit11.14.•
.
F17
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•
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ban.
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nuo
stalk. W." bawd docrortmes
thr leak, mad aattroielsiss
ot Froi *air bawd a baton It
tbdditton to thou, pruserbd
iwieral Lee
•
Var gosh

ews For Asit

NOW LEASING
1 2 8. 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Seci,or
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1 -800-648-6056
S4ALL 113R, nonsmoking apt. upstairs
water pad, availabie
now. no pets.
$2150Vmo 753-5980
STORY Avenue
duplexes for rent. All
appliances Included.
Call 757-9948

Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1011 WESTGATE

Office: 270-761-6790

Saturday, Feb. 23•1 - 4 p.m.

Cell: 270-978-1007

New construction, 3 lxirm., 2 ba, brick
home in Gatesborough. Spacious
greahoom with furplace, Bruce hardwood floors, and vaulted ceilings.
Kitchen has custom cabinets and
ceramic tile floors. Master bath has
whirlpool tub, separate shower and
walk-% closet. Stop by and view this
spectacular home.

A
SARAT
3A
FARMS, back nght cot
ner White fence in
front 270-519-2290

Sarvices Plume
BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC
AN service & repairs
270-382-2444

MURRAY

PARKSIDE
STORAGE

5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater.
hwy frontage, tobacco
barn, good water for
irrigation or livestock
Owner financing possible, will divide
(270)489-2116
if no answer leave
message
PARIS. TN area
22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
site $2,500 an acre 1877-275-0543
HOME For Si.

COMMERCIAL property 4 shops. 9 storage buildings 6.800
so ft Immediate
income Fully rented
Downtown area
$198.000
(270)753-9887
Prop For
GARAGE. office on
paid lot set-up for a
used car lot $750
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime locabon. 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE, 2 shops,
large lot on Arcadia
Circle. $500 monthly
$500 deposit
753-8756. 759-1369
I Sappho

AKC Cairn Terrier pup
pies Iota look altkes
female, 2 males $350
873-8246. 227-7186
AKC Registered ShinTzu puppies.
1 male $350. 1
female $400 ready
March 6th (270)5596222.(270)851-8148
(270)554-7346 daytime
DOG Obedience
THREE bedroom, one 436-2858.
bath house, else/wood
car
single
heat,
Umbel' Imams
garage Tool Shed and

2. 3 & 48R houses
deposit
&
Lease
required 753-4109
312 back ranch on
Melrose City utilities
All electric 2 car
garage Large fenced
yard New
central heat & air systern annual lease
Ray 270-767-0615

1111Nom»

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

753-3853

a

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

,Sponsored by Dora Holder/F-1.°am

•"OWNER
FINANCE•••
No credit check' Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on lot in Puryear,
1.292 sq ft. hardwood
appliances
floor.
$3,900 down, $475
monthly Cali Ruthie
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCE"'
No Credit Check'
Clean & nice 3BR 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1,292 sq ft..
hardwood Nam, appliances, city water &
sewer $3,900 down.
$475 month. Call
Ruth's (270)7534BR 2BA brick. 2 car
workshop.
garage
Fenced back yard
appliances included.
Murray. Mark Frednck,
RE/MAX RE A.
270-978-1880
4BR/2BA.
BRICK
3.000 sq.ft. living. 2 car
garage, detached 6 car
New
garage/shop
C/H/A New paint. carpet, floors New refrogorator 2 acres. 2 moles
from Murray on 121S

SATELLITE System 2BR 2BA Dont°a
FREE
garage. all appliances
Get a 4 room FREE
$650. 436-5685
FREE DVR or HD
28R apartments evadFREE 6
upgrade
able Great location 1
proHO
months of
year lease 1 month
so/HO
gramming
no pets
deposit.
upgrade Get months 3
5
753-290
FREE of HBO &
budding
28R duplex. 25A. storage
Cinemax
BERMUDA grass hay
Local* in Hazel
Programming starts at garage No pots
square bales $6
No
a
$600 00 month
$29 99 per mo .1500 753-7457 or 227-3054
731-514-3632
Pets
for local networks Call 28R dupes. none.
2905
Beasley Antenna IL C/A. appliances fun
MrNM or Lass
Satellite for more into
noshed Various lc..free
toll
or
759-0901
bans Coleman RE
TOBACCO ground
R77 455-0901
753-9896
approk 8 acres, highly
_
productive land. water
26R. $285. ON/A, 10X19 storage unit
available, 32.52 barn
Murray
near MSU Move in Downtown
close by May be
$40 753-9867
free days 753-9898
leased also
LARGE
ing
Warehous
A&F
(270)489-2116
31.48R, 213A available
SELECTION
$20-50.
Near MSU
now. aPPliances
76f>iR
USED APPLIANCES
Coleman RE 7519898
reARDAILIKINS
G&C
-38R Duplex. water fur
•tw Square NuirOl
STORAGE and
fished. $700/mo.
.1
It'
(270 753-1713
PROPANE
lease depose
on.
Locati
An)
" E Main
required 227-0375
753-6266
ton
701
2
'untlili
%11)
Newsfinipmal
313R fo-vinhorne 2 58k
Cell (270) 293-4183
ss. ri ati.. proprefrigerator
CM/A.
9 cm • 4 p.m. M-F
1989 Case 580K
washer. dryer. dish4WDr, washer oven. stove
xtendatioe.
270-761-11H li
KEY MINI
runs good $14,500
sqft.
1400
WANT I, know, the
Call 29;2512
Conveniently located
WAREHOUSES value of your borne
Newly
near MSU
or commercial
WO
refurbished
Illesssed
1850 SI. Rt 121S farm
property on today's
month 50% Off lit
42071
Murray. KY
market/
month $800 deposit
FIREWOOD for sale
270-753-5562
Need be with that
pets
No
required
pick-up or delivery
purchasing or seikng
included
not
VW*,
Call for Mon
" Give us a
1811, RENTALS decision
270-348-0458
(270)293-1357 or
call Professional reli12701559-1424
MINI-STORAGE able WVICO
48F1 lownhome 2 58A
Now renting
Met oak firewood. CM/A.
refrigerator
Darnell Appraisal &
Dossed at -21 1 5 4th St
$52 270-227-9042
Matt
Consulting
washer, dryer, dish
270-436-5496
washer, over. stove
Jennings
sq ft
1.400
owner/appraiser
Mune
270-293-6906
2711 7sa gorie
Conveniently iocated
Newly
+999 Roland EPOS near MSU
$840
refurbished
with
piano
digital
50% off 1111
month
stand fabric cover
month $800 depose
mint condemn $850
No pets
required
Call 270-243 1801
Utelles not included
270-348-0458
Ng OM
•All Size Units
Cornerstone
Available
--OWNER
Realty & Rental
•Now Have
FINANCING'"
Renal Prior-ens &
1640 38R. 2 Beth cir
Pmpreht Management
Climate Control
3 S acres. Pans
...c• asail5frik
ef,
$3.950 dowel, Ws
Call 761-73.55
morns 752-0720
•..1,...ensoarman
Ronnie eye*/ baker

11111Nanss

. -isle any
w malt

All
"
:tri711:s=a:
yr m d
Armee
Ferman.
dwedesgs advertised ens
that
tipperew
eytul
an
n
ay mkgsk
nisi Weft
led
Foe adder/ asaadan,
kninsing Ads whams nnwire
minas. :ante, NAA ounrrl
Rem P %Ian,

M

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer dryer 7595885 or 293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility impairment
Phone:
accessible
Mon &
492-8721
Thurs
10-12am TOD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity

Calhoon Construction, LLC

OPEN HOUSE

Seine restrictions apply
Call Joy for details 270-762-1044 Of
00,„ 270-804-0850. 1TY,800-64841056

DUPLEX 28R, 1-1/2
bath all appliances
storage shed handiaccessible
cap
$525/mo. 436-5685
DUPLEX 29Fi. 28A.
1-year old, 404 Bamb
CI North, no pets
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653

Murray Ledger & Times

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Cali 753-5606

'99 Lexus RX300
Silver/gniy, four oohed
arise. moored.
Great condition.
$9.800.
270-753-9343
270-227-4869
'05 Equinox. $10,100
'04
Rendezvous.$9.900
02 Montana. $5,800
'99 Chevy Z-71.
17.200
'04 MaximaSL.$12.700
'05 Anima -2.5S,
$8.500
'01 Explorer, $5,100
'01 Grand Am-GT
$4.700
C&K (270)705-5973
See at
citmotorsky.com
'03 Ford Escape
98.000 miles, sunrck'
electric locks/windows
leather. Excellent condition $7,800. 270293-3817
2003 Toyota 4-Runner,
43.000 miles, $17.000.
227-5759
See details at
autotrader corn

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service_ Complete
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 2938726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring .Decks
*Vinyl siding -Alt
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111

Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstrucbon.net
COUNTRY Metal
Residential roofs, farm
and commercial buildings Several colors to
choose from 270-3288086
Cell 270-970-7084

1"-tieolkm
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd jobs Free estimates (270)762-0910
DAVIS Handyworks
*No Job too Srnalr
Small home repairs.
roofing, decks,
garages, Wong, windows, and doors.
Insured. 759-4418
227-9484
Hamilton Cranite
& \Lubin
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

FREE
Scr ap Appliances Old Winne
Metal Stem einem% & boon
Scrap Metal Maven & Tillers
ntt
Battenes
farm

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding,
firewood Insured
489-2839
WASTE
\c.i 111 N:

11\11'

Nl

• weekly & special
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 •293.2783
293-2784

Horoscope

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
VINYL replacement
windows professional
installation available
Call Jett 0 753-6450

JOE'S JOBS
Small
1, aid 5% iii
'%‘*111‘.1 ti ic'iisll\

753-4344• 227-5644

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small,
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

WE SERVICE
Al) Map Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murrcq
(270) 15317)3

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Darrageo Fioors
Braces & Floor Jo,st,
Remodeling &Pfx ,
David Gatkmore
Will De Insurance Wcr.,
Asa & lAasierCarc Accepe:

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S Tree
Service. Free
estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

by Jacqueline Bigar

for oz>miciztable
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Though you could find
****
1 he odds favor you. Rooting for the day difficult at times, you'll
you is akin to betting on the come out flying and feeling as if
favorite this year. You come out you have accomplished a lot.
of the most difficult situations Your ability to use your innate
flying. Your base of friends ingenuity saves the day. If you
proves to be instrumental to are single, a new relationship
Al)
1998 Ford Explorer, 2your success, whether it is could be in the offing. Tonight:
smiles.
braindr sport. V-6. clean,
simply
or
through support
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
everything works.
storming. You will do well with ***
You simply are not in the
$3.200
miles.
213.000
groups. Your popuand
crowds
position to discuss your feelings
OBO (731)247-5225
you
If
level.
larity soars to a new
or reveal key information. You
are single and you want a rela- might find it difficult not to com'
Used Cars
tionship, you can be sure you ment or reveal important inforIMMUDIATIF
1)1 111 Hill) 14
will meet someone special. Get mation. Indulge and enjoy a lam- ..•
to know this person well before ily member to the max Tonight:
NEED A VEHICLE?
•
diving in. Remember, the world Order in.
21)
mow row4nomonorsaoes COM
is your oyster. If you are SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
550% Si. o[CAR elltiiisfor what you want. .
cirt% sulk i•I•
270-753-4461
attached, the two of you can ***** AIM at this goal fails, .
first stab
705 S 12th Street
12-01-,1101511
make quite the team effort, las- If yourgive up: keep at it. A slight- ,
don't
Financing on _
soing in what you want. VIRGO ly different approach could work.
LAKE house. Three
Selected Vehicles
bedroom 2 bath with
Can challenge your views.
Return calls and set up meetdouble garage waterings Your words provoke action
front lot, with trees
The Stars Show the Kind of and response. Tonight: Be
storage shed floating
Day lou'll Have: 5-Dynamic, where the crowds are.
concrete
boat dock,
Older
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ve. 3-Average: 2-Si.
WANT to buy
4-Positi
boat ramp.
•
camper on good
21)
model
lt
-Difficu
I
&275,000.00. Call
226-9081
**** Step up to the plate and
shape
753-2905 or 293-8595
let go of your reservations You
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
MUST Seen Just built
will do an excellent lob of hanyourself
of
more
**** Give
brick
''•-•
2,500 sq ft
accomplishment and dling a new responsibility.
on
Focus
borne Double garage
You could Lighten up and smile You might
done
lob
the
getting
Pnvate & beautiful 2..
your opinion
•
LAM
be your own worst cntic as you want to revise
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
LAWN SERVICE
ish a lot involving a boss and finances
accompl
to
attempt
town $139,000
Mowing. Manicuring,
more Accept responsibilities Tonight: Your treat
by
270-519-8570
22-Jan. 19)
landscaping &
Others admire you a lot more CAPRICORN (Dec.
Murray.
•
might feel like a teal Vacuuming
than you realize Tonight. Easy **** What
Sainte-bon guaranteed
snafu will wort( out if you remain RENT to Own
does it
positive .
and
optimistic
Coldwater 2-38R
753-1816 2278611
TAURUS (Aprtl 20-May 20)
all
home 800.986-2789
**** You might feel as if Understanding could make
dealing with
YOUR AD
extension 2051
someone is raining on your the deference when
when to
COULD RE
parade Your real issue will be key associates Know
NEW Construction
se
experti
's
another
for
ask
If
situation
this
FOR
about
HERE
do
Just Finished
what to
the lines
Saratoga II 4BR 28A
you don't react and instead sim- Tonight Read between
ONLY $7S.00
-Feb. 18)
contemporary home
ply try to understand where oth- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20
A MONTH
you can **** A partner wants and posfrom,
24 hour recorded men
coming
are
ers
6
CALL 753-191
the
sage 800-966-278n
help discover a resolution sibly will demand to take
lead Knowing when to back off
extension 2061
Tonight Think 'weekend'
could be critical Let this person
Hill Electric GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
NICE older home
Since 1986
little have his or her way Intuition
a
feel
might
You
****
clean 2-large bedt con24 noun mama
down or perhaps burdened by leads you in an importan
rooms. IBA, 1.500 sq
Kos Com & Ind
responsibilities How you handle versation Don't lose your sense
ft CNA,fenced, sepGo along
Litensed & Insured
situations like this could change of centering Tonight
arate apt , carport. out
All itotos - big or small
with another's ideas
to
Look
months.
few
next
the
in
buildings $03,900
20)
growth Remain responsive to a PISCES (Feb. 19-March
437-4062
***** Others state their
need
don't
You
Tonight
partner
293-54es
270-519-8570
case You could feel that someto go far from home
THREE bedroom 1
SIMMONS'S
one is a tad austere or difficult
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
bath brick horns, with a Carpentry &
out on
** You naturally use the Don't worry You'll come
*
*
*
ng.
outbuildi
shed,
Handyman WOfe Free
top of your game Friends surwith
up
come
and
words
right
8
tobacco barn and
setestimates
the correct solutions Someone round you in nearly every
Located in
acres
How lucky Can one person --.
ting
and,
&
rock
to
underst
while
difficult
GRAVEL
be
might
Hazel. $11 5,000 00.
you'
sand delivered
be willing to give this person be" Tonight Choose who
Call 753-2905 or
(270)293-1924
space Many people surround most want to be with
293-8595
you who would like to be part of
BORN TODAY
your life Tonight Hang out
Bombeck
Erma
Humorist
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
actress Jennifer Love
*** Be more aware of your (1927),
Hewitt (1979), poet W H Auden
daffy patterns, especially when
(1907)
let
Don't
s
finance
dealing with
slid-Sliest'. Largest Indoor Rost IXPOI
go of a problem Get to the core Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Paducah, Kentucki • Feb. 29. March I A 2
and then you'll find resolu- Internet at htt4)://www.lacqueissue
Expo ('enter heakle the Variative Inn
tion Let your energy manifest. Ilnebigar.com.
11-4
i
Saturds
10-8.
•
Saturdav
4-9.
•
ruin,
accomplishment is your middle (C) 2008 by King Features
Al types of Boats from IC' to 01'
name Tonight Do what feels Syndicate Inc.
oirrem
ToklEg (2701362,430 • www.kesenctimarrad

753-9562

HAPPY

81111THDAY

Thursday,Feb. 21,2808:

COMICS / FEATURES
Effort to mend broken family
ties meets stiff resistance

Sturrits Ledger & Times

tooldngBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture ot Seery
Coles of Midway taking his horse.
Dock, out for exercise at Ins home.
l'he photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Monte and Patti Woods, Jan.
I; a gut to Anette and Andrew
C'owen. Feb. 13; a boy to Shannon and Clyde Adkins, Feb. 15.
in high school basketball games,
Calloway County Lakers lost 6559 to Reidland Greyhounds with
A. Wyatt high scorer for the Leiters; Calloway Lady Lakers won
60-54 in overtime over Henderson County with Norsworthy high
scorer for the Lakers.
20 years ago
More than 100 pianists and 20
pianos will fill the stage at Murray State University Lovett audiionum for the third Piano Monster Concert on Feb. 23.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers lost 66-60 to Graves
County Eagles with high scorers
being Hornbuckle for Tigers and
Ellington for eagles; Murray Lady
Tigers lost 81-49 to Marshall County Marshals with high scorers
being Jennifer Parker for Tigers
and Gossom for Marshals; Calloway Leiters lost 52-51 to Hopkinsville with Corey Wells high
scorer for the Lakers Calloway
Lady Lakers lost 62-47 to Heath
Pirates with Garland high scorer
for Calloway.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Ed
Skinners and Charles Walston looking over some of the Four Rivers
C'euncil of Boy Scouts of America that solicitors with the organisation will be using in an advanced
gifts fund drive that got underway today.
In high school basketball
games, Ca/loway Lady Lakers won
5Z-41 over Mayfield Cardinals
with Rose Ross high scorer for

the Latices, Murray Lady Tigers
won 50-42 over Heath Pirates with
Jame Washer high scorer for the
Tigers.
Donna Smith was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
40 years ago
Marine Pvt. Jimmie D. Boyd,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lenard B.
Boyd of Murray. graduated from
eight weeks of recruit training at
the Marine Corps Base at San
Diego, Calif.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakers lost 63-56 to
LOWCS Blue Devils with Derrell
Cleaver high scorer for the Lakers; Murray University Colts lost
52-47 to Fulton City with Nelson
Waldrop high scorer for the Colts.
50 years ago
All Calloway County Schools
are back in operation after being
closed because of weather conditions, according to Bunn Jeffrey,
superintendent.
The Harris-Kirkpatrick Company of Owensboro has submitted
the low bid of $766,735 for the
construction of the student union
building on Murray state College
campus.
Mrs. Bill Wrather presented a
lesson on "Growing Roses" at a
meeting of the Harris Grove Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Floyd Taylor.
60 years ago
The mercury dropped 41
degrees on Feb. 19 in one of the
season's biggest changes in weather. A high of 68 was reached yesterday afternoon after four days
of summer and the low record on
Feb. 20 changed to 27 degrees.
Murray State College Prof. Rex
Syndergaard will be the featured
speaker at a meeting of the Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club to be held at the
Murray Woman's Club house.

DEAR ABBY: My husband's
sister, 'Mia," is a lesbian who
came out to her family 10 years
ago. Her parents disowned her.
We were just out of high school,
and for years we had no idea
why. We were not allowed to
invite Mia to our wedding or
to have any
contact with
her.
Several
years later,
she
began
trying
to
repair their
relationship,
despite the
fact
that
she's forbidden to talk
By Abigail
about her life
Van Buren
or bring her
partner anywhere near them.
This was when we learned what
had happened, and we were
appalled at how Mia had been
treated.
When she comes to town
for holidays, she stays with us.
Because of this, my in-laws
treat us like "sinners" just as
they do her, and we're caught
in the middle.
We have tried explaining to
these family members that they
are entitled to their position
and we're entitled to ours; that
Mia is family and deserves
respect and kindness. They call
us liberal freaks with no moral
values and say we should stand
up to her and not let her "manipulate" us. My husband and I
are tired of the drama we get
at holiday time. Not only do
they usually pick a fight with
Mia while she's here, but they

Dear Abby

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Feb. 20.
the 51st day of 2008. There are
3E5 days left in the year.
; Today's Highlight in History:
• On Feb. 20, 1462, astronaut
John Glenn became the first American to orbit the Earth as he flew
aboard the Mercury spacecraft
Fnendship 7.
On this date:
•
In 1790. Holy Roman Emperor Joseph II died.
In 1792, President Washington
E3
4s
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signed an act creating the U.S.
Post Office.
In 1809, the Supreme Court,
in United States v. Peters, ruled
the power of the federal government is greater than that of any
individual state.
In 1839, Congress prohibited
dueling in the District of Columbia.
In. 1907, President Theodore
Roosevelt signed an immigration
act which excluded "idiots, imbeciles. feebleminded persons, epilep-

tics, insane persons" from being
admitted to the United States.
In 1938. Anthony Eden resigned
as British foreign secretary following Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain's decision to negotiate with Italian dictator Benito
Mussolini.
In 1944, during World War 11.
U.S. bombers began raiding German aircraft manufacturing centers in a series of attacks that
became known as "Big Week."
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also won't speak to us for two
weeks afterward. The last two
times she came, Mia has either
had to cut her trip short or has
been reduced to tears by the
harsh words from family members.
It you wonder why Mia even
bothers coming home, it's
because she wants to maintain
contact with us and she loves
her nieces and nephews. How
do we handle these people, or
do we just give up? -- ODD
ONES OUT IN OHIO
DEAR ODD ONES OUT:
Stand your ground. Do not allow
yourselves to be bullied of emotionally blackmailed into rejecting your husband's sister. You
are neither morally challenged
nor "liberal freaks" for trying
to help bridge the gap with the
family.
Frankly, your sister-in-law
must be extremely resilient to
have tolerated the abuse she's
getting from these "good" people. They may not approve of
her sexual orientation, but she
did not choose it -- it's who
she is. It seems this self-righteous family's "moral values' do
not include tolerance.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I share a
room with my stepsisters during visitation at my dad's. Their
room doesn't have a lock, and
my stepmom, "Muriel," doesn't
believe in knocking before coming into their room. My stepsisters are used to it and don't
care. However. Muriel is not
my mom, and it's embarrassing to be barged in on without warning, especially when
I'm undressed.
Last weekend she walked in
after I had just taken a shower and was completely naked.
Muriel couldn't understand why
I'd have a problem with it,
since we're both females and 1
was already naked in front of
my stepsisters.
I have asked her nicely to
please knock when I'm there,
but she says, "A mother doesn't have to knock when coming into her own daughters' (or
stepdaughter's) room." Muriel
said I have a "silly hang-up"
and need to get over it. "I
wouldn't be doing you any
favors," she said, "if I gave
in."
Is my request unreasonable?
How should I handle this? -FEELS LIKE CINDERELLA
DEAR FEELS LIKE CINDERELLA: It doesn't appear
that you and Muriel are particularly close, or even on the
same wavelength. She's being
heavy-handed in the way she
is asserting herself, and you
should talk to your father and
mother about it.
Your stepmother is the adult,
and she has allowed this to be
turned into a power struggle.
She's not your mother, and as
you are a guest in their home,
some common courtesy should
be extended.
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Treat the cause
not the symptoms
DEAR DR. GOTT: My situauon is a bit complex, but I will
try to make it as brief as posse
bk.
In 1997, I was short of breath,
and I had stress tests and a heart
catheter, which indicated an 80
percent
blockage in
one artery and
50 percent in
the other two.
In the artery
blocked
80
percent, I had
en g opt a st y
and a stent
put in. Relief
was mulled'.
ate.
By
I felt ftne
Dr. Peter Gott
until recently.
I have arthritis and attributed the
pain in my left shoulder and upper
arm to that. It started approximately two or three months ago.
About three weeks ago, I capenenced extreme shortness of
breath, weakness and fatigue. At
the hospital, I was diagnosed with
blood clots in both my lungs assodated with a low INR. I was in
the hospital for six days on a
course of Cournadin and shots of
Lovinox. I was discharged when
my INR reached 2.1. I take 10
milligrams Coumadin daily and
felt fine for about a week. Then
back to the emergency room with
shortness of breath. Tests showed
no clots, but my INR had fallen
to 1.7. I then consulted with my
heart doctor, and he ordered another stress test. Again, everything was
fine,
This leaves me in a dilemma,
Chest X-rays and CT scans show
nothing relative to the lungs, and

Dr. Gott

the stress test shows nothing relauve to the heart. However. I still
continue to be extremely short ot
breath, fatigued and weak. As far
as I Snow, I was never diagnosed
with asthma or emphy seine. I used
to be a heavy smoker (two packs
per day), but I stopped more than
12 years ago.
Please give me your expert
thoughts on this. Should I opt for
a second opinion at a place like
the Mayo or Cleveland Clinics?
DEAR READER: Yours is a
complicated ailment For examplc, why did you develop blood
clots in your lungs? Could this .
be a symptom related to a pn- .
mary lung disorder or a clotting
disorder?
Based on the information you
gave, I am fairly confident you
have a clotting disorder. Your INR,
(International Normalized Ratio', •
higher numbers mean less clot- ;
ting ability, lower numbers meart
more clotting ability) is abnormal
despite treatment with an anucoagulant. Make an appointment with
a blood-disorder specialist (hemetologist). Bring your lab work and
test results with you to the appointmem. This will provide background
information and aid the specialist
in his Of her diagnosis. The doctor may choose to order more
specific tests. If this specialist doesn't find anything abnormal, a visit
to a top-notch medical facility is
appropriate.
You need to know why you
developed blood clots and why'
your INR is consistently low. In ,
other words, your doctors may be
treating your symptoms instead of
searching for the cause. Let me
know how this turns out.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTII
•K 542
IP A 7
•K 6
4K 8 7 4 3
WEST
EAST
+108
•Q.1963
Q .1 9 8 3 2
1110 6 5
*Q104
•8 2
4Q5
41096
SOUTH
•A 7
4K 4
IIAJ9753
*A J 2
The bidding:
East
North
South
West
1*
I•
Pass
Pass
Pass
I*
3•
Pass
4•
6•
Pass
Opening lead — queen of hearts.
Assume you're declarer at six
diamonds and West leads the queen
of hearts, which you take with the
king. floss would you play the hand?
The outcome seems to depend on
two finesses - one in diamonds, the
other in clubs. If either finesse wins
and the trumps are divided normally,
12 tricks become certain.
As it happens, both finesses, if
attempted, lose. But when the hand
was played, declarer found a different line of play that did not depend

entirely on the location of the minorsuit queens.
At trick two, he led a diamond to
the king and returned a diamond to
the jack, losing to the queen. Alter
West exited with a heart to dummy's
ace, South led a spade to the ace and
cashed the ace of trumps, dummy
discarding a club and east a spade.
Declarer nest led a spade to
dummy's king and ruffed a spade, ,
taking particular notice of West's ••
failure to follow suit. I le then cashed '
his last two trumps, discarding two
more clubs from dummy and retain- s
ing dummy 's last spade. East's last
three cards at this point consisted of
the queen of spades and 10-9 of
clubs
South now led a low club to
dummy's king and a loss club back, •
East producing first the nine and then
the ten. Ordinarily, declarer would
have finessed the jack and gone „
down two, but since East's last card •
was known to be a spade, a finesse •
could not possibly succeed. So South
played the ace, caught the queen and,.
thus made the slam.
The key to South's success lay in ,1
his playing three rounds of spades to
tOrce the defenders to reveal their •
distribution in that suit. Nothing '
could be lost by ins estig.ating the
spade situation, but there was much to be gained by trying to get a more
precise picture of the unseen hands.

Tomorrow: Heads! win, tails you lose.
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1 Cold-cuts
vendor
2 Bohr's study
3 Coil around
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6 Is not welt
7 Old French
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Surfing the net
Bathroom item
Bronze or Iron
Agree silently
Summer drink
Gobble down
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MY GRAMMA SAYS
SHE ALWAYS BROUGHT

1 Hill's opposite
5 El — Texas
9 Operate
12 Bntish school
13 Pride member
14 Back when
15 Plunder
16 Howled
18 Dazzle
20 Name tag
21 Contented sigh
22 Kind of ticket
(hyph
26 Outspoken
29 Rail securer
30 Art, on the
Seine
31 Most recent
32 "Westsvorte`
name
33 Funny
Bombeck
34 Crack pilot
35 Grain morsel
36 Primitive
weapon
37 Adorn

39 Sundial
numeral
40 Love -first sight
41 Imagine
45 OKs
49 Disagreeable
task
50 Thai language
51 Fix potatoes
52 Iced-tea garnish
53 Bulldogs
backer
54 Writing fluids
55 Wonder
Woman s friend
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22 Heating fuel
23 Metal strand
24 — mater
25 Summer
to summer
26 Not be
discreet
27 Blouse trim
28 Manipulated
29 Well-known
Pharaoh
32 Chatter
33 Typical
example
35 Leggy
swimmers
36 Incite Rover
38 Sense organ
39 Clamps
41 Expense
account
42 College credit
43 Smallest pup
44 This.
in Barcelona
45 Ginger —
46 Chum
47 Taro-root
paste
48 Delivery truck
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Grisham completes acute inpatient rehab

g, and was plan Of Cafe for Gnsham and his
tional therapist, speech therapist ing, laundry, groomin
*WW1 to the Ledger
with the family. He has returned home
sit
down
to
able
even
t in intenRetired Naval aviator Mac and physical therapis
and play a couple of rounds and is still working with speech
staff
would
that
sessions
therapy
sive
Grisham has been a true hero to
three times a week. He
back to walking and of cards. In addition to physical therapy
all those whose lives he's get him
progress with his
made
has
theraional
occupat
and
therapy
home with his
touched. Grisham was the eventually back
speech therapy worked with speech language and is continupy,
Buttons.
dog.
his
and
Sally
wife
youngest of five brothers who
com- ing to use , his communication
With a left-sided stroke, the Grisham daily to releiun
served in the United States
the notebook to express his needs.
find
and
skills
ion
body can also expenence slow municat
Navy.
"Max's been able to use his
cate
communi
to
methods
best
memory
and
style
ral
As a young student in the 3rd behavio
cation board by pointhis
communi
ng
improvi
on
working
while
ts
therapis
l
physica
grade he had a hobby of drawing loss. The
of a hospital and
to
pictures
ing
.
him on advanced abilities
airplanes and knew one day that worked with
so friendly family to let me know he wantwas
ne
"Everyo
.
training
stair
and
ion
he would serve in the U.S. Navy ambulat
to go visit his family in
indoor soccer and and helpful. Our family was ed
and follow in the footsteps of his He played
t Rehab," said Sally.
Inpatien
enter
to
able
be
to
pleased
ll to focus on very
older brothers. After graduating indoor basketba
inpatient
Acute
The
are grateful for
and
program
the
acoordin
and
balance
from high school, he enrolled in standing
Unit is open 24
tation
Rehabili
was
program
the
al
benefici
how
regain
that he could
the Navy the very next day. tion so
hours a day, 7 days a week. For
and inde- in his progress." said Sally.
however, he was just one day functional mobility
more information please call
nurses
Rehab
24-hour
The
short of the draft and unable to pendence.
Bray, Community
Melony
therathe
with
together
worked
was
Additionally, Gnsham
select which service he preon
Coordinator at 762to
Educati
director
medical
able to complete many activities pists and
ferred.
y 1445.
ciplinar
interdis
an
develop
dressg:
includin
After speaking to several of daily living
officers and explaining that his
older brothers had all served in
the U.S. Navy, Grisham was
allowed to enter boot camp.
After completing boot camp.
to
on
went
Grisham
armory/gunnery school, radar
operator school and aviation
school.
Before ilight training he
came to Murray State to begin
his aviation schooling. It was in
Murray one morning before
church where he met his wife to
be of 62 years. Sally McMillan
Grisham. They continued to dat.
as he finished flight school in
Athens. Memphis and Pensacola
and were married on Dec. I.
1945. In February of 1947. Mac
received his wings and continued to serve in the U.S. Navy for
lierA4
the next 23 years. '
•
Just over a year ago. the
403420V, •••••4••
a "
Grishams, who had spent 40
decidia,
Californ
in
years living
ed to make a muse back to
Murray. the place where he first
met his wife. Mac Grisham had
always enjoyed the area and
thought it would be a great place
to one-day return
On, Thursday. Nov 15, Sally
awoke in the middle of the night
to get a drink of water, and
noticed something was wrong
with her husband When asked if
he was OK. Mac tailed to
;r
respond hut she could hear a
mumble and soon realued that
he wasn't quite himself. She
called for her daughter and they
immediately called 911 Within
a short time they had arrived by
ambulance to the Linergency
Room at Murray -Callowa)
County Hospital
A CT Scan and MRI confirmed that he had experienced a
full-blown left-sided stroke that
would greatly impact his lite. He
stayed in the hospital until he
built up his endurance and was
strong enough to participate in
Inpatient
A c ute
the
at
program
Rehabilitation
MCCH
The same determination and
positive attitude that made him
an accomplished naval aviator
also helped him accomplish
—ww
amazing results in the Acute
Inpatient Rehabilitation program. Grisham entered the
Acute Inpatient Rehabilitation
program on Nov 26 and spent
total of lit days in intense there-

Sally and Mac Grisham
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The goal of stroke rehabilita` non is to restore as much lost
function as possible and teach
an individual how to compensate tor any lost abilities while
working on regaining them.
With a left-sided stroke Grisham
experienced nght-sided paralysis and speech/language problems. He would spend three
hours a day, five to WI days a
week working with an occupa•
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